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Abstract
Purpose/objectives: This research deals with the development of a management
accounting system [hereafter: MAS] tailored for decentralised construction companies using
the critical success factors [hereafter: CSFs] method to support effective decision making at
management level within the researched organisation and comparable organisations. In this
context, the first research objective is to identify the CSFs within decentralised construction
companies and thereby the managers’ need for information. Based on this, a MAS has been
developed to meet this managers’ need for information. The second research objective is the
exploration of possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for
the needs of the different management levels.
Design/methodology/approach:

The

empirical

research

comprises

an

abductive,

qualitative, single case study approach. The need for this research has been identified
through an in-depth literature review. The empirical element that contributes to closing the
research gap has been divided into following parts: preparation of research, single case
study (expert interviews at management level, analysis of commercial documents, as well as
process/meeting observations) and result documentation, analysis and interpretation, as well
as conclusions, limitations, outlook and recommendations.
Findings: The findings represent a significant contribution to both knowledge as well as
business practice.
The literature review produced a need to bring the variables CSFs, informational needs, and
the structure of operations together. A contribution to Lönngren et al’s (2010) study on
success factors related to strategic partnerships in the construction industry can be identified
in the fact that this study’s outcomes focus more on the operative and tactical CSFs in
construction companies. Moreover, this thesis deals with numerous types of performance
measurements in decentralised construction companies. This can be seen as a contribution
to Yang et al’s (2010) study on performance measurements in the construction industry, as
Yang et al did not take into account the organisation of the studied companies. In general,
the focus of this thesis on the organisation of the studied construction company marks a
contribution for numerous conducted research studies (e.g. Kärnä, 2009; Kärnä et al, 2009;
Lim, 2011; Spigarelli et al, 2015).
The CSFs in decentralised construction companies could be identified and clustered into four
categories: customer-, construction management-, staff-, and decentralised organisationrelated. On this basis, three different MASs designs (for PM, BM, and MD level) could be
developed. These MASs contain classic target-performance comparisons related to the
IV

particular CSFs that could be identified. As not all identified CSFs can be measured, in some
cases, surveys or annual in-house appraisal interviews are recommended in order to
estimate the achievement rate of single CSFs. In addition, a greater level of awareness could
be achieved by this research and by the involvement of experts regarding a better
understanding and more transparency in many areas of activity of decentralised construction
companies.
Limitations: As the researcher dealt with the social actors in a particular organisation only,
the findings of the research are limited to this group of people. Should a generalisation of the
findings be intended, further research work would be necessary. In this context, it should be
mentioned that even within the studied organisation and therefore in the group of social
actors that were studied, different opinions and perspectives were identified.
Recommendations for further research: Future research could for instance mean a test
run of the developed MAS in business practice. For this purpose, the MAS could be tested in
the studied organisation or another decentralised construction company. A study in several
companies at once is also possible.
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1
1.1

Introduction

Introduction

The objective of this research is the development of a MAS for decentralised construction
companies to support effective decision-making on all management levels (project
management, branch management and top management) within the studied company based
on the previously identified CSFs. The research results will be reflected in a theoretical
management accounting [hereafter: MA] framework and will be applicable to decentralised
construction companies in Germany.
In the introduction chapter, the background of this research is presented. The research
questions as well as the underlying research aims and objectives are illustrated accordingly.
Furthermore, the researcher’s motivation as well as the significance for theory and practice is
briefly discussed. Finally, the thesis’ structure is explained.

1.2

Background

Modern MA has its roots in the United States of America. During the period of growth
towards the end of the 19th century, increasing competition and company sizes made it
impossible for company owners to monitor their business operations well (Holland-Letz,
2009).
Nowadays, managers of decentralised construction companies have similar problems.
According to Johannes Lunz – chief executive officer [hereafter: CEO] of a business
consultancy specialised in the construction industry – there are specific business
characteristics within the construction industry leading to a high bankruptcy rate compared to
other commercial sectors (Lunz; www.zdb.de, 8th September 2015). The main problems in
this context are existing price instead of quality competition, low market entry barriers, offers
that only inadequately take risks into account, performance risks being shifted on
construction companies and that economic tools are hardly used by construction companies
(Lunz; Girmscheid & Busch, 2014). Another problem is poor payment performance of many
customers: the real time for payments in the German construction industry is 61 days on
average (Ries, 2010).
As each construction project varies and contains specific risks for managers of construction
companies as well as every project-based business, it is difficult to be well informed about all
crucial circumstances (Holland-Letz, 2009; Girmscheid & Busch, 2014). Furthermore,
managers – especially top managers in decentralised construction companies – cannot visit
all construction sites within their area of responsibility on a regular basis (Girmscheid &
Busch, 2014). Thus, only on-site staffs know the answers to many crucial questions (e.g. “Is
1

the work being carried out of adequate quality?”, “Is the degree of adherence to schedules
suitable?”, “What is the degree of customer satisfaction?”). Therefore, it is crucial to have a
system available that ensures the flow of information between construction sites and
managers (branch managers [hereafter: BMs] and managing directors [hereafter: MDs]) and
thereby ensures effective decision making on all management levels.
Within business operations, problems of great importance may arise that make immediate
top management involvement necessary (e.g. payment difficulties of an important customer).
While a decentralised company organisation with several branches leads to a decision
decentralisation (BMs make many decisions), this organisational form also makes it more
challenging for top managers - who are usually located at headquarters, far away from the
branches and from on-site staff - to maintain a clear overview and make the right decisions
(Horváth, 2011).
MA provides managers on all levels with crucial information for the planning, monitoring and
controlling of the company’s operations and thereby helps to reach particular business
objectives (Fischer, Möller & Schultze, 2012; Jones, Atkinson, Lorenz & Harris, 2012), which
are usually defined by the company owner (Klett & Pivernetz, 2010).
One approach to determine which information is crucial is the CSFs method (Rockart, 1979;
Lucia & Lepsinger, 1999), which enables managers to identify those few key elements that
‘must go right’ in order to achieve business objectives (Jones & Harris, 1995; Bullen &
Rockart, 1981) and reduce the risk of business failure (Baus, 2006; Howell, 2010; Klett &
Pivernetz, 2010).

Figure 1: Stages in the CSFs approach (Jones et al, 1995, p. 167).
Figure 1 illustrates the connection among business objectives (here: goals), CSFs (deriving
from business objectives), measures (to form the basic management information reports),
reports and database. Previous research has identified that there are CSFs specific to
individual managers, certain CSFs are common across one specific company and again
others are common to a whole industry (Jones et al, 1995). The findings of Jones et al (1995)
illustrate that systematic use of the CSFs method within a company can lead to a holistic MA
system providing each manager with the specific most needed information.
Existing research into CSFs related to the construction industry usually focuses on single
construction projects (e.g. Chan & Chan, 2004; Arain & Asif, 2010). Only Mbugua, Harris,
2

Holt & Olomolaiye (1999) and Howell (2010) deal with a holistic approach for construction
companies by developing key performance indicator systems. This is why the development
of an MA system tailored for decentralised construction companies is a significant addition to
existing research in this field.
In comparison to centralised organisations, decentralised organisations need to ensure that
every BM knows his CSFs that are derived from the overall organisation objectives (Horváth,
2011; Jones et al, 2012). Consequently, BMs’ goals and CSFs become explicit within the
entire organisation. Managers become able to clearly identify their informational needs and
can more easily identify where their focus must be in order to meet the company’s objectives
(Bullen & Rockart, 1981; Jones et al, 2012).
In order to achieve the research objectives, research depth is crucial. In this case, this
means that the researcher needs to know what is critical for the business success of
decentralised construction companies. Detailed insight into the studied organisation, its
internal processes and contexts are significant. As the MAS to be developed will be based on
these findings, an abductive research approach – implying data collection to explore a
phenomenon, identify themes and patterns, locate these in a conceptual framework and test
this through subsequent data collection and so forth (Saunders et al, 2012) – is applied. In
order to ensure in-depth insights, a qualitative research approach that uses the case study
method is adopted (Bryman et al, 2011; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012). This choice
goes in accordance with previous research in this field (e.g. Rockart, 1979; Boynton & Zmud,
1984; Jones, 1995).
In this study, the role of the researcher is crucial. In order to create non-biased findings, it is
necessary that the researcher obtains insight into the everyday operations of the studied
organisation (Yin, 2014). For this purpose, the researcher works as a member of the
organisation and keeps detailed records of his experience (Ryan, Scapens & Theobald,
2009). The researcher depends on the knowledge and experience of the organisation’s
managers and he has to ensure a functional collaboration between the managers and
himself. In order to take up the role of a participant (Ryan et al, 2009), the researcher has
chosen the company where he is employed to apply a single case study.
According to Yin (2014), there are several sources of data in case studies. The researcher’s
employer has permitted expert interviews, access to data, and process observation
possibilities.
The analysis of commercial documents and reports of all branches can identify possible
abnormalities between the separate branches (e.g. turnover, clients, profits and personnel).
3

Process observations in branches enables assessment of the flow of information between
construction site personnel and managers.
The expert interviews at management level will be conducted as semi-structured interviews.
This ensures a set of important questions combined with the necessary flexibility to vary the
order in which questions are asked and add new questions in the context of the research
situation (Bryman et al, 2011; Saunders et al, 2012).
An interview with the company owner discloses the organisation’s goals from which the
company’s CSFs derive. MDs are interviewed to ascertain their impressions of the
collaboration between site personnel and BMs within the separate branches. Interviews with
all 20 BMs assure in-depth knowledge of everyday proceedings between site and branch
personnel. As skills shortage has become a problem in Germany, an interview with the head
of human resources is also intended. The researcher wants to ascertain how the company
deals with this rising strategic threat.
Interviews and other data are in either English or German, depending on the data source.
The identification of CSFs within interviews follows the processes established by Bullen and
Rockart (1981). The results of data analysis as well as researcher observations and semistructured expert interviews are documented. Interview transcripts are shared with the
interviewees to ensure accuracy of the data. The research is conducted in accordance with
the ethical guidelines of the University’s Handbook of Principles and Procedures (2008).
A thematic data analysis including the organisation of collected data, generation of key
themes and coding of data is applied (Fox, 2004). All data is coded, which allows crossconnection of the key words, hypothesis testing, generation of cross-relation matrices, etc.
The outcome of the research contributes to the use of CSFs approaches as well as the
design of MASs.

1.3

Research questions

As illustrated in the previous section, the approach of developing a MAS for decentralised
construction companies via CSFs method makes a significant contribution to existing
research. The aspects within this research that require further exploration can be outlined in
two research questions:
1. What are the CSFs within decentralised construction companies?
2. What are possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for
the needs of the different management levels?
4

The answers to these questions will help academics and practitioners to gather information in
the fields of CSFs and MA. Furthermore, the research results will be significant for the
organisation that is being studied, as the company owner demonstrated in a personal
appointment on 3rd August 2017, in which the research objectives, approach and
methodology were reviewed.

1.4

Research aim and objectives

The author’s aim is to develop a MAS for decentralised construction companies that supports
effective decision making on all management levels. In line with this, a qualitative abductive
research approach including a single case study has generated the necessary primary data.
Prior to this, a literature review was conducted to gain a theoretical understanding, ascertain
the current state of science, assess existing connections between CSFs and MA and shine a
light on existing knowledge gaps in business research.
In order to close the identified knowledge gaps and meet the overarching aim of this
research, two research objectives were formulated by the author:
1. To explore the CSFs within decentralised construction companies.
2. To illustrate possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored
for the needs of the different management levels.

1.5

Research motivation and importance

The author has been working for the organisation to be studied since 2009. The organisation
is a German decentralised construction company with an annual turnover of 130 million
[hereafter: m] € and approximately 900 employees spread over 20 branches throughout
Germany and further two branches in Poland. The company is 100% family-owned (53.3%
author’s father; 46.7% author). Since his first days at the organisation, the author has been
deployed at the head office, where all administrative departments are located. The assembly
departments – the company’s profit centres – are located in the decentral branches.
While the business is performing well in general, there are significant differences in profits
among the different branches. Annually recurring profit margins from +20% in some
branches to -10% in a few other branches in relation to the particular annual turnover are
common. With an average annual branch turnover of 6.5m €, the single branch profits can
therefore range from +1.3m € to -650,000 €. In addition to that, the profit trend has been
worsening during the last business years. For the author, being a pure business economist,
this situation is unacceptable.

5

The first analysis of the production costs conducted by the author remained inconclusive: the
reasons for the diverging branch profits do not stem from the labour costs, constituting
approximately 70% of the production costs, as wages are almost similar throughout
Germany. Only in former Eastern Germany are wages still slightly below those in West
Germany (www.gehalt.de, 29.11.2017). The same applies to rural environments compared to
urban areas (www.gehalt.de, 29.11.2017). However, the company’s branch profits do not
decline from former Eastern to West Germany or from rural environment to urban areas.
Furthermore, the differences in wages are too small to make a measurable difference. The
reasons for the branch profit divergences are not located in materials procurement either,
which constitutes the remaining approximately 30% of the production costs, as branches buy
all materials through the “central procurement” department located in the head office.
According to the head of central procurement and based on the vendor invoices, material
prices only very slightly differ from branch to branch, depending on the local suppliers in the
different regions. Again, the differences are too low to cause measurable differences. The
reason for the diverging branch profits cannot be found among the usual production costs.
The author came to the assumption that there have to be extraordinary incidents during the
sales procedures or during the execution of the construction works processes that result in
low profit margins and losses.
Obviously, some BMs who are mainly responsible for sales (and therefore also for customer
selection, tender preparation, quotation and risk assessment prior to the conclusion of
contracts) and the supervision of the construction works (and therefore also for quality
management, adherence to given schedules on construction sites, ensuring sufficient site
personnel and the entire risk management after the conclusion of contracts) within their
particular branch often make appropriate decisions, while other BMs with the same
responsibilities often make less appropriate decisions. The author came to the assumption
that the decision-making processes within the different branches must vary strongly. It is
possible that some BMs do not focus on the truly important issues within their area of
responsibility.
The author commenced an analysis of the existing business literature in order to find
solutions for this kind of problems. A combination of the CSFs method by Rockart (1979) that
enables managers to identify those few key elements that ‘must go right’ within their area of
responsibility and MA that provides managers with crucial information about what is needed
to plan, monitor and control their business operations (Fischer, Möller & Schultze, 2012;
Jones, Atkinson, Lorenz & Harris, 2012) seemed to be a promising approach to solve the
problems.
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1.6

Structure of the thesis

The thesis is structured into four chapters:
The first chapter – the introduction – provides an overview of the theoretical gap between
literature and the business practice of decentralised construction companies. The problem of
an insufficient flow of information between construction site personnel and managers within
decentralised construction companies is presented. Furthermore, the research questions and
objectives arising from this problem are defined. Finally, the research approach and the
author’s research motivation are briefly described.
The second chapter – literature review – names relevant literature within the fields of
interest MA, CSFs and decentralised organisations. This chapter generates theoretical
understanding and compiles the current state of science in the fields of managers’
informational needs, CSFs and MA. Furthermore, existing knowledge gaps are presented as
the starting point for this research study.
The third chapter – methodology – provides detailed information regarding the research
approach, data collection and analysis methods, and also shows how the validity and
reliability of the research results are ensured.
The fourth chapter – case study research – firstly characterises the company in which the
single case study (including semi-structured expert interviews, analysis of commercial
documents, and process/meeting observations) is conducted. The author provides
information regarding the organisation’s history, business operations, business environment
and internal organisation. The results from the conducted study are presented in a
transparent manner. The author provides an overview of the findings from the expert
interviews, an analysis of commercial documents, and the process/meeting observations.
Moreover, the chapter provides a brief summary of the research findings followed by a
discussion of the contribution to theory and business practice. Furthermore, limitations of the
research study are indicated and suggestions for further research are given.
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2

Literature review

Introduction

2.1

The aim of this literature review is to understand what kind of research exists in the field of
CSFs and MA relating to decentralised organisations. In addition, its intention is to
understand what kind of literature exists, with respect to decentralised construction
companies in these areas that could meet the managers’ informational needs. The goal is to
identify a possible knowledge gap in the existing literature that needs further attention and
more research in this particular field of interest, which contributes to theoretical knowledge as
well as better business practice.
As a primary step and in accordance with the suggestions by Tranfield, Denyer and Smart
(2003), a scoping study was conducted to gain a first overview of the existing literature in the
field of interest, i.e. CSFs and MA. Additionally, the scoping study was used to define the
limits of the topic for the in-depth literature review. This preliminary piece of work was
submitted as an assignment at the Business School of the University of Gloucestershire to
adjust the direction of further research. Furthermore, this assignment was discussed in both
action learning sets with other doctoral candidates as well as experts on the side of the
researcher’s employer. Subsequently, an extensive literature review was conducted to
identify a research gap within the fields of interest and review the intended research
questions and research objectives. This in-depth literature review, which was mainly
conducted throughout 2017, will be described in the following sections. With the
advancement of research, the author continued to regularly screen relevant literature
throughout the research process.
Literature for this review was searched by using English and German search terms,
essentially looking at titles and abstracts of references as well as cross-reading papers,
journals, reports, books and bibliographies to generate further search terms and
combinations of search terms that were then looked up. The main search terms were as
follows:
•

CSF(s)

•

CSF(s) method

•

MA

•

Decentralised organisation(s)

•

Managers’ informational needs
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•

Construction industry

•

CSFs in decentralised organisations

•

CSFs in construction industry/companies

•

CSFs model

•

MAS

•

MA model

•

manager CSFs

•

Management control

•

Change management

•

Managers’ goals

•

Executive information system(s)

•

Management information system(s)

•

Trends in MA

•

Trends in CSF(s)

•

Decentralised organisational structure disadvantages

•

Decentralised organisational structure advantages

All search terms were entered in relevant electronic databases such as SAGE Research
Methods, ProQuest and Business Source Complete. Moreover, catalogues of the University
of Applied Sciences in Brühl (EUFH) as well as further online sources such as Google,
Google Scholar and appropriate homepages were used during the search.
This process created a large diversity and quantity of potential references for the literature
review and thereby for the entire study, which is organised in several sections (see following
sections) and guides to a knowledge gap in the existing research and in consequence to
corresponding research questions and objectives for this thesis.

2.2

CSFs

Developing effective MASs requires an understanding of the specific CSFs in an
organisation. For decades, the ideas on what executives need to focus on – as Rockart
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(1979) noted – have shaped the research on CSFs that managers need to know
when making decisions. According to Bullen and Rockart (1981), these CFSs are the few
areas of activity in which favourable results are required for managers to reach their goals.
Therefore, there is a need to understand whether these factors still apply in the 21st
century. On the same note, organisations continue to face unique challenges depending on
the environment in which they operate. For example, a country-specific environment
can define CSFs required to assist profit-making organisations in competing with
multinational rivals (Brouthers, 1998). Other important considerations include the industry
in which a company operates and the organisational structure (whether centralised or
decentralised). It is therefore also important to note how these factors contribute to the
success of a profit-making organisation.
In the construction industry, a decentralised management structure creates a platform where
managers are supposed to make independent and informed decisions. With decentralised
structures, managers heading decentralised units have the power to make final decisions on
specific projects depending on information that they acquire through MA. A study by Anwar
and Tuqan (2006) demonstrated how access to information makes it possible for managers
to make evidence-based decisions that lead to the overall success of their organisations.
Studies have also shown the importance of MA information in facilitating the decision-making
process (Kissi, Dainty & Liu, 2012; Isaksson & Linderoth, 2018; Tan, Zaman & Sutrisna,
2018). For example, Tan et al (2018) noted how construction projects proceed through
phases. Therefore, a continuous flow of information, provided by MA, is critical as it assists
the executives involved in their decision-making process. Therefore, there is a need to
examine the managers’ informational needs and the CSFs associated with decentralised
organisations. Focusing on the construction industry provides crucial insights regarding the
industry-specific success factors.
As CSFs and key performance indicators (KPIs) are often treated similarly, both concepts
including their differences and linkages are illustrated: CSFs mark implicit knowledge and
underlie the officially formulated company goals (Bullen & Rockart, 1981). Managers need to
be aware of this knowledge in order to make effective decision making and therefore to reach
the official company goals (Rockart, 1979). The CSFs are the few areas that a particular
manager needs to focus on in order to run the business well (Bullen & Rockart, 1981). A KPI
on the other hand, is a type of performance measurement. KPIs evaluate the success of an
organization or a particular activity (such as projects, programs, products and other
initiatives) in which it engages (Fitz-Gibbon, 1990). Such an activity can be a single CSF, too.
Therefore, a single CSF can be measured by a single underlying KPI.
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2.2.1

The managers’ information needs

Research on decision modelling, as well as operation research, shows the crucial role of
information in the management of organisations. For decades, researchers continuously
evaluated the type and form of information that managers require to make decisions. For
example, a piece of empirical evidence needs to be presented in a specific format that can
be applied easily. In a study by Rockart (1979), chief executive officers (CEOs) mentioned
the type of data that they need in the form of management information systems. Rockart
(1979) reveals the challenges that executives face while searching for useful information to
aid their decision-making processes. In a recent study, Lyytinen and Grover (2017) show the
increasing need for accurate information that will allow executives to make appropriate
decisions in a timely manner. In the construction industry, timely decision making is important
as projects are time-bound. According to Tan et al (2018), negative implications associated
with working behind schedule can range from financial ones to the reputation of the
construction company. According to Lyytinen and Grover (2017), management decision
models are essential because they offer the executives various options. Hence the need to
revisit the management misinformation systems and to replace them with systems that offer
accurate information. In another study, Bahmani and Farhadpoor (2017) examine the
necessity of accessing quality information in order to eliminate uncertainties. The findings
revealed that the accessibility and quality of information are important factors that contribute
greatly to the success of an organisation. The practicability and accessibility of the data
allows the manager to decide promptly, while the quality of the information ensures the
accuracy of the decision (Bahmani & Farhadpoor, 2017). In other words, a decision made
based on inaccurate information will lead to an undesirable outcome that can in turn lead to a
long-term negative effect on the performance of an organisation. In a similar study,
Osunrinde and Tiamiyu (2017) explore the process of identifying, evaluating and utilising
information as part of the decision-making process. Osunrinde and Tiamiyu (2017) echo the
argument by Bahmani and Farhadpoor (2017) that the identification of relevant information is
an essential step in the decision-making process. According to Osunrinde and Tiamiyu
(2017), the evaluation of information allows managers to determine whether to use the
information or not.

2.2.2

CSFs in the construction industry

There is a need for a better understanding of the CSFs associated with the construction
industry. Through better understanding, it becomes possible to develop an efficient MAS for
decentralised companies operating in the industry. Studies show several industry-specific
CSFs that executives in the construction sector need to be aware of in order to gain a
competitive edge (Kärnä, 2009; Spigarelli, Alon & Mucelli, 2015; Yang, Yeung, Chan, Chiang
& Chan, 2010). According to Yang et al (2010), CSFs in the construction sector can be
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examined on project level as well as on organisational or on stakeholder level. For instance,
construction companies operate in a distinctive manner, since they need to handle various
separate projects at the same time. Therefore, according to Yang et al (2010), analysing the
CSFs on project level can help to understand what managers need to do to ensure the
success of a particular project. This insight is important in case the organisation has to
operate as a decentralised unit. There is a necessity to assess the CSFs that executives
need to know and to determine how MA can assist in utilising the much-needed information.
As a consequence, it becomes possible to determine the type of information that managers
need in their decision-making process.
The goal of this literature review is to examine the CSFs within the construction industry by
focusing on MA. It is critical to tailor these factors to the industry, the company and the
individual manager, as Bullen and Rockart (1981) and Hardcastle, Edwards, Akintoye and Li
(2005) argue. According to Bullen and Rockart (1981), CSFs are a rare area in which
satisfactory results will ensure successful competitive performance for the organisation. This
is the area where things must enable the managers to achieve their goals. However,
according to Bullen and Rockart (1981), the CSFs depend on the specifics associated with a
particular situation that a manager is handling. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the
prime source of CSFs that matches the construction industry, especially when a
decentralised structure is applied. For example, Bullen and Rockart (1981) suggest five
prime sources of CSFs, namely the industry, competitive strategy, environmental factors,
temporal factors and managerial position.
In this regard, it is important to note how the construction industry differs from other
industries. For example, the operations and construction projects are time-bound with
specific deliverables that should be achieved at different stages. A study by Shahu, Pundir
and Ganapathy (2012) shows how project managers [hereafter: PMs] in the construction
industry work together and make adjustments aimed at prioritising functionality. Therefore,
Shahu et al (2012) emphasise the need for flexibility to facilitate the necessary changes. The
finding by Shahu et al (2012) is similar to an earlier observation by Toor and Ogunlana
(2008) that large-scale construction projects require a flexible working platform. With
flexibility, managers can make the necessary changes by adapting the factors of success as
the project continues. According to Toor and Ogunlana (2008), the different stages in a
construction project strongly differ regarding the required resources, the complexity and other
success factors. Therefore, it is important for PMs to understand the dynamics and focus on
stage-specific CSFs. Other studies also show the importance of flexibility, especially when an
organisation is operating in a rapidly changing environment (Shahu et al, 2012; Yong &
Mustaffa, 2012; Nirodha, Amaratunga & Haigh, 2014; Gudiene, Banaitis & Banaitiene, 2013).
For example, Yong and Mustaffa (2012) provide empirical evidence showing that the
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effective allocation of manpower ranks as the most critical project-related success factor
within the construction industry. As a consequence, flexibility at organisational level allows
managers to plan human capital needs depending on the level or stage of the project.
Regarding competitive strategy, Bullen and Rockart (1981) note that each organisation within
an industry usually deals with its own individual situation. That is why its history and
competitive strategies play a significant role in determining the possibility of success for this
organisation. Bullen and Rockart (1981) provide an example of a small company that is keen
on protecting its niche within a particular industry. An executive running such a firm will need
to focus on specific tactics that can address the limitations, while at the same time exploiting
available opportunities for success. This source of CSFs is evident in the construction
industry, as a study by Lim and Peltner (2011) shows. In the study, Lim and Peltner (2011)
explore the innovation performance of construction companies by comparing German and
Singaporean construction enterprises. The findings showed that industry-specific success
factors in Germany differ from those in Singapore. Lim and Peltner (2011) reveal that
German construction companies were better equipped to compete within the construction
industry. In particular, Germany offers a mature and innovative landscape that cultivates the
strengths of German construction firms by focusing on unique and company-specific
resources. Consequently, German construction companies are better placed to compete with
the Singaporean firms in case they ventured into the same market. By contrast, Singaporean
construction companies have weak firm dynamics and innovation capabilities, mostly
because they rely on the nation’s basic science and technology research.
Concerning temporal factors, Bullen and Rockart (1981) observe that some areas of
activities within an organisation become critical for a particular period when something out of
the ordinary occurs. Bullen and Rockart (1981) offer the example of a crisis that might occur
when a large number of executives leave. According to Bullen and Rockart (1981), such an
unexpected turn of events should lead to a short-term CSF for hiring new employees to
rebuild the executive team. In the construction industry, such occurrences can never be ruled
out completely.
Regarding the managerial positions, Bullen and Rockart (1981) argue that each functional
managerial position is associated with a generic set of CSFs. Therefore, CSFs tend to differ
from one manager to another depending on the individual’s hierarchical position within the
organisation. For example, an executive and a mid-level manager may end up focusing on
different CSFs since their roles and responsibilities strongly differ. A study by Metri (2005)
supports the idea by Bullen and Rockart (1981) by offering empirical evidence that ranks top
management commitment as the most CSFs in the construction industry. In another study by
Altayeb and Alhasanat (2014), the findings highlight leadership, process management and
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resource management as the three main success factors in the construction industry. These
studies confirm how strongly the managerial positions influence the success factors.

2.2.2.1 Timeliness as a crucial factor for the completion of projects
Timeliness is an important success factor in the construction industry. Since projects can
often take years to complete, working on schedule is highly important, especially when the
contractee wants to use the finished building for commercial purposes. A study by Mahmood
and Sajid (2012) focuses on CSFs associated with the construction companies and how
these factors can be manipulated to gain competitive advantage. The study focuses on 36
particular construction companies. The findings reveal that the human factor, the financial
factor and the organisational factor are the main factors that determine the success factors in
the construction industry. According to Tsiga, Emes, and Smith (2016), technical and
environmental factors are equally important in ensuring the success of firms operating in the
construction industries.
Another study by Dursun and Stoy (2012) examines the determinants of construction
duration for construction projects in Germany. Dursun and Stoy (2012) conclude that
predicting the duration for a construction project at an early stage is a critical issue. It can be
easily manipulated to ensure the success of the project. The statement regarding the
duration of a project forms the foundation for planning, budgeting and progress monitoring,
which are equally important elements in the different construction stages. For PMs, the
modelling and prediction of construction durations is critical in order to make informed
decisions during different stages of execution. In a similar study, Akhavan and Zahedi (2014)
examine the CSFs in project-based organisations. The study involved 8,000 participants
involved in different activities such as PMs, leaders and junior staff members working in
various German project-based organisations. The findings support the outcome by Dursun
and Stoy (2012) that knowledge structure is a CSF that contributes significantly to the timely
completion of projects. Therefore, according to Akhavan and Zahedi (2014), there is a need
for a knowledge strategy, which plays a significant role in ensuring that managers obtain the
information that they need to make the most conclusive and correct decisions. Only through
informed decisions, it is possible for such organisations to complete their projects within
schedule.

2.2.2.2 Human-related CSFs
Effective communication is an important aspect when it comes to ensuring the success of a
construction project (Mahmood & Sajid, 2012). According to Mahmood and Sajid (2012), the
manner in which people communicate plays a significant role in enhancing communication.
When the executive managers communicate with their juniors effectively, they get an
opportunity to learn about the challenges facing their organisations. According to Tsiga et al
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(2016), feedback is a critical aspect of communication as it allows more effective
communication. The success of a construction project is therefore determined by the
coordination within the workforce and the effectiveness of communication structures. For
instance, one of the critical questions is whether senior managers are in a position to obtain
information that they require from experts holding junior positions. Communication is not only
vital in the relationship between the team members, but also within the whole organisation.
Adeleke, Bahaudin and Kamaruddeen (2016) are in line with Tsiga et al (2016), as they
came to the conclusion that effective and proper communication is crucial among employees
in the construction industry during project execution and have a positive influence on the
company’s risk management.
Motivation of workers is another important aspect that affects the success of a construction
project. Workers who are rewarded for their contribution to a project often tend to put more
effort into their work (Tsiga et al, 2016). Other workers will also strive to be rewarded, which
generally benefits the project as a whole. Providing education to all members involved in a
particular construction project is vital, as they learn about their roles and how to hone their
skills. During education programs, all members – irrespective of their capacity – get to
interact and build relationships that will prove useful throughout the duration of the project.
The various team members get to learn new skills and knowledge that they can incorporate
into all steps of the construction.
Zaidi, Zawawi and Nordin (2019) have studied employees’ performance in construction
companies. The researchers have come to the conclusion that the employees’ performance
mainly depends on the employees’ commitment, which marks the willingness to actively
participate in company’s tasks. The employees’ commitment in turn, according to the
authors, is stimulated by the employees’ personal accountability (in decentralised
organisations: the transfer of power into the branches), bonuses for managers and
employees, and an existing flexibility related to decision-making processes.
Team education plays an essential role in the construction business since it gets every
member involved which in turn leads to the success of the project. The interactions between
team member in the process of their education help to create a platform for the workers to
share their worries as well as their knowledge and also to learn skills (Tsiga et al, 2016). This
is a CSF in the construction industry since it allows the management to utilise the human
resource fully which leads to a better overall performance. The same interactions also enable
the managers to communicate and collaborate more freely with their juniors, which is helpful
in speeding up the work progress and providing quality work. Building a strong team usually
helps to speed up the decision-making process and to achieve better results. It is essential
for PMs to enhance good communication and provide solutions that will sustain strong
relationships for the success of the construction project.
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2.2.2.3 Finance-related CSFs
The financing capacity of a construction project determines how successful it will turn out to
be, according to Myers (1984) who examined the financial theories that apply in different
profit-making organisations. According to Myers (1984), financial constraints can lead to
shortage of other resources that are required to ensure the success of a particular project.
Such a scarcity can potentially stall a project and frustrate the management team that is
tasked with ensuring the success of the ongoing construction project. Therefore, as Myers
(1984) states, PMs often view success of a project in terms of time, cost, and the quality of
the construction. While completing the project in time is important, the costs and quality are
equally important factors. Large projects usually require huge amounts of money and other
resources in order to achieve a satisfactory outcome (Kikwasi, 2012). Shortage of finances
could pose a major setback to the timely completion of the work. The study by Kikwasi
(2012) seeks to discuss the factors that can cause delay in construction projects. The study
reveals that these delays are caused by financial constraints that prevent punctual payments
to contractors, by compensation problems, by devaluation of work done and by lack of
funding for the projects (Kikwasi, 2012).
A client’s delay in providing payments could also be a great setback for the completion of a
project. Cases of misappropriation of allocated funds for a project are not unheard of and
represent a significant percentage of all causes for delay. In order to meet all of the financial
challenges that could come up in a construction project, the theory of Discounted Cash Flow
must be employed to cover budgeting, project valuation and asset valuation (Myers, 2001).
This theory has proved to be successful because it calculates the future returns of the project
by giving discount to the future cash flow that will yield similar returns in the market.
One possibility to manage the risks arising from late customer payments is the use of bank
guarantees (Chovancova, Krejza & Vankova, 2019). According to the authors, bank
guarantees help release cash and save costs for financing. In addition, bank guarantees help
limit risk arising from a contract and secure the risk of non-payment.
According to Khalied and Kandil (2009), in order to counter delay in construction projects, the
implementation schedules as well as the financial accountability should be closely monitored
to ensure no funds are misappropriated in any way. Khalied and Kandil (2009) state that
large construction projects require a well calculated financial outlay because projects that last
long before completion require capital that needs to be developed to last for the period the
construction is in progress (Khalied & Kandil, 2009). Providing a large capital input may also
be important because currencies tend to fluctuate occasionally.

2.2.2.4 Organisation-related CSFs
The construction industry is complex in nature and there is no shortage of risks. Apart from
completing a project within a given time frame, it is also important to ensure that the
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allocated resources are sufficient to complete the project without compromising the quality of
work (Lönngren, Rosenkranz & Kolbe, 2010). Therefore, the factors within the organisation
play a crucial role in ensuring the success of a particular project. In order to achieve this, the
organisational structure of the project is vital, from the PMs to site contractors and
supervisors. The power of interaction and the working relationship that they build is essential
for the timely completion of the project and at the same time it ensures quality work.
According to Lönngren et al (2010), a poorly planned work might end up taking longer to
complete and might therefore pose more financial threats than initially calculated. Proper
organisation of a project ensures that all plans are effective in terms of cost, quality,
technology, safety and the environment of the construction. The better organised a project
is, the sooner it will also point to any necessary changes of plans which will enable all
persons involved to take swift action and avoid financial losses.
With regards to the leadership in construction organisations, the implementation of active
leadership is another crucial factor (Adeleke et al, 2016). Adeleke et al (2016) found out that
active leadership has a positive relationship to construction companies’ risk management.
Issues during the project execution process become less likely, if managers of construction
companies conduct active leadership (taking into account coaching, motivation, training,
inspiring, team building, and mentoring). This is closely connected to the human factors
illustrated in Section 2.2.2.2.

2.2.3

Decentralised organisation-related CSFs

When it comes to decentralised organisations, it is important to ensure that the heads of
department are given the freedom to practice their forms of management with the objectives
of the organisation in mind. Each manager will plan how they will achieve the success of a
project and how their decision-making processes can support these plans. CSFs in
decentralised organisations are not clearly defined in detail but rely strongly on individual
managers and their managerial perspectives. As the system is decentralised, it means that
the management of each decentralised unit must be focused on achieving the overall goals
set by the organisation. One of the CSFs for decentralised organisations is the devolution of
financial resources. According to the Speaker of the National Assembly of Armenia, the
devolution of finances and participation by lower management in the decision-making
process are critical to the success of decentralised organisations (Illner, 2000). The
government is defined as one large decentralised organisation which sets a clear example of
how financial devolution is key to the success of other decentralised organisations (Illner,
2000). He continues to say that the devolution of power from the top downwards without the
corresponding endowment of financial freedom will hinder the process of decentralisation. He
argues that without financial autonomy, managers will lack motivation and will not feel as
though they are a part of a team and this frame of mind will inhibit the success of the entire
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organisation (Illner, 2008). Providing financial freedom, on the other hand, will allow for
integration and cooperation between managers and will thereby ensure rounded productivity
within the organisation.
A study by Akhavan, Jafari, and Fathian (2006) uses data from several companies that
practise knowledge management. The findings reveal that several CSFs make up an
effective knowledge management system. According to Akhavan et al (2006), knowledge
strategies, knowledge sharing, training programs, a network of experts, managerial
involvement and a good organisational culture were the main factors leading to effective
knowledge management. Liebowitz (1999) defined knowledge strategy as the ability of an
organisation to turn its objectives into a strategic plan. Organisations that have the right
knowledge strategies can utilise their resources well to achieve knowledge management
goals. Knowledge sharing is a tool of knowledge management, where the company focuses
on the flow of quality information between the departments, its employees, and other
stakeholders through training events and other departmental activities (Kucza, 2001). These,
among other tools of knowledge management, form an intricate part of CSFs for
decentralised organisations. Communication is essential for all of them. The departments of
organisations are often quite detached as though they were entities of their own. In some
cases, this leads to confusion and to the impression that a department may set its goals too
independently, forgetting that it is merely one cog in a much bigger machine. This shows how
vital standardisation is to the success of a decentralised organisation. A decentralised
organisation needs to have a baseline standard that defines the overall goals of the
organisation as a means of guiding the organisation as a whole in a particular direction. An
organisation cannot be successful if each department is pursuing its own goals and none of
these goals are in accordance with what the company as a whole seeks to achieve.
According to a study by Ian, Perry, and Daniel (2015), standardisation is critical for high
performance, consistency, and predictability in any organisation’s operations. Some of the
most profitable companies in the world like Toyota have achieved their success through
standardisation of their goals and their production. Looking at Toyota, the company has
made sure to profoundly standardise its production process across its several facilities
around the world, thereby giving its consumers a consistent product experience irrespective
of their location on the planet. There is a high adherence to standards where supervisors
make sure that the original organisational vision is maintained across all its facilities and
ensure that all facilities have synchronised operations and productivity (Ian, Perry & Daniel,
2015). Without proper standardisation, it is not possible for a decentralised organisation to
achieve the same level of consumer satisfaction or product quality throughout all of its units.
Standardisation helps to bring together all different management strategies that are
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employed by the various managers of the units, to focus on one common goal and to avoid
deviation from organisational visions and objectives.
In a recent study about an agricultural district that operates under a decentralised system,
Okorley, Gray and Reid (2009) show that, in general, decentralised organisations have a
better chance to succeed. Okorley et al (2009) focus on evaluating some of the critical
factors that contributed to the success of the project. In the study, it was found that political
as well as organisational factors play a vital role in the success of a democratic system which
illustrates its qualification as a CSF (Okorley et al, 2009). The political factors discussed in
the study include the level of decentralisation among the departments, the availability of a
defined legal framework in terms of devolution and the will to decentralise (Okorley, Gray &
Reid, 2009). Within an organisation, political factors refer to factors outside the department,
either concerning the executive management or other departments within the organisation.
Considering this in the context of this study, we must conclude that for a decentralised
organisation to be successful, it must focus on ensuring that there is a consistent level of
decentralisation within its departments. For example, if one department is given more
autonomy than the others, there is the risk of a sinking morale in the departments with limited
resources. Uniform decentralisation cannot be achieved if there is no legal framework stating
the roles and duties of each authoritative entity within the organisation.
According to Okorley et al (2009), the availability of a legal framework in terms of the
decentralisation is a CSF. The trio argues that the willingness of the central authority to
devolve power to lower stations, together with a precise definition of duties and
responsibilities, is vital for the reduction of interferences experienced in faulty decentralised
systems. There must be instructions to follow the chain of command and state the roles of
each department head. Without the willingness of the central authority to hand over parts of
its power, departments will lack the innovative space to explore their full potentials due to
interference and overlapping roles that in turn cause redundancy and inefficiency. Managers
should be given sufficient power to make autonomous decisions that are aimed at the
objectives of the organisation and geared towards development.
The study defines organisational factors as those variables that affect the extension districts
from within. One of the CSFs in these areas includes the empowerment of stakeholders
through participation in the district’s activities (Okorley et al, 2009). Here, the regions
ensured accountability to the stakeholders by providing vital information about their progress
and inviting their presence on essential district activities to enhance transparency. According
to Akhavan, Jafari, and Fathian (2006), transparency acquired through organisational events
facilitates knowledge sharing which is a crucial tool in implementing knowledge management
systems which in turn plays a key role in the success of a decentralised organisation. It is
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true to say that employee participation in a department’s activities is a CSF for decentralised
organisations.
One of the supporting pillars of a decentralised system is communication (Husain, 2013). It is
the responsibility of the management to ensure that organisational goals are effectively
communicated to the employees so that the departments work towards a common goal from
a position of autonomy and to practice innovation and creativity (Husain, 2013). In a study to
investigate the relationship between organisational success and communication, Husain
(2013) ascertains that a strong connection plays a significant role in improving employee
morale and inducing organisational change. Seeking to show the position of knowledge
management and its components as CSFs of an organisation, Akhavan et al (2006)
ascertain that most organisations know the value of knowledge management and its role in
improving the organisational success when correctly implemented. Knowledge management
is an integrated and systematic approach to gathering, management and sharing of
information within an organisation. This also includes individual expertise through enhancing
communication among department members (Dan, 2003). According to Michael (2000),
knowledge management is a set of strategic measures that is geared towards improving
communication within an organisation with the aim of generating innovation, value, and
progress.
Another crucial factor is that teams within construction companies are willing to improve their
skills and competencies (Adeleke et al, 2016). Adeleke et al (2016) came to the conclusion
that construction organisations that stimulate this will usually be more successful compared
to other companies that do not focus on this factor.
For example, the Siemens Company focused on a policy that allowed the company to
engage in consultancy work because, at the time, solutions selling was a productive venture
(Akhavan, Jafari & Fathian, 2006). It is through this strategic idea that ShareNet, a global
platform where the company could share quality marketing practices, was born. Knowledge
sharing is a tool of knowledge management in the process of which the company focuses on
the flow of quality information between the departments, its employees, and other
stakeholders with the help of training events and other departmental activities (Kucza, 2001).
These, among other tools of knowledge management, form an intricate part of all CSFs for
decentralised organisations that focus on the importance of communication.

2.2.4

CSFs in decentralised construction companies

Construction companies make up a significant percentage of registered companies in the
United States and other countries around the globe. However, these huge numbers are
inconsistent with the number of companies that remain in business for more than five years;
there seems to be a high percentage of failures, especially in young start-ups (Lasker,
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Schuette, Cox & Beck, 2010). Between 2004 and 2006, more than 24% of the total
construction companies failed, with 34% among those failed being small start-up companies
(Lasker et al, 2010). In recent years, concurrent engineering and performance management
have boosted success in the manufacturing industry. Despite efforts by the construction
industry to adopt some of the measures used in the manufacturing industry, it has not been
able to gain the same amount of success (Ahmad, Svalestuen, Andersen & Torp, 2016). The
staggering numbers of failing start-ups called the attention of researchers and they started to
evaluate the causative factors for the low performance in construction companies. The study
focuses on the data of several secondary sources in order to identify the root of the problem
that seemed to affect the construction companies. According to Mbugua, Harris, Holt, and
Olomolaiye (1999), there is a serious need for the construction industry to increase their
competitive advantage through performance assessment as a means of organisational
improvement. It is said that the study of CSFs plays a central role in improving organisational
success in decentralised construction companies (Saqib, Farooqui & Lodi, 2008). This
section of the paper will be focused on assessing and evaluating different critical factors of
success in the decentralised construction industry. Discussed below are some of the factors
that were found to be influential for the success of construction companies. They are
arranged into seven categories that are believed to be of utmost importance for the success
of a project in the construction industry. They are as follows:
Project management-related CSFs
According to Hubbard (1990), the success of any project lies with project management.
Project management is involved with the successful implementation of the project through
coordination, planning and devolution of appropriate functions for the project’s success
(Inayat, 2012). Planning, the decision-making process and prior project management
experience are some of the project management factors that highly influence the success of
a project (Saqib, Farooqui & Lodi, 2008). In general, project management is the most
important CSF in decentralised construction companies.

2.2.4.1 Customer-related CSFs
The participation of the client and other related shareholders in the project plays an essential
role in the success of a project. In a recent study that sought to seek a constructor’s
perspective on factors that affect the success of construction projects, Hamdia (2008)
ascertained that customer satisfaction is a key factor in the success of construction projects
within the region. In a previous study, Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997) argue that several
client factors including the customer’s knowledge of construction, financial capability as well
risk evaluation affect the success of construction projects. When looking at client-related
factors, the cost of the project, timeliness of completion and quality are some of the early
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indicators of a project’s success. The client’s ability to make decisions, their influence on the
project as well as a clear definition of project goals are some of the critical factors of success
related to the client that highly improve the success of a construction project and
consequentially that of the organisation (Lasker, Schuette, Cox & Beck, 2010). Most start-up
companies fail because they lack sufficient resources to satisfy customer needs. This is
shown by the high failure rate of self-employed workers. These companies constituted 75%
of all start-up construction companies in the United States in 2007 (Lasker, Schuette, Cox &
Beck, 2010). Without the approval of a client, it is difficult for a construction company to gain
new business due to negative reviews and lack of referrals.

2.2.4.2 Procurement-related CSFs
The procurement process is an important stage for construction projects because it gives an
overall preview of the organisation’s competencies. However, it has been noted that most
organisations face challenges due to inadequate procurement procedures that are focused
on short-term goals rather than long-term perspectives that are geared towards excellence
(Eriksson & Westerberg, 2009). That is why there is a need for construction companies to
develop holistic approaches towards procurement to ensure that all project objectives are
attained within the procumbent documents. Some of the CSFs related to procurement
include economic performance, time performance and quality performance (Eriksson &
Westerberg, 2009). Economic performance is best measured by factors within the bidding
process where a competitive bidding price, as well as value for money, is evaluated in
comparison to the set objectives (Farooqui, Ahmed & Lodi, 2008). In a study conducted by
Khisa (2015) it is ascertained that 43 of the 80 participants in the study agreed that costs
affect successful completion of roadworks. Khisa (2015) went ahead to add that other factors
like the overall cost of the project, cost of maintenance, and the risk factor involved may
cause investors to choose other procurement procedures (Khisa, 2015). The transparency of
the procurement, as well as the procurement process used by an organisation, play a key
role in the success of construction companies.

2.2.4.3 PM-related CSFs
PMs play an important role in the success of a construction project of an organisation. They
are tasked with managing the project's resources and ensuring that the project is delivered
on time, budget and quality agreed (Sarda & Dewalkar, 2016). They are the coordinators of
the project from its inception until its completion. Successful PMs are skilled managers with a
technical knowledge of the field and good people relations (Devi, 2013; Mlecnik, 2014). In a
study with the aim to evaluate the causes of success in fifteen sampled organisations, it was
ascertained that nine of the companies that were ranked as exceptional in performance and
project success were run by highly qualified managers (Naoum, Fong & Walker, 2004).
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According to Saqib, Farooqui, and Lodi (2008) a manager’s competency in pursuing their
goals, their experience in project management, and their ability to coordinate daily activities
had a critical value of 4, showing that these are the key CSFs connected to the position of
PM. Additionally, successful managers are defined by their ability to communicate
organisational goals efficiently and get employees to work (Devi, 2013). In terms of CSFs
related to PMs, it is all about the manager’s ability to carry out managerial duties with
experience and strategy.
Contract-related factors

Mean

Mode

Criticality index

Contract experience

9.22

10

4

Site management

9.11

10

4

Supervision

9.06

10

4

Extent (involvement) of subcontracting

8.33

8

4

Contractor’s cash flow

9.32

10

4

Effectiveness of cost control system

8.50

8

4

Speed of information flow

8.81

9

4

Table 1: List of CSFs related to the contractor (adopted from: Farooqui et al, 2008).
As Table 1 illustrates, it is evident that a contactor’s experience as well as site management
and supervision skills play critical roles in the success of a project because they all carry a
mean of more than 9 showing the level of importance. The table shows that all contractorrelated factors have a criticality index of four, denoting that all roles are of utmost importance
in the success of a construction project.

2.2.4.4 Design team-related CSFs
The design team is tasked with the development of construction projects within
organisations. CSFs related to the design team include the team experience and its ability to
deliver value by developing innovative designs that are within the project’s budget and
specifications (Farooqui et al, 2008). The clarity of designs and adherence to specifics
carries the highest mean and a criticality index of four shows that the success of the design
team is heavily reliant on its ability to deliver quality designs that are mindful of the project
requirements.
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2.2.4.5 Business environment-related CSFs
The business environment plays a key role in determining the rules of transactions in any
industry (Aniekwu, 1995). Some of the business environment factors that commonly affect
organisations include the political environment, economic environment, technological
environment, and the physical work environment (Farooqui et al, 2008).
The construction industry has two major institutional supporters in the sovereign state, whose
political entities render affordable housing and the supply of credit. A core component in
modern statecraft, and the finance industry, which rely on the construction industry for highquality collateral in forms of real estate, and which also expand the stock of credit in the
economy. In this finance capital creation role, the finance industry makes various
construction projects realisable and attractive investment objects (Styhre, 2019, p. 169).
In Nigeria, for example, the government is the largest investor in the construction industry
and due to government proceedings most projects are never completed because of delayed
fund dissemination and slow-moving administration (Aniekwu, 1995). According to Farooqui
et al (2008), the physical work environment has a criticality index of four which illustrates that
it has a major impact on the success of a project. The same phenomenon is evident in the
Middle East, where companies have to develop new ways of construction and change
working hours due to strong heat waves that make progression difficult because they affect
the workers as well as the structural components related to the construction (Alshebani &
Wedawatta, 2014). Technological innovation is also one of the key business environments
affecting the success of construction industry (Farooqui et al, 2008). For construction
companies to be successful in the ever-changing business environment, they need to keep
up with innovations and continue to ensure that their focus is on sustainable construction.

2.3

MA

Corporate accountants are required to prepare financial accounting reports and make them
available for external users, especially shareholders, who are interested in assessing the
performance of the firm. However, according to Jinkens and Yallapragada (2010), there is no
similar statutory requirement for the accountants to provide managerial accounting
information that would be necessary for effective decision making. For example, Jinkens and
Yallapragada (2010) emphasise the need of cost accounting information as an integral part
of managerial accounting. A study by MacArthur (2006) compares MA in Germany and the
United States by examining the country-specific cultural influences on MA practices. The
findings reveal that cultural factors are part of the cost-benefit considerations that underlie
the MA practices. In summary, Jinkens and Yallapragada (2010) conclude that German MA
practices are country-specific, which means that they are well adapted to the unique culture
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of the country. As a consequence, using the same practices in other countries such as the
US may not necessary work as planned. Based on these findings, it is important to assess
the scope, practice and application of the MA depending on the particular culture. This
approach is important considering the position of Germany as an active member of the
European Union as well as an independent country with a strong culture that defines its
construction industry.

2.3.1

Scope, practice and application

As a member of the EU, Germany is expected to align its accounting specifications with the
European accounting system. Harmonisation and standardisation have become the most
important features of accounting in the 21st Century (Sacer, 2015). In the wake of increased
globalisation and regional integration, the need for a harmonised accounting system has
increased dramatically. This is especially critical for companies that are venturing beyond the
national borders to take advantage of regional common markets such as the European
market. For example, the EU market offers 27 markets for German construction companies
to exploit. According to Biondi and Soverchia (2014), the EU has reformed its accounting
system by issuing a conceptual framework and eighteen accounting standards from the
member states. Another study by Crisan and Nistor (2016) shows the need of a harmonised
accounting system as the EU offers a common market, where companies need a level
ground to compete fairly. There is a need to examine managerial accounting from a regional
perspective to understand how German construction firms comply with European standards.
On a national level, it is important to not how EU member states incorporate the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) into their national accounting standards. Since 2005,
the EU has required companies based in member states to provide consolidated financial
reports for publicly traded firms in accordance with the EU-endorsed IFRS. For MA, the
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) published a draft in 2014 entitled
Global MA Principles aimed at creating effective MA that can be applied in Europe and
beyond in the same way that IFRS are applied in financial accounting (Borker, 2016). In this
case, the fact that managerial accounting does not have to comply with the IFRS means that
Germany, as an EU member state, not only applies country-specific standards but also
industry- or company-level standards (Liao, Sellhorn & Skaife, 2012). As Sacer (2015) notes,
MA differs from financial accounting since the former is based on the current performance
and future forecasts while the latter concentrates on previous performance. This difference
shows the scope for understanding managerial accounting for contraction companies whose
operation offers a unique opportunity for predicting future trends as far as demand for
construction services and company’s performance are concerned. In another study, Borker
(2016) gauges the impact of country-specific values on the acceptability of Global MA
Principles. The findings reveal the need for accountants at company level to perform internal
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MA functions in a more efficient way and in accordance with internationally recognised best
practices.
MA refers to the accessibility of financial data and advice to a company and for their use in
its organisation and their development of day-to-day business (IMA, 2008). It brings together
accounting, finance and management with the necessary skills to add value to the business
or organisation. Accountants in this field are qualified to handle all work across the board and
to make proper decisions that will bring success to the organisation. Their expert knowledge
is vital for decision-making, planning and implementation of good management systems. At
the same time, their expertise is also a major advantage to their organisations because they
can react with flexibility to change while at the same time delivering outstanding results.
Also referred to as managerial cost accounting, MA has undergone considerable changes in
the recent past and has embraced new research topics (Johnson & Kaplan, 1987). Its
establishment as an academic discipline has elevated it to a state of credibility and
knowledge. There are three major research theories that fall under MA; central theories (they
focus on economics and sociology), approaches (decision or control) and survey methods
(which are either descriptive or normative). According to Holland-Letz (2009), MA is tasked
with providing information to internal users, including historical and forecasted data (HollandLetz, 2009).
According to the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), MA extends to
strategic, performance and risk management (Böer, 2000). The management professionals
should use their knowledge to ensure good decisions are made in their organisations.
However, this has changed over the past few years of establishing MA as a social science
(Baldvinsdottir, Mitchell & Norreklit, 2010). It has led to the neglect of its technical logic and
researchers consequentially need to put a stronger focus on empirical research to develop
and support practice. Management accountants are the real creators of value in their
organisations and should live up to this expectation. Their knowledge is varied in various
fields, such as information management, auditing, logistics, marketing and valuation. In order
to create the best principles for guiding the management accountancy, Global MA Principles
(GMAPS) was born in 2014. It ensures strict adherence to the rules of accountancy for the
best results.

2.3.2

MA in the construction industry

MA was initially defined as an essential activity that is required for dealing with the
organisation’s objectives. However, the construction industry began to experience changes
and unpredictability in the 1990s which led the definition of MA to change (Endenich, Hoffjan,
Schlichting & Trapp, 2016). According to Endenich et al (2016), the focus of expanding the
operations beyond national borders exposed companies to different accounting standards.
This created a platform for activity-based accounting, activity management, activity-based
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management, strategic MA, local information systems, target costs, balanced scorecards and
lifecycle costing. Nowadays, the construction industry relies on activity-based accounting
(ABC) and the target cost (TC) for all of their costing calculations (Kim, 2001).
ABC is an effective cost calculator that evaluates the cost and performance of cost goals and
activities. It is viewed as a modern system of accounting that has the ability to estimate the
usage of resources by activities. According to Akyol et al (2005), this system is meant to
replace the old accounting methods. Contrary to this, Cokin (2002) mentions that the system
does not replace the old methods but makes accounting more efficient, thereby making it
easier for the management. Akyol et al (2005) seems to have contradicting views with Cokin
(2002), as the former believes that ABC is an alternative to the TC system while the latter
believes that the two systems work hand in hand. The TC system processes data into
general ledger accounts while the ABC system processes information and operational
decision-making. The two accounting systems are comparable because they both involve the
change of overhead costs to ABC and the driving and usage of cost driver activity to trace
pooled costs to the product (Cokins, 2002). Cokins (2002) held the belief that the two
systems must work hand in hand to provide efficiency in the construction industry.
The MA department is responsible for all financial wants in the construction industry. For
instance, the Construction Financial Management Association (CFMA) is the only non-profit
organisation that serves construction financial professionals by offering them education of all
that pertains to finance in this industry (Bender, 1997). The CFMA was established in 1981
and its members are various kinds of contractors, architects, engineers, and material and
equipment suppliers. Other members include all accounting, insurance, legal, surety and
banking specialists who work in the construction field. The CFMA has continued to protect
the interests of the construction industry for the good of all its stakeholders.
MA involves the creation and use of time-based information, quality, and cost in any
company with an objective of effective decision-making. All units in organisations must
participate in MA to ensure its success. Among these units are: the financial department,
audit department, system professionals, costs accounting department as well as tax
department (Mueller & Trost, 2018). A close collaboration helps to bundle resources and to
channel them to controlling, planning, decision making and evaluation within the company.
MA involves: risk management, performance management and strategic management. Risk
management refers to the frameworks and practices that are used for managing, measuring,
identification and reporting risks to reach organisational goals. Performance management, on
the other hand, involves decision making and management of organisational performance.
Strategic management pertains to the duties of MA personnel in a company.
According to Ax and Greve (2007), MA enabled Bilfinger Company to emerge among the
best firms in Europe. It achieved this by using the management control system to increase its
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market penetration and strengthen its capability to effectively manage its accounts. The
company further extended its long-term partnership with its strategic customers. For a long
time, the MA studies were focused on larger companies while smaller firms received little or
no attention. However, research on smaller companies has been adopted and conducted in a
fast-growing and high-tech organisation (Mlecnik, 2014). Systems of management control
are essential in decentralised companies. Mlecnik (2014) for example, emphasises the need
to involve small and medium size innovators and demonstration projects and using a
dedicated regional enterprise network. The most commonly used systems include cash flow
statements, monthly income statements, cultural controls and short-term planning. An MAS
is therefore essential for every small company. MA plays a vital role in the success of any
company. The relevance of MA to the modern businesses is outlined by Johnson and Kaplan
through their traditional approach. The importance of MA in contemporary firms not only
reports the score but also strives in influencing the score through theoretical approaches and
techniques for an improved business.
Management control systems
The terms MA and management control systems (MCS) are usually used interchangeably.
An MCS is a passive tool used in managerial decision making. MCSs also comprise control
mechanism collections with internal focus. MCSs’ main aim is to control employee behaviour
in positive ways in order to enhance the effectiveness of the organisation. On the other hand,
Cooper, Ezzamel and Qu (2017) define the MCS as a system used to convey important
information in order to enable managers to make proper decisions that are crucial in
achieving the goals and outcomes of their companies. A new typology of MCS has also been
established. The new model seeks for the synthesis of the four decades of study on MCSs. It
provides a broad approach and stimulates and facilitates further research and discussions.
Studying management control systems as a package helps to better comprehend how
different ways of controlling can help reach the company goals, monitor activities, and fuel
performance. However, studying them as a package also comes with various challenges,
such as making a distinction between decision support system and MCM or defining the
included and excluded elements of MCM. Carrying out empirical research on complex and
large organisations can also be challenging. The MCM requires all employees’ behaviour to
be directed towards achieving the set goals and objectives of an organisation. From the
decentralised companies’ perspective, this definition raises questions because of its informal,
intertwined and interdependent nature. The study seeks to support the use of MCM in
smaller and decentralised companies and thereby to enhance decision-making processes
and guidance.
Approaches to the MA
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Research in MA derives theories from human and social sciences, blended with different
methodological approaches. The methods are necessary to capture the complex nature of
the operation and design of the MAS. The most significant approaches used in the study of
MA are the Life Cycle Theory and the Contingency Theory. The two approaches originate
from organisational studies. MA practices have continued to evolve with the changing
information requirements. According to Yigitbasioglu (2017), the Contingency Theory offers a
theoretical framework that helps to understand how organisations can survive dynamic
environments. The Contingency Theory commenced as a contrary research to the
universalistic control approach that emanates from a scientific management approach. The
universalistic control theory argues that there is a single MCS that fits any situation or
organisation (Elgharbawy & Abdel-kader, 2012).
Elgharbawy and Abdel-kader (2012) show the application of the Contingency Theory in the
context of defining the role of MA in organisations. According to the theory, there is not the
one unique “best structure“ that fits all companies regardless of the environment they operate
in. Instead, each organisational structure is a response to a set of contingencies that an
organisation has identified (Elgharbawy & Abdel-kader, 2012). Therefore, there is no
universally applicable MAS that is helpful in all organisations. This is an important
observation for this study since it shows the unique decision-making environment for
managers in decentralised organisations. It is particularly important to note how the
contingency factors in decentralised organisations differ. For example, different decentralised
units may operate in different environments or have different organisational decision-making
styles, as Elgharbawy and Abdel-kader (2012) note. The Contingency Theory offers a
platform for understanding how managerial accounting needs to differ in decentralised units
working within the same organisation.
A contingency-based study can be grouped into three streams; the meaning of MCS,
outcomes of MCS and contextual variables of MCS. The outcomes refer to the use of MCS
as well as the organisational and behavioural outcomes (Mueller & Trost, 2018). It further
implies that a good fit between the contextual variable and management control system
improves effectiveness. An evaluation of fit is conducted that includes factors like efficiency,
job satisfaction, and financial results. From a decentralised company’s perspective, one can
reasonably assume that a manager does not implement or adopt a system without proof of
its usefulness (Chenhall, 2012). The stream on contextual variables and MCS deals with
other variables that are crucial for an understanding of MA in decentralised firms. These
variables include: technology, external environment, organisational structure, culture, and
size. Every variable has a special impact on the MCS design (Fisher, 1998). According to
Fisher (1998), technology is the means a firm uses to transfer inputs to outputs. This also
involves the resources utilised during the process. There are three important aspects to note
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from the MCS perspective: task uncertainty, interdependence, and complexity. For example,
a flexible MCS would be required for complex products (Fisher, 1998). Higher
interdependence and task uncertainty would demand informal controls like group and
personal controls.
The external environment refers to the factors affecting an organisation’s environmental
functioning. Companies experience environmental uncertainties that can hinder its efficient
functioning (Cadez & Guilding, 2012). Mulligan (2001) notes how decentralised companies
may end up facing hostilities, complexity, and turbulence in their operations. Therefore,
according to Mulligan (2001), the more complex and uncertain an environment is, the more
urgent is the requirement for a focused and open MCS. In an organisation with higher
uncertainties, a more sophisticated MCS will be needed. The organisational structure
determines the extent of the MCS necessary. MCSs are used in large and decentralised
organisations. Larger companies use formal MCS while smaller firms rarely dwell on MCS.
Adopting MCS for the management of decentralised companies yields positive results. Small
companies prefer to use personnel controls, because they allow a faster adoption of the
company’s culture by the employees (Mueller & Trost, 2018). As companies grow, they
require more sophisticated MCS to compete in the market. Size enables formalisation in the
form of laws and work descriptions. Additionally, rewards and compensation are the sole
responsibility of a manager in decentralised organisations, but when the company grows,
personal performance evaluation becomes difficult. Culture can be categorised into national
and organisational. According to Otley (1980), the organisational structure is an equally
important factor in MA. Therefore, there is a need to examine how decentralised
organisations differ from centralised organisation.
Apart from the Contingency Theory, the Life Cycle Theory offers another platform that can
help to understand the changes of environment in and circumstances under which
organisations operate. The idea is to examine how the informational needs have changed
over time due to the emerging technological advancements. In his theory, Greiner describes
evolution from one crisis to another. His model includes five crucial dimensions that affect
development, namely the organisation’s age, the evolutional stages, the revolutional stages
and the industrial growth rate. According to Greiner, crisis or revolution comes when
management practices become obsolete; hence, newer strategies are essential to evolution.
Greiner’s five phases are characterised by management practices aimed at achieving
growth. The first dimension is creativity, which is usually technology-oriented. As a company
grows, managing this growth requires new ideas and innovations. With that comes a need for
formal procedures and administration. In this phase, idealism and individualism are also
required for organisational success.
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Another phase that is mentioned in this theory is good direction. According to Herrige (2016),
marketing must be separated from budgets, sales, work standards and accounting systems
for purchasing and inventory. In this dimension, companies find solutions in delegating. The
third phase is delegation. Managers need responsibility and power (Herrige, 2016).
Managers see the bigger picture and have the best interest of the company in mind.
Coordination is the fourth dimension. It requires formal and complex coordination systems.
Poor coordination always leads to mistrust. Managers should work together and in close
cooperation. The fifth dimension is collaboration. New procedures require more than formal
handling. They require communication and interpersonal collaboration.
The five life cycle stages as explained by this theory include: growth, maturity, birth, decline
and revival. Birth stage signifies that companies are initially young in the beginning and
controlled by their owners. Birth develops into growth after a company gains a competitive
advantage with a product-market victory. Maturity ensures a rapid level of growth while the
companies gain stability. The management emphasises efficient and smooth operations.
Revival is the fourth life phase dominated by a necessity to adjust to heterogeneous and
complex markets. It is achievable through the creation of sophisticated planning and control
systems.

2.3.3

MA in decentralised organisations

Decentralised organisations have multiple facilities that cover larger areas and allow the
manufacturing and distribution of products, closer to customers. In highly competitive
markets, companies need to provide customised products. Therefore, firms find it useful to
formulate an excellent marketing strategy to acquire a competitive advantage and remain
relevant in the market. Irrespectively of how companies adapt or grow through their supply
chain, poor MAS can lead to its collapse. Decentralised companies in Europe thrive on
creativity that leads to growth. Decentralised companies require MA for their success. These
firms provide numerous research opportunities to learn about the MA development (Herrige,
2016). Smaller companies provide ideal settings for inquiries. Some decentralised firms
assume that MA is bad-natured and does not necessarily guarantee them success. This is a
rather narrow-minded view as a better understanding of MA can help them grow to
remarkable levels. MAs provide the basis for the necessary managerial infrastructure.
Construction companies with decentralised manufacturing tend to gain more benefits from
their organisational structure.
The Bilfinger Company is an example of a decentralised construction company that has
enjoyed tremendous success in Europe. It so happens that their success is partly based on a
smart MAS (Hoque, 2018). Over the years, the company has been effectively using the
lifecycle approach. The birth of the company was followed by growth and Bilfinger matured
into a broader organisation as intended by the lifecycle management approach. As a reaction
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to changed conditions in the market, Bilfinger introduced a new strategy and emerged as a
multiservice group. It was renamed to Bilfinger AG in 2001 and in the following years, it
acquired other strong companies that were active in the power plant and real estate
business. Bilfinger strategised by reducing construction activities, with the intention to
improve its operation, and grew from a construction firm to an international service and
engineering group.
Numerous debates have emerged regarding the need for MA in decentralised construction
companies. There are different management levels in all organisations, all working towards
the most effective performance of a company (Bhankaraully, 2018). Every level of
management requires relevant information from departments for a smooth operation.
Fulfilling the managerial levels can only be possible through MA. An MAS divides an entire
unit of operation into different departments, sections, products and function bases. MA helps
to control a company and it is crucial especially if there is an enhanced modernisation, a
broad scale of production and/or technological changes. A management must be able to set
a standard for all running activities within an organisation.
MA allows construction firms with decentralised production to enjoy many benefits, compared
to companies with centralised manufacturing. The merits include closeness to customers,
flexibility, timely and better information, motivated employees and managers and an ability to
enjoy low costs of labour in specific areas (Doerflinger & Pulignano, 2015). If a company is
physically close to its customers, it becomes easier for it to meet customers’ demands.
Through the right management, a decentralised company will only manufacture products that
are in high demand. Decentralised companies are more flexible, their local communication is
more reliable and more efficient since it does not have to pass through many channels. Most
decentralised construction companies in Germany like the Bauer Group have incorporated
MAS in their operations and have improved their decision-making processes.
Decentralised production not only enhances decision making but also motivates and
empowers employees. It allows them to test and improve their skills without having to wait for
an approval from a centralised organisation every single time. Decentralised companies
support creativity and push motivation by providing junior managers with more
responsibilities (Nuhu, Baird & Bala, 2017). Giving the manager a sense of ownership in an
operation increases efficiency of this operation. Firms decentralise when markets are
expanding or when demands are increasing (Schmidt & Osebold, 2017). A good example for
this is the Hochtief Company in Germany. They identified gaps in the market and became
leaders in the construction and services industry around the world. They penetrated the
energy and transportation business and social infrastructures and gained a lot of profit.
In MA, decentralised construction companies are required to have larger capital investments,
higher per unit costs and maintenance of wide consistency within the organisation (Granlund
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& Lukka, 2017). These requirements are sometimes challenging to the companies and seem
to make decentralisation disadvantageous. Decentralised construction companies are also
using MASs to invest in highly sophisticated technology. Doing that facilitates their
operations and places them in a better place among the other complex players in the market.
MA and control systems are important keys to the success of decentralised construction
companies.

2.3.4

MA in decentralised construction companies

It is necessary to examine the informational needs in decentralised organisation before
examining the available MA approaches. Decentralised organisations differ significantly from
central organisation regarding the manner in which MA is done (Hughes, Tippett & Thomas,
2004). The most critical question is how management accounting can utilise the much
needed information required in specific decentralised units to facilitate independent decision
making.
Bullen and Rockart (1981) observed that some areas of activities within an organisation
become critical for a particular period when something out of the ordinary occurs. In such a
case, hiring of new employees or rebuilding the project team is a possibility in the
construction industry (Rockart, 1981). When such events take place, the accounting
management should be ready to come up with a solution that will save the firm from stopping
a project midway due to shortage of staff or running out of resources. German construction
companies, for instance, have an added advantage here because they have a strong
innovation capability through their adoption of the decentralised system that ensures
effective decision-making processes. Their systems and technology are up-to-date, which
makes them able to handle complex projects better than, for instance, their Singaporean
counterparts (Lim & Peltner, 2011).
Having a strong team for a project is essential for successful results. Due to strong team
building, German construction companies have been able to develop unique resources that
are specially designed for their own use (Lim, 2011; Fapohunda, 2014). Through team work
projects, their innovation performance has been rated as strongest on a competitive basis.
Such a strategy is vital as it enables the company to stay afloat in this competitive industry.
Critical analysis of a project from its inception is important to account for vital essentials and
still create room for uncertainties and risks ahead. By handling projects in a decentralised
way, construction companies are able to examine their projects from all sides. This brings a
better understanding of what the managers require to ensure success of the project. When
the managers have the right information, they are able to disseminate it to the people in their
teams to ensure success of their endeavour.
Decentralisation is a common characteristic among construction companies as they often
conduct several projects at the same time. The decentralised company is able to reduce
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possible hesitation and threats that may occur due to administrative inefficiencies. Taylor et
al attribute the choice of this system to the fact that construction companies are mostly
project-oriented. A construction company that uses the decentralised system encourages
different perspectives on a matter and enables ideas to emerge from various people or
groups. Although the system may seem time consuming, the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages by far in the long run. According to Christie, Joye and Watts, decentralisation
in construction companies is important because it allows coordination and integration among
employees of the organisation (Christie et al, 2003).
In a decentralised system, the accounting managers in a construction company encourage
knowledge sharing, networking and easy access of resources (Shields, 1998). Management
accountants direct, keep scores and solve problems (Ahrens, 1999). However, the problemsolving part involves providing relevant information to business unit managers that is vital for
the process of making decisions. Some scholars argue that this part of their job becomes
more dominant due to the uncertainties that lie in the construction industry (Hopper, 1980;
Shields, 1998; Osunrinde & Tiamiyu, 2017). Since 1980s, changes have continued to be
registered and these changes have been linked to business-oriented management. To
manage the changes, decentralisation calls for MA innovations such as strategic MA,
activity-based costing, strategic cost management, life cycle costing, profitability analysis and
economic value-added measurement (Hopper, 1980).
The distribution of responsibilities is an important aspect in management in general and also,
of course, in the construction industry. According to a study by European Firms in a Global
Economy, firms with decentralised management systems have higher chances of expansion.
They are also more involved in international trade and invest in innovations, research and
intensive training for their staff. The construction industry – which requires a lot of high tech
and specialisation – was found to account for a large percentage of ranking companies with
a decentralised system of operations (UN, 2000). Therefore, in order to ensure success for
the firm, management accountants should be given access to data – both current and past –
so that they are able to make less risky and less uncertain decisions during the running of a
project. The team of management accountants is able to review possible errors and mistakes
made in the past and come up with better ideas to sustain the firm as a whole.
However, in order to create a successful decentralised system, the firm ought to provide the
management accountant team with the right skills and the right number of team members
(Kaplan, 1984). Career structure and personnel management can help to enhance
professionalism and performance and also the ethical values. However, the decision to adopt
a decentralised system of operations is mainly influenced by its economic advantages and
lower costs of management decentralisation. With proper staffing, construction firms using
decentralised system are able to stay afloat even in times of recession. This is owned to
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different croups of people coming together to give different input, different perspective.
Brainstorming done from multiple angles leads to more flexible, more innovative decisions
and strategies. A good example is again the Bilfinger Company, which continues to enjoy
tremendous growth and success through decentralising its MA unit (Hoque, 2018).
The Great Recession that shook the world in 2008 after the collapse of Lehman’s sparked
debate on organisational structures that could help companies to face future economic
uncertainties (Aghion, Bloom, Sadun & V. Reenen, 2014). According to Aghion et al (2014),
decentralisation helps firms to still improve even after they were badly hit during bad times. In
his study, Aghion et al point to the fact that companies with a decentralised system were able
to stand strong despite the recession of 2008. They might have experienced a slight
decrease in their sales but their productivity rose faster after that period. During a recession,
uncertainties can run deeper than usual, but decentralised systems with flexible accounting
management teams are able to respond better and quickly to dynamic changes (Aghion et al,
2014). In a study on countries that use decentralised management systems, Germany
ranked number 5 with 29% of its industries having adopted this system (Johansen, 2007).
Successful accounting managers must have substantial technical knowhow in their field. In
order to ensure that the accounts managers are sufficiently competent, a company should
adopt periodic training of its staff, which gives additional skills and broadens the knowledge
(Akhavan & Zahedi, 2014). This is a critical factor in the success of the firm. Another factor is
that they should be able to communicate organisational goals efficiently (Chapman,
Hopwood & Shields, 2007). Therefore, their relationship with other employees is essential to
enable them to carry out successful managerial duties.
MA has seen the growth of small companies into giant firms (Davila, 2007). Still, this whole
issue remains too seldomly tackled, as more emphasis is being laid on large organisations.
Which is astounding as a study revealed that 96% of new job opportunities are created by
small companies that employ less than 100 people (Arenius & Minniti, 2005). Financial
knowledge, profitability and project funding are considered important factors to promote the
growth of an organisation. Therefore, small companies have the need to employ accounting
managers with sufficient financial knowhow to increase the profitability of the firms. Thereby,
they will create a chance of future growth and expansion for the company (Drury, 2012).
Through the decentralisation of power, the accounting managers have a better chance of
coming up with ideas that will improve the situations of small companies, give them a wider
base and help them to adopt the use of high-tech equipment in their construction projects.
The success of a project is the ultimate goal of a construction company. In order to achieve
this, the management accountants ought to provide strategies that involve all employees in
the project (Akhavan & Zahedi, 2014). This way, they are able to build strong teams which
are able to deliver quality designs. Access to both past and present information enables them
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to present sound decisions, which is vital for the company’s success. Through MA, the
Bilfinger Company managed to expand and grow stronger, while at the same time creating
long-lasting relationships with its clients.
The purpose of MA in any firm is to provide information for planning and to control and
measure the company’s performance (Drury, 2012). The information is used to make
decisions and improve efficiency in the firm. By adopting management accountancy in a firm,
it gains competitive advantage over other companies and will consequentially be successful
in its performance (Järvenpää, 2007). The rules that they impose help to govern employee
behaviour in an on-going project (Kaplan, 1984). The employee’s behaviour ought to be
geared towards objectives and strategies that are profitable for the company. A wellorganised structure ensures that the employees’ needs are met and that they have the
freedom to express themselves. This freedom creates room for interactions and sharing of
ideas which may be beneficial to the company.
In the construction industry, environmental uncertainties can occur (Mitchell, 2000).
According to Mitchell (2000), the environment can at any time be dynamic, static, simple or
complex. The more the environment is prone to uncertainties, the more the firm requires a
strong accounting management. With the guidance of a competent team of accounting
managers, the organisation is able to accumulate sufficient finances to survive an
economically challenging period. A company’s strategy is important when it comes to
defining how successful its projects will be (Porter, 1996). Therefore, it must be the task for a
highly competent circle of people to influence and change a company’s objectives and gear it
towards effective operation. However, while operation effectiveness is a necessity for a
successful business, it should not be the goal itself (Sandelin, 2008). The German
construction industry has become highly successful. It generates income and creates jobs,
thus boosting the German economy (Wagner, 2015). Through decentralisation, this industry
has successfully expanded abroad, which brought the country 298 billion Euros in 2015. At
the international level, the construction industry nets about 20 billion Euros annually. Through
a decentralised accounting management, the German construction industry gains access to
high-quality innovations, digital planning and construction and can deliver state-of-the-art
constructions (Hoque, 2018). They are a good pace setter for other organisations and
construction companies throughout the world.

2.4

Summary: identification of research gap

After having analysed the specialised literature, the researcher came to a point where he
recognised that it is not possible to analyse and implement all sources available and brought
the literature review to a reasonable end. Therefore, the author decided to stop the literature
review at that point of time, where he got the impression that the added value of further
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sources would be very limited. Nevertheless, the researcher continued to monitor newly
available sources in order to implement significant sources into the thesis at a later time.
The review of the literature provides crucial insights regarding MA in decentralised
organisations. In particular, the studies show that MA in decentralised construction
companies is a widely researched topic. The CSFs define the specific information that
management accountants should utilise for managerial teams to make informed decisions. In
summary, the current body of literature shows that CSFs depend on a number of
circumstances. First, the CSFs tend to be industry-specific, as Bullen and Rockart (1981)
argue. Since Bullen and Rockart (1981) suggested the idea, the MA has evolved thanks to
the technological advancement and the environment in which companies operate. However,
the review of literature confirms that industry-specific circumstances remain crucial
determinants that define the CSFs. In any case, managers in the construction industry will
continue to face unique challenges and opportunities. For instance, the construction
companies operate in a project-based industry, where projects are managed separately. This
arrangement makes it easier for the MA to be conducted based on an individual project. This
way it will be possible to determine the most CSFs and provide the much-needed information
required to address these factors.
Secondly, the current body of literature provides empirical evidence to support the notion
expressed by Bullen and Rockart (1981) and Rockart (1982) that CSFs within an
organisation differ from one company to the other. Bullen and Rockart (1981) point towards
the importance of competitive strategy and industry position, both being critical when defining
the specific factors that executives can use to compete with other organisations within a
given industry. In this case, it is important to note how a construction company identifies the
CSFs depending on its position. For example, Lönngren et al (2010) show how a
construction company can subscribe to strategic partnership as a way of competing with
well-established rivals. The idea is to identify the challenges that are specific to an
organisation through management account by forecasting possible future trends. The
management team can then make a decision that will assist the company to gain a
competitive edge. However, the review of literature that focused on the construction industry
exposed a research gap as far as organisation-specific evidence is concerned. Instead of
concentrating on specific companies, the study involved participants working in different
construction firms. The study by Kärnä (2009), for instance, focuses on 831 construction
projects across Europe.
Studies illustrate the industry-specific success factors that executives in the construction
sector need to focus on in order to gain a competitive edge (Kärnä, 2009; Spigarelli et al,
2015; Yang et al, 2010). The empirical evidence shows that CSFs in the construction
industry differ from one country to another. For example, Lim et al (2011) shows how a
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mature market like Germany differs from Singapore, which is an emerging market. It is
obvious that the construction activity – which is always driven by demand – will always differ
strongly depending on the country in question. In particular, Lim et al (2011) show how
construction companies in Germany had to deal with country-specific challenges such as low
demand for housing. However, the mature and innovative landscape that Germany offered
allowed managers to make informed decisions.
Other studies also show various country-specific circumstances that define the success
factors. All findings reveal that countries with similar business environment share similar
challenges and opportunities. For example, studies that covered construction companies in
developing nations (Saqib et al, 2008; Lu et al, 2010; Mahmood et al, 2012) reveal other
informational needs for managers than studies conducted in developed nations (Li et al,
2005; Akhavan et al, 2014). This shows that more country-specific evidence is indeed
required to develop relevant empirical evidence of specific markets.
Although multiple studies cover the construction industry, the applicability of the findings is
limited for a number of reasons. In particular, all of the important variables such as CSFs,
informational needs, and the structure of operations (centralised and decentralised) were
conducted separately. A better understanding of CSFs and MA in decentralised construction
companies can be achieved by bringing these variables together. By doing so, it will be
possible to determine the relationship between factors as far as MA is concerned. On the
same note, focusing on both centralised and decentralised construction firms will provide a
much needed platform for comparison. In other words, it will be possible to determine how
decentralised construction companies differ from centralised ones as far the CSFs and
informational need are concerned.
Figure 2 illustrates the emerging themes and gaps in the literature review.
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Figure 2: Framework of the emerging themes and gaps in the literature review (own figure).
The intended research questions:
1. What are the CSFs within decentralised construction companies?
2. What are possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for
the needs of the different management levels?
are designed to bring the variables CSFs, information need, and decentralised organisation
together.

2.5

Reflections: what makes an expert

Upon commencing the search and evaluation of the available literature in the area of study, it
became apparent that many authors have previously researched the main areas of this
research topic: CSFs, decentralised organisations, MA, and construction industry. It was
especially the relatively high number of authors in the less popular, non-traditional business
administration areas, decentralised organisations and construction industry that came as a
novelty to the author. It was beneficial to learn that these other authors come from all over
the world: America, Africa, Asia, Australia, Middle East, and Europe. A high number of
references posed a question of whether a knowledge gap can be found at all.
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On the one hand, a literature review is the basis of the entire research study, as the
researcher gains in-depth theoretical knowledge through the literature review. On the other
hand, the literature review determines the study’s research direction, as it helps to define or
rather review the research questions/objectives depending on the identified knowledge gaps.
Furthermore, the literature review and its results have a strong influence on the research
methodology (Chapter 3). Within the literature review, a researcher will find rival positions
related to her/his study’s topic. This helps the researcher to develop a clear view on her/his
topic and the topic’s environment.
Another finding the author has gained from the literature review is that it may be complex to
deal with a topic in depth. Nowadays, many people are declared experts – for instance, in
television – but probably very few among them have invested the time and work within their
respective area that a literature review requires. Hence, one should always double-check the
background of supposed experts.
From the researcher’s perspective, the conducted literature review presents the available
literature in an organised way, provides a detailed survey and synthesises the information
offered in the literature into a summary, and finally illustrates current knowledge gaps.
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3
3.1

Methodology

Introduction

In business management research in general, as in this research as well (Section 1.5), it is
usually the researcher’s business experiences and personal interests that mark the research
motivation (Bryman et al, 2011). There are several approaches available to ensure that the
results meet the researcher’s expectations in terms of reliability, replication, and validity. All
of them have individual advantages and disadvantages (Yin, 2014). The appropriate choice
mainly depends on the role of the researcher (Yin, 2014), the role of the research
participants, the personal relationship between researcher and the participants, the kind of
data the researcher is focused on as well as the main research goal (Ryan et al, 2009).
In this study, the researcher’s goal is to develop an MAS for decentralised construction
companies to support effective decision-making using the CSFs method.

Figure 3: The research ‘onion’ (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012).
Figure 3 illustrates the categories which the researcher has to choose to ensure research
results that meet his expectations. These categories are:
1. research philosophy;
2. research approach;
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3. methodological choice;
4. strategy(ies);
5. time horizon; as well as
6. techniques and procedures.
The following sections provide an overview in the above-mentioned order as to how the
researcher has constructed a holistic research approach that fits this research study
including individual justifications for each single choice. In addition, the researcher illustrates
how he minimises bias and deals with ethical issues within this research study.
Each choice in the different categories was made to reach the intended research objectives:
1. To explore the CSFs within decentralised construction companies.
2. To illustrate possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored
for the needs of the different management levels.
At the end of the chapter, the author provides detailed information related to the practical
preparation prior to the actual case study conduct.
In this thesis - especially in Chapters 3 and 4 - the author uses male pronouns solely. The
reason for this is the extraordinary circumstance that all study’s participants were males.

3.2

Research philosophy

3.2.1

Introduction

Identifying a research philosophy is the first choice a researcher has to make to build up a
suitable research design.
There is no universal research philosophy for a certain research area or topic (Becker, 1996;
Mkansi & Acheampong, 2012). Each researcher needs to determine a research philosophy
that he can identify with by working on ontological, epistemological, and then methodological
questions (Guba et al, 1994; Johnson & Duberley, 2000; Bryman et al, 2011). In the process,
the researcher will recognise his paradigms. Paradigms are basic belief systems depending
on personal principles and illustrating an individual worldview of a human being (Guba &
Lincoln, 1994; Johnson et al, 2000; Cruickshank, 2007; Saunders et al, 2012).
The choice of an appropriate research philosophy is strongly connected to the paradigms a
researcher stands for and marks a milestone within a research study as many further
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decisions (e.g. approach, methodology, and methods) depend on the research philosophy
that is adopted (Guba et al, 1994).

3.2.2

Types of research philosophies

There are various different compositions of research philosophies throughout literature
including individual epistemologies and ontologies (Mkansi & Acheampong, 2012). Guba et
al (1994) list positivism, post positivism, critical theory, and constructionism. Bryman and Bell
(2011) name positivism, realism, interpretivism, and objectivism. Saunders et al (2012)
provide positivism, realism, interpretivism, and pragmatism as available philosophies within
business research. Ritchie and Lewis (2003) differ in ontological and epistemological
categories and illustrate realism, materialism, critical realism, idealism, and relativism as
ontological perspectives as well as positivism, and interpretivism as epistemological
perspectives.
Saunders et al (2012, p. 129) explain the benefit “for researchers undertaking a particular
study to think of the philosophy adopted as a multi-dimensional set of continua rather than
separate positions.”
Question (dimension)

Continua

What is the nature of
reality?

What is considered
acceptable knowledge?

What is the role of values?

external vs.

socially constructed

objective vs.

subjective

observable phenomena vs.

subjective meanings

law-like generalisations vs.

details of specific

value free vs.

value bound

Table 2: Research philosophy as a multidimensional set of continua (adopted from:
Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012).
Table 2 illustrates the different points a researcher has to take into consideration in order to
identify the right research philosophy.
Ontological considerations: “What is the nature of reality?”
As the researcher intends to develop an MAS using the CSFs method, he shares the
ontological position that social actors have an influence on social phenomena
(constructionism (Bryman at al, 2011) or rather subjectivism (Saunders et al, 2012)). An
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objectivistic perspective would lead to the finding that the entire intended research is in vain,
as social actors (e.g. employees in a decentralised construction company) have no influence
on social phenomena (e.g. CSFs in a decentralised construction company) (Crotty, 1998).
As most authors who conduct studies in business research intend to solve problems
occurring in their personal business environment (Sections 1.5 and 3.1), a constructionist
perspective is very common among researchers in this field of study. The author found
numerous examples in the course of his literature review (e.g. Eriksson & Westerberg, 2009;
Lasker, Schuette, Cox & Beck, 2010; Mahmood & Sajid, 2012; Yang, Yeung, Chan, Chiang
& Chan, 2010; Yong & Mustaffa, 2012).
Epistemological considerations: “What is considered acceptable knowledge?”
The business environment including the existing CSFs in decentralised construction
companies is determined by humans in their role as social actors (e.g. BMs, construction site
managers, construction workers). Therefore, the focus in this study lies on research among
people rather than on objects as it is common in natural sciences. This is the reason why
epistemological points of view like positivism and realism that use purely scientific
approaches including collecting data and law-like generalisations to create knowledge
(Bryman et al, 2011; Saunders et al, 2012), will not be adopted by the author in this research
study.
Among existing business research studies, there are those by authors who use different
types of epistemology: Hardcastle, Edwards, Akintoye and Li (2005), Johansen and Walter
(2007) and Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997) have adopted positivism as leading
epistemology and use impersonal questionnaires as major data source. Jones (1991) has
adopted an epistemology which is close to interpretivism as he uses the CSFs method
including the conduct of interviews with managers in British hotel companies.
The author will adopt interpretivism as the leading epistemology because it helps him to take
into account the differences of the social actors and their different perceptions, value
systems and goals (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Especially during the intended semi-structured
expert interviews with managers of different levels as part of the CSFs method, this
epistemology is necessary to estimate certain outcomes. Each participant has different views
and values that need to be taken into account by the researcher to generate acceptable
knowledge in this field of study.
Axiological considerations: “What is the role of values?”
According to Saunders et al (2012, p. 137), the author’s own values play an important role in
all stages of the research process and must be considered in order to ensure credible
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research results. In interpretivism, research is value-bound (Saunders et al, 2012, p. 140). As
social actors play an important role in the author’s research, from the axiological perspective,
a socially constructed interpretivism research philosophy is appropriate. Especially social
constructionism indicates that meanings are dependent on human cognition, namely
people’s interpretation of the events that occur around them (Saunders et al, 2012, p. 546).

3.2.3

Social constructionism

The leading research philosophy in this study will be social constructionism. The samples
within the research will be small (e.g. a maximum of 20 participants in semi-structured expert
interviews) to conduct in-depth investigations using mainly qualitative research methods.

3.3

Research approach

3.3.1

Introduction

The choice of the most suitable research approach is the second decision the researcher has
to make. It is based on the previous decision for social constructionism as major research
philosophy and mainly depends on the intended reasoning process (Kuda, Murai & Akama,
2009).

3.3.2

Types of research approaches

A deductive research approach represents the most common view of the nature of the
relationship between theory and research (Bryman et al, 2011). It moves from the general to
the specific, which means that data collection is used to evaluate hypotheses related to an
existing theory (Saunders et al, 2012). According to Ho (1994), deduction cannot lead to new
knowledge, as the goal of this approach is theory falsification or verification.
An inductive research approach is the opposite of deduction (Ho, 1994). It implies a
reasoning process for providing general rules from specific facts (Kuda et al, 2009). Data
collection is mainly used to explore an existing phenomenon and create a conceptual
framework to generate a new theory (Saunders et al, 2012).
Abduction includes a reasoning process for providing hypotheses that explain the given facts
(Kuda et al, 2009). According to Saunders et al (2012, p. 144), in an abductive research
approach, “data collection is used to explore a phenomenon, identify themes and patterns,
locate these in a conceptual framework and test this through subsequent data collection and
so forth” to generate theory or modify existing theory. Ho (1994) describes abduction as
rather a critical thinking than a symbolic logic.
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3.3.3

Abduction

In this study, the author has chosen abduction as the major research approach as this
approach best fits the complex research topic, the necessary in-depth investigations, the
CSFs method as basis of the expert interviews (major data source), and thereby the chosen
research philosophy, which is social constructionism. The empirical results of the author’s
study will be used to explore a phenomenon (CSFs in a decentralised construction company
edited in different themes and patterns) and generate a new theory (an MAS for
decentralised construction companies).

3.4

Methodological choice

3.4.1

Introduction

The methodological choice is the third decision and it is based on the previous decisions for
social constructionism as research philosophy as well as abduction as research approach.

3.4.2

Types of methodologies

In general, there are quantitative research designs, qualitative research designs, and a
combination of both: mixed methods research designs (Saunders et al, 2012). Especially
outside of business research, it is common that most researchers focus on quantitative
research designs (Tranfield et al, 2003). According to Cameron (2015), 76% of the
researchers choose a quantitative research design, 10% a qualitative research design, and
14% a mixed methods research design.
According to Bryman et al (2011, pp. 26 and 27), the quantitative approach is a research
strategy that emphasises quantification in the collection and analysis of data and that:
•

entails a deductive approach to the relationship between theory and research, in
which the emphasis is put on the testing of theories;

•

has incorporated the practices and norms of the natural scientific model and
positivism in particular; and

•

embodies a view of social reality as an external, objective reality.

According to Saunders et al (2012), quantitative research is in principal associated with
experimental and survey research strategies (e.g. questionnaires). In the analysis of
collected data, mathematical processes are utilised and final results are illustrated and
expressed in statistical terminologies (Pandey & Patniak, 2014).
By contrast, Bryman et al (2011, p. 27) describe qualitative research as a research strategy
that uses words rather than quantification of the collection and analysis of data that:
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•

predominantly emphasises an inductive approach to the relationship between theory
and research, in which the main goal is the generation of theories;

•

has rejected the practices and norms of the natural scientific model and of positivism
in particular in preference for an emphasis on the ways in which individuals interpret
their social world; and

•

embodies a view of social reality as a constantly shifting emergent property of
individuals’ creation.

Over time, and especially in social sciences like management research, qualitative research
has become more important (Attride-Stirling, 2001; Tranfield et al, 2003; Flick, 2009; Miles,
Huberman & Saldana, 2014). Qualitative research is associated with an interpretive
philosophy, as researchers need to make sense of the subjective and socially constructed
meanings expressed about the phenomenon being studied (Saunders et al, 2012, p.163).
According to Miles et al (2014) and Saunders et al (2012), data collection within qualitative
research is non-standardised so that questions and procedures may alter and emerge during
a research process.

3.4.3

Qualitative research

In addition, Miles et al (2014, p. 9) describe the features of qualitative research as follows:
•

Qualitative research is conducted through intense and/or prolonged contact with
participants in a naturalistic setting to investigate the everyday and/or exceptional
lives of individuals, groups, societies, and organisations.

•

The researcher’s role is to gain a holistic (systematic, encompassing, and integrated)
overview of the context under study: its social arrangement, ways of working, and its
explicit and implicit rules.

•

The researcher himself or herself is essentially the main instrument in the study.

•

The researcher attempts to capture data on the perceptions of local participants from
the inside through a process of deep attentiveness, empathetic understanding, and
suspending or bracketing preconceptions about topics under discussion.

•

Most of the analysis is done with words. The words can be assembled, sub-clustered
or broken into segments. They can be reorganised to permit the researcher to
compare, contrast, and analyse the words and construct patterns out of them.

•

Reading through these empirical materials (e.g. data), the researcher may construct
certain themes and patterns that can be reviewed with the participants.
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•

The main task is to describe the ways people in particular settings come to
understand, account for, take action, and otherwise manage their day-to-day
situations.

•

Many interpretations of this material are possible, but some are more compelling for
theoretical reasons or on the grounds of credibility and trustworthiness.

In specialist literature, authors present different opinions regarding qualitative research.
Kohlbacher (2006), Bryman et al (2011), and Pandey et al (2014) state several issues
regarding qualitative research. According to them, qualitative research is often too specific on
a particular social setting to be generalisable to a wider world. In addition, the authors
indicate that qualitative researchers are usually very close to their particular research
environment and topics, which is why issues of bias and subjectivity with regard to the
interpretation of the collected data and consequentially doubts concerning the validity and
reliability with respect to the research results may occur. The answer to the question “how to
avoid these issues?” comes from Yin (2014, p. 45). The author gives the following
recommendations:
•

•

•

•

Construct validity
o

use multiple sources of evidence

o

establish chains of evidence

o

have key informants review draft case study report

Internal validity
o

do pattern matching

o

do explanation building

o

address rival explanations

o

use logic models

External validity
o

use theory in single case studies

o

use replication logic in multiple case studies

Reliability
o

use case study protocol
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o

develop case study database

Miles et al (2014) depict various strengths of qualitative research. In qualitative research, the
focus is on naturally occurring, ordinary events in natural settings. Thereby, it illustrates what
“real life” is like. As data collection takes place in close proximity to a specific situation,
confidence is substantiated by local groundedness. Qualitative research emphasises a
specific case including an analysis focusing on phenomena (e.g. CSFs) embedded in their
context (e.g. decentralised construction company). Possible influences of the local context
(e.g. special circumstances within the studied company) are not stripped away but are taken
into account. Qualitative research provides the possibility for understanding latent,
underlying, or non-obvious issues.
Another advantage according to Geertz (1973) and Miles et al (2014) is the richness and
holism of qualitative research. Complex issues can be revealed and collected data (nested in
a real context) can be illustrated in a vivid way to create a ring of truth that has a strong
impact on the study’s addressees (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Miles et al, 2014). Qualitative
data goes far beyond snapshots of “what?” or “how many?”, since data is typically collected
over a sustained period. That way, causations of certain phenomena can also be assessed.
The flexibility relating to data collection times and methods generates additional confidence
that researcher and readers really understand what is going on. The emphasis on people’s
lived experiences is well suited for determining people's opinions concerning the events,
processes, and structures within their lives and for linking these opinions to the social world
(e.g. a decentralised construction company) around them.
Apart from the named strengths of qualitative research, Miles et al (2014) clarify that the
competence with which the data analysis is carried out is crucial for drawing and verifying
plausible conclusions. The qualitative data analysis is a continuous, iterative process (see
“abduction” in Section 3.3). Components of this process are 1. data collection, 2. data
condensation (calculating means, standard deviations), 3. data display (correlation tables,
regression

printouts),

and

4.

conclusion

drawing/verifying

(significance

levels,

experimental/control group differences). All of these components interact with each other
(Miles et al, 2014, p. 14).
Figure 4 illustrates possible methodological paths that researchers can choose depending on
the complexity of their field of study.
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Figure 4: Methodological choice (Cameron, 2015).

3.4.4

Multimethod qualitative study

Since the study’s environment is very complex, including many social actors who have an
influence on the CSFs to be studied, this research will be conducted as a multimethod
qualitative study. In this, the author follows the recommendation from the specialist literature
(e.g. Yin, 2014). This decision also fits the previous research in CSFs. Various authors who
have researched in this field conducted their studies as qualitative research (e.g. Rockart,
1979; Bullen et al, 1981; Rockart, 1982; Boynton et al, 1984; Jones, 1995; Mbugua et al,
1999; Poon et al, 2001).

3.5

Research strategy

3.5.1

Introduction

The choice of the research strategy is the fourth decision and it is based on the previous
decisions for social constructionism as research philosophy, abduction as research
approach, and multimethod qualitative study as methodology.

3.5.2

Types of research strategies

The academic literature provides several research strategies within qualitative research.
According to Bryman et al (2011), there are experimental research designs, cross-sectional
or social survey research designs, longitudinal research designs, case study research
designs, and comparative research designs. All named research designs imply different
strengths to ensure reliability, replicability, and validity. Bryman et al (2011, p. 68)
characterise the relationships between the different research designs and qualitative
research as follows:
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•

Experimental research designs
o

•

not a typical qualitative research design

Cross-sectional or social survey research designs
o

typical form

o

qualitative interviews or focus groups at a single point in time

o

examples: Scase & Goffee’s (1989) research into managers in large UK
organisations; Blackburn & Stokes’s (2000) study of small business ownermanagers

•

Longitudinal research designs
o

typical form

o

ethnographic research over a long period, qualitative interviewing on more
than one occasion, or qualitative content analysis of documents relating to
different time periods

o
•

example: Pettigrew’s (1985) study of Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI)

Case Study research designs
o

typical form

o

the intensive study by ethnography or qualitative interviewing of a single case,
which may be an organisation, a group of employees within an organisation,
or an individual

o

examples: Tracy, Lutgen-Sandvik, and Albert’s (2006) study of organisational
bullying (an organisation); Perlow’s (1997) study of software engineers in a
high-tech organisation (a group of employees); Marshall’s (1995) study of
women managers (an individual)

•

Comparative research designs
o

typical form

o

ethnographic or qualitative interview research on two or more cases where
some comparison is sought between them
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o

examples: Hyde et al’s (2006) evaluation study of role redesign in the NHS;
Collins and Wickham’s (2004) panel study of patterns of female employment
across Europe

This brief overview already indicates that the case study research strategy, which is a very
popular and widely used research strategy in business research (Bryman et al, 2011; Ryan
et al, 2012), is the most suitable strategy for this study.

3.5.3

Case study research

According to Bryman et al (2011 p. 60), the most common use of the term associates the
case study with a geographical location, such as a workplace or an organisation. Case
studies can help in in-depth research studies related to a setting, a person, or groups
(Remenyi, Williams, Money & Swartz, 2003; Yin, 2014). A case is a phenomenon of some
sort that occurs in a bounded context (Miles et al, 2014). A case study explores a research
topic or phenomenon within its context, or within a number of real-life contexts (Saunders et
al, 2012, p. 179). What distinguishes a case study from other research designs is this focus
on a bounded situation or system, an entity with a purpose and functioning parts (Bryman et
al, 2011, p. 60). The difference between the phenomenon being studied and the context in
which it is being studied is not always apparent (Bryman et al, 2011; Saunders et al, 2012;
Flyvbjerg, 2013). According to Saunders et al (2012, p. 179), case study research marks the
complete opposite of the experimental strategy, where contextual variables are highly
controlled as they are seen as a potential threat to the validity of the results. Case studies
enable the researcher to gain a rich understanding of the study’s context (Yin, 2014;
Saunders et al, 2012). Especially if a contemporary (as opposed to entirely historical)
phenomenon is investigated, case study research is the preferred strategy (Flyvbjerg, 2013;
Yin, 2014).
Case studies often combine a mix of data collection methods (e.g. interviews, documentary
analysis, and observations) (Yin, 2014). In order to provide intensive and detailed findings,
the interviews are usually conducted as unstructured interviews (Bryman et al, 2011).

3.5.4

Types of case study researches

The specialist literature mentions several types and dimensions of case study research (e.g.
Stake, 1995; Bryman et al, 2011; Ryan et al, 2012; Yin, 2014). Some of them will be dealt
with in this section.
According to Yin (2014) and Flyvbjerg (2013), there are two types of case study research:
single case research and multiple cases research. Both dimensions imply certain strengths
and weaknesses (e.g. the role of the researcher) (Ryan et al, 2012). A single case is often
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used where it represents a critical case or, alternatively, an extreme or unique case, or a
single case may be selected as it is typical or because it provides the researcher with an
opportunity to observe and analyse a phenomenon that few have considered before
(Saunders et al, 2012, p. 179). In accounting research, a case study usually implies a single
unit of analysis (Ryan et al, 2012).
A further distinction is the one between holistic and embedded case studies (Yin, 2014). If a
study treats the researched organisation as a whole unit, the specialist literature speaks of a
holistic case study (Yin, 2014; Saunders et al, 2012). If the researcher examines a number of
sub-units (e.g. departments, branches, or certain management levels) within an organisation,
then he/she conducts an embedded case study (Yin, 2014; Saunders et al, 2012).
Bryman et al (2011, p. 60) quote Stake (1995), who distinguishes three types of case
studies:
•

Intrinsic case studies: these cases are undertaken primarily to gain insight into the
particularities of a situation, rather than to gain insight into other cases or generic
issues.

•

Instrumental case studies: these studies focus on using the case as a means of
understanding a broader issue or allowing generalisations to be challenged.

•

Multiple or collective case studies: these studies are undertaken jointly to explore
a general phenomenon.

Ryan et al (2012, pp. 143 and 144) name five different types of case studies in accounting
research. 1. descriptive case studies that aim at describing phenomena in different
companies. 2. illustrative case studies, which attempt to illustrate new and possible
innovative practices developed by particular companies. 3. experimental case studies that
are used to examine the difficulties involved in implementing new proposals (in accounting)
and evaluate the benefits which can be derived. 4. exploratory case studies enable the
researcher to generate hypotheses about reasons for particular practices (in accounting).
And 5. explanatory case studies that attempt to explain the reasons for observed
(accounting) practices.

3.5.5

The role of the researcher

Especially in studies involving many social actors, like this study, the role of the researcher is
important. There are five different roles of the researcher (Ryan et al, 2012, p. 152):
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•

Outsider: as an outsider, the researcher can maintain a distance from the case, but
must rely on available evidence, such as published reports and other secondary
sources.

•

Visitor: this is probably the most common perception of the case researcher, as
someone who visits the case ‘site’ and interviews the subjects of his research. Here
the researcher is not directly involved in the issues to be researched, but even the act
of talking about these issues could have an impact upon those who are the subject of
the research.

•

Facilitator: here the researcher raises issues, gives advice and opens up the options
for the subject of his research. The researcher does not provide solutions, but rather
enables the subjects of his research to identify their problems and helps them to find
their own solutions.

•

Participant: in some sociological studies, researchers have taken jobs in the
company that they are researching, such as the production line of an automobile
company. Being a participant allows the researcher to obtain insights into the
everyday workings of the company. In most cases, the researcher does not disclose
the research agenda to those with whom he/she is working. The researcher simply
works as a member of the organisation but maintains detailed records of his/her
experiences.

•

Actor: in this case, the researcher is directly involved in the organisation, possibly
introducing a new system or procedure. As such, the researcher is an active
participant in the process that is being researched.

As, in this case, the researcher works for the company to be studied, the roles as outsider
and visitor are not available. The researcher’s role as participant fits best to this study, as the
author has been working in the organisation to be studied for years and detailed insights into
the everyday workings of the company are crucial to achieve the research objectives.

3.5.6

Single case study

Research depth is crucial to achieve the objectives of this study. The researcher needs to
know what is critical for the business success of decentralised construction companies. A
detailed insight into the studied organisation, its internal processes and contexts is essential.
The case study will be instrumental, as the study’s findings will be generalisable and can be
used to comparable organisations. To ensure these in-depth insights, an embedded (certain
management levels embedded in an organisation) case study strategy will be adopted. This
choice is also comparable to previous research in the field of CSFs (e.g. Rockart, 1979;
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Boynton et al, 1984; Jones, 1995). The study will have an illustrative and exploratory nature
including typical characteristics: search of literature, interviewing experts in the research
subject, and conducting individual in-depth interviews. The interviews will be relatively
unstructured to ensure flexibility. Triangulation (Yin, 2014) will be used, especially related to
research objective 2, to ensure reliability, replicability, and validity of the findings. In this
study, the role of the researcher is crucial (Ryan et al, 2002). In order to create non-biased
findings, it is necessary that the researcher obtains insights into the everyday workings of the
studied organisation (Yin, 2014). To achieve that, the researcher works as a member of the
organisation, but maintains detailed records of his experience (Ryan et al, 2002). The
researcher depends on the knowledge and experience of the organisation’s managers,
therefore he has to ensure adequate collaboration between the managers and himself. In
order to slip into the role of a participant (Ryan et al, 2002), the researcher has chosen the
company where he is employed (a German decentralised construction company with 20
branches and approximately 900 employees) to develop a single case study design. The
application of a multiple case study is not reasonable, as it would not provide the advantages
that come with the researcher’s role as participant. There are also examples of previous
research in this field using the single case study method (e.g. Bullen et al, 1982; Boynton et
al, 1984).

3.6

Time horizon

3.6.1

Introduction

The choice of the study’s time horizon is the fifth decision and it is based on the previous
decisions for social constructionism as research philosophy, abduction as research
approach, multimethod qualitative study as methodology, and single case study as research
strategy.

3.6.2

Types of time horizons

Most research studies are time dependent. The specialist literature mainly provides two time
horizons for business researchers (Bryman et al, 2011; Saunders et al, 2012). Crosssectional research is a research design that entails the collection of data on more than one
case (usually quite a lot more than one) and at a single point in time. The goal is to collect a
body of quantitative or quantifiable data in connection with two or more variables (usually
many more than two), which are then examined to detect patterns of association (Bryman et
al, 2011, pp. 713 and 714). The survey strategy is the most common strategy in crosssectional research (Saunders et al, 2012). Longitudinal research is a research design in
which data are collected on a sample (of people, documents, etc.) on at least two occasions
(Bryman et al, 2011. p. 715). In longitudinal research, the researcher is often participant of
the organisation to be studied for many months or years (Bryman et al, 2011). This research
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design enables the researcher to study changes and developments (Saunders et al, 2012).
In addition, it provides a measure of control over some of the variables in the context of the
research topic (Saunders et al, 2012).

3.6.3

Longitudinal study

A longitudinal research will be adopted as the researcher has been participant in the
company to be studied for many years – thus having observed social actors and phenomena
in the organisation for a long time – and in order to study certain changes and developments
in and around the study’s topic.

3.7

Techniques and procedures

3.7.1

Introduction

The choice of techniques and procedures of data collection and data analysis is the sixth and
final decision to be made. It is based on the previous decisions for social constructionism as
research philosophy, abduction as research approach, multimethod qualitative study as
methodology, single case study as research strategy, and longitudinal study as time horizon.
The processes “data collection”, “data condensation”, “data display”, and “conclusions:
drawing/verifying” in this study will follow the recommendation by Miles et al (2014).

3.7.2

Case study components

As data collection proceeds, data condensation occurs in parallel: writing summaries, coding,
developing themes, generating categories, and writing analytic memos (Miles et al, 2014, p.
12). In order to design a meaningful case study, Yin (2014) provides five important
components – study questions, study propositions, unit of analysis, linking data to
propositions and criteria for interpreting a case study’s findings – that need to be taken into
account. These components will be treated in the following sections.

3.7.2.1 Study questions
The form of the questions – in terms of “who”, “what”, “where”, “how” and “why” – provides an
important clue regarding the most relevant research method to be used. Especially “how”
and “why” questions fit well with case study research (Yin, 2014). The two intended research
questions in this study are:
1. What are the CSFs in decentralised construction companies?
2. What are possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for
the needs of the different management levels?
Regarding “what” questions, Yin (2014) recommends taking into account the aim of the
question. If “what” means “how much” or “how many”, the researcher should not use the
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case study research strategy. However, if the “what” question aims comprises an exploring
nature, as in this study (exploring the CSFs in a decentralised construction company), the
case study strategy is adequate. As the answers to both research questions require the
collection of in-depth insights into the company to be studied, case study research is the
most suitable research strategy here.

3.7.2.2 Study propositions
According to Yin (2014), the research questions do not express what the researcher really
intends to study.
Therefore, it is important that a researcher is able to state the study’s propositions or rather
proposition to steer the case study research in the right direction.
This study’s propositions respectively the author’s assumptions are:
a. There are CSFs in decentralised construction companies that affect the economic
situation (e.g. operating results, liquidity management), the attractiveness of the
company as an employer (e.g. working atmosphere, long-term perspectives for
employees), and customer satisfaction (e.g. quality, adherence to schedules).
b. It is possible to steer these CSFs in a decentralised construction company
(depending on the different areas of responsibility: from the MDs’ perspective, as well
as the BM’s perspective) by using an MAS that takes into account the most important
CSFs in the (above-mentioned) different categories.
c. This MAS to be developed will be tailored for decentralised construction companies
and within these companies for different management levels: PMs, BMs, and MDs
(Section 4.1.5).

3.7.2.3 Unit of analysis - the “case”
The clear definition of the unit of analysis through questions and propositions also includes
the boundaries of the case. These boundaries help to identify the information to be collected
to reach the study’s aim. The more a case study obtains specific questions and propositions,
the more it will remain within feasible limits (Yin, 2014, p. 31).
This study’s unit of analysis is a German decentralised construction company. In this firm,
the study focuses on the influences of certain management levels on the firm’s CSFs
exclusively as an embedded unit. Social actors, who are outside the mentioned management
levels, will be treated as context within this study.
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There are the following time boundaries within the study depending on the variable data
collection methods:
•

Semi-structured expert interviews: in 2018 (with all managers of above-mentioned
management levels)

•

Analysis of commercial documents: financial years 2009-2017 (last nine years)

•

Observations by the researcher: June 2008-2018 (author’s employment duration)

Table 3 illustrates the study’s unit of analysis.

Single Case

Description

Features

•

100% family-owned decentralised construction company in Germany

•

approx. 900 employees

•

approx. 130 Mio. €

•

20 branches within Germany, all treated as independent profit centres

•

one head office incl. administration departments

•

individual jobs from one hundred € up to several million €

•

expert interviews: BMs, MDs, QM (2018)

•

commercial documents: all branch operational results (2009-2017)

•

process/meeting observations: BMs, MDs (2009-2018)

•

social actors outside the above mentioned management levels

•

external stakeholders: e.g. clients, suppliers, financial institutions, tax
authorities, legislators

Participants
/
Data
Sources

Context

Table 3: Unit of analysis - the “case” (own table).

3.7.2.4 Linking data to propositions
According to Yin (2014), researchers might collect too much data, wrong data, or even too
little data. All three versions lead to problems regarding the linking of the collected data to the
research propositions. In order to avoid these problems at a later stage of the study, the
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researcher has conducted a pilot expert interview including a following review of the
appropriateness of the collected data.
In addition, the author’s personal preparation, preparation of the interview guideline, and the
focus of the author’s observation activities was conducted with respect of a proper and
logical linking of data to research propositions.

3.7.2.5 Criteria for interpreting a case study’s findings
When doing case studies, an important strategy is to identify and address rival explanations
for the study’s findings. Addressing such rivals becomes a criterion for interpreting the
findings: the more rivals are being addressed and rejected; the stronger the study’s findings
will be (Yin, 2014, p. 36).
For this research study, the author needs to identify the rivals among different expert
interviews, or even among different data sources, e.g. through participant observation and
expert interview, and reject them.

3.7.3

Preparation of single case study

Following Yin (2014), before carrying out the actual case study research, the researcher
prepares himself for all areas of the study. For this purpose, all information at hand – the
results from the literature review, the intended research questions, the developed research
propositions, the projected data collection methods, the interview guideline as well as
observation possibilities, and access to commercial documents – is presented and discussed
with top managers of the organisation to be studied, as well as with the university
supervisors.
In addition, the author makes himself familiar with the required research knowledge and skills
related to the case research strategy, semi-structured expert interviews, process observation
skills, ethical guidelines for social researchers, and further soft-skills that might be of
importance in this study.
A further preparation regarding the research topic or the organisation to be studied is not
required, as the author has worked in the researched company for ten years. As the head of
the MA department, he has known every participant of this study for many years and is also
familiar in detail with the research topic as well as the study’s context.
Another part of this stage is the preparation of the questionnaire for the semi-structured
expert interviews. As all managers to be interviewed are German, the interview guideline is
developed in both English and Germany. Before conducting a pilot interview to test
approaches, methodologies, and to ensure that adequate results are generated by the actual
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interviews that follow, the interview guideline was discussed with the university supervisors
and top managers from the studied firm. In order to provide the participants with sufficient
information about the research study, the researcher developed an information sheet for
every participant that he will hand out prior to the pilot interview as well as the actual
interviews. The information sheet is designed to encourage a relationship between the
participants and the research study. Thereby, this is the intention; the participants’ motivation
will be increased.
In a first step, the pilot interview is conducted and its findings related to the research
questions, ethical considerations, and possible bias is checked by the author in close
cooperation with the company experts and the university supervisors. To ensure honest and
critical feedback, the author has selected the manager with whom he has the best personal
relationship within the organisation to be studied.
This section illustrates how the author has prepared the single data collection and data
condensation processes (Miles et al, 2014), and how the single results will be documented.
All collected data will be treated confidentially and stored appropriately in a structured
database on the hard disk of the researcher’s personal computer. Individuals will not be
identifiable in the publications. The research outcomes will be verified by company experts
before conclusions are drawn.
Several types of preparation are necessary prior to the actual conduct of the case study
research. An interview guideline needs to be developed, a partner for the pilot interview has
to be identified, and the author’s personal interview skills have to be honed. In addition,
ethical considerations and bias minimising measurements are taken into account.
This section is subdivided into the researcher’s personal preparation, the methodological
preparation, as well as the conduct of the pilot interview including its outcomes related to the
interviewees’ different objectives and CSFs. At the end of this section, the author provides
details to the three data collecting methods.

3.7.3.1 Skills
3.7.3.1.1

A good researcher

Starting with the necessary personal skills related to case study research, Yin (2014) names
the following habits a good researcher needs to combine:
•

Ask good questions - and interpret the answers fairly.

The basic idea when it comes to asking good questions is to understand that research is
about questions and not necessarily about answers. If you are the type of person for whom
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one tentative answer immediately leads to a whole host of new questions, and if these
questions eventually aggregate to some significant inquiry about how or why the world works
as it does, you are likely to be a good asker of questions (Yin, 2014, p. 74).
•

Be a good “listener” - not trapped by existing ideologies or preconceptions.

Being a good listener means being able to assimilate large amounts of new information
without bias. As an interviewee recounts an incident, a good listener hears the exact words
used by the interviewee, captures the mood and affective components, understands the
context in which the interviewee is perceiving the world, and infers the meaning intended by
the interviewee (not by the researcher) (Yin, 2014, p. 74).
The listening skill also needs to be applied to the inspection of documentary evidence, as
well as observations of real-life situations. In reviewing documents, listening takes the form of
worrying whether the originator of the document intended to leave any important messages
between the lines (Yin, 2014, p. 74).
•

Stay adaptive - so that newly encountered situations can be seen as opportunities,
not threats.

Few case studies will end exactly as planed. Inevitably, you will have to make minor if not
major changes, ranging from the need to pursue an unexpected lead (potentially minor) to
the need to identify a new “case” to study (potentially major). The skilled researcher must
remember the original purpose of the case study but must also be willing to adapt
procedures or plans if unanticipated events occur. When a shift needs to be made, he must
maintain an unbiased perspective and acknowledge those situations in which, in fact, he may
have inadvertently begun to pursue a totally new study (Yin, 2014, p. 74 f.).
•

Have a firm grasp of the issues being studied - even when in an exploratory mode.

Every case study researcher must understand his basic theory as well as policy issues
because analytic judgments have to be made throughout the entire data collection phase.
Without a firm grasp of the issues, he could miss important clues and not know when a
deviation was acceptable or even desirable. The point is that case study data collection is not
merely a matter of recording data in a mechanical fashion, as it is in some other types of
research. The researcher must be able to interpret the information as it is being collected and
to know immediately, for instance, if several sources of information contradict one another
and lead to the need for additional evidence - much like a good detective (Yin, 2014, p. 75 f.).
•

Avoid bias - by being sensitive to contrary evidence, also knowing how to conduct
research ethically.
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All of the preceding conditions will be negated if a researcher only seeks to use a case study
to substantiate a preconceived position. Case study researchers are especially prone to this
problem because they must understand the issues beforehand, and this understanding may
undesirably sway them toward supportive evidence and away from contrary evidence (Yin,
2014, p. 76).
As the author has already been working within the organisation to be studied for several
years, the danger of a preconceived position related to organisation’s managers and CSFs
exists. Therefore, it is important that the author attaches great importance to contrary
evidence and shows openness to rival positions during data collection, data analysis as well
as during conclusions drawing/verifying process.
Avoiding bias is but one facet of a broader set of values that falls into the category of
“research ethics”. A good case study researcher, like any other social scientist, will strive for
the highest ethical standards while doing research. These include having a responsibility to
scholarship, such as neither plagiarising nor falsifying information, as well being honest,
avoiding deception, and accepting responsibility for his own work (Yin, 2014, p. 76 f.).
The researcher tries to meet Yin’s (2014) recommendations during the entire research study
process. These recommendations can be seen as a guideline for the author that helps him to
always act or react professionally and in a goal-oriented manner. Therefore, the
recommendations provide self-confidence for the researcher related to his upcoming
fieldwork. Of course, Yin’s (2014) suggestions are also valid related to the chosen methods
within the intended case study research.
Furthermore, the researcher needs to be familiar with the chosen methodology and therefore
with the methods (1. semi-structured expert interviews, 2. commercial documents analysis,
and 3. process/meeting observations). The necessary knowledge related to the methodology
has been developed and described in Chapter 3.
In addition, the author needs to be a research expert. In this case, the author’s focus lies
more on the development of personal skills as he is already familiar with the topic of this
study: as a member of MA for nine years and later head of MA of the organisation to be
studied, he already has in-depth insight into the research topic and its environment including
the social actors who have an impact on the CSFs of the organisation to be studied.
Furthermore, the literature review has brought additional, more theoretical, insights in the
research topic.
The author needs to have a varied skill set in order to conduct a case study research
including expert interviews. Personal skills regarding case study research (e.g. What issues
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does the researcher need to focus on?; How to minimise bias?; What is part of a case
study?), semi-structured expert interviews (e.g. How to ask the right questions?; How not to
influence the interviewee?; What are the characteristics of a semi-structured interview?) and
direct observations need to be developed by the researcher himself.
Further personal preparation with regard to the commercial documents analysis is not
necessary, as the researcher (as head of MA department) has been doing exactly this in his
everyday work for several years.
3.7.3.1.2

Semi-structured expert interviews

The conduct of the expert interviews provides the major data source of this study. Qualitative
interviews are one of the most established ways for researchers to gain access to the
participants’ experiences and to the way they make meaning of these experiences (Seidman,
1991). To ensure in-depth insights into the daily work and issues of the participants (BMs,
MDs), the interviews will be semi-structured. This ensures a set of important questions,
combined with the necessary flexibility to vary the order in which questions are asked and
add new questions in the context of the research situation (Bryman et al, 2011; Saunders et
al, 2012). This requires active listening by the researcher at all times.
Qualitative interviewing is a flexible and strong method to capture the voices of people and
the ways they make meaning of their experiences (Rabionet, 2011). In order to use the
positive habits of qualitative expert interviews, which, according to Yin (2014, p. 106), are:
•

being targeted - to focus directly on the case study topics

•

being insightful - to provide explanations as well as personal views (e.g. perceptions,
attitudes, and meanings)

and in order to prevent the negative habits of qualitative expert interviews, which are
according to Yin (204, p. 106):
•

bias due to poorly articulated questions

•

response bias

•

inaccuracies due to poor recall

•

reflexivity - interviewee gives what interviewer wants to hear,

the researcher needs to develop certain personal skills. Bryman et al (2011, p. 476) provide
a guideline in form of a list of twelve criteria of a successful interviewer. He is:
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1. Knowledgeable: he is thoroughly familiar with the focus of the interview; pilot
interviews can be useful here.
2. Structured: he gives purpose for the interview; rounds it off; asks whether interviewee
has questions.
3. Clear: asks simple, easy, short questions; no jargon.
4. Gentle: lets people finish; gives them time to think; tolerates pauses.
5. Sensitive: listens attentively to what is said and how it is said; is empathetic in dealing
with the interviewee.
6. Open: responds to what is important to interviewee and is flexible.
7. Steering: knows what he or she wants to find out.
8. Critical: is prepared to challenge what is said - e.g. in dealing with inconsistencies in
interviewees’ replies.
9. Remembering: relates what is said to what has previously been said.
10. Interpreting: clarifies and extends meanings of interviewees’ statements, but without
imposing meaning on them.
11. Balanced: does not talk too much, which may make the interviewee passive, and
does not talk too little, which may result in the interviewee feeling he or she is not
talking along the right lines.
12. Ethically sensitive: is sensitive to the ethical dimensions of interviewing, ensuring the
interviewee appreciates what the research is about, its purposes, and that his or her
answers will be treated confidentially.
To ensure the necessary personal skills, the author will take this list into account during the
entire data analysis process. Similar to Yin’s (2014) recommendations related to case study
research, this guideline provides self-confidence and stability to the researcher.
Furthermore, the author will take into account the recommended objectives of the interviews
related to the interviewees’ CSFs by Bullen et al (1981): 1. to understand the interviewee’s
organisation and his or her mission, 2. to understand the goals and objectives of the
interviewee, 3. to elicit CSFs and measures from the interviewee, and 4. to assist the
manager in better comprehending his/her own informational needs.
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All these recommendations and guidelines together create the feeling of being well prepared
for the upcoming single case study including fieldwork.
3.7.3.1.3

Process/meeting observations

As a case study usually takes place in the real world, the researcher has the opportunity to
make direct observations (e.g. processes, meetings). In order to use the positive habits of
direct observations, which, according to Yin (2014, p. 106), are:
•

immediacy - covers actions in real time

•

contextuality - can cover the case’s context,

and in order to prevent the negative habits of direct observations, which, according to Yin
(204, p. 106), are:
•

they are time-consuming

•

they are selective - broad coverage difficult without a team of observers

•

they are reflexive - actions may proceed differently because they are being observed

•

they are costly - hours needed by human observers,

certain considerations need to be made by the author. As the researcher is able to work fulltime on the study, the time-consumption and the arising costs are not such important factors
here.
A possible reflexivity is also not an issue here, as the researcher has already been working
for the organisation to be studied for many years. The intended role of the researcher as
participant (Sections 3.5.5 and 3.5.6) also ensures authentic actions of people being
observed by the author. Of course, ethical considerations have to be made.
Similar to the right selections of interviewees for the expert interviews, the selection of
processes and meetings to be observed needs to be well prepared. The researcher always
has to keep the objectives of the study in mind in order to conduct goal-oriented observation.

3.7.3.2 Methodology
3.7.3.2.1

Semi-structured expert interviews

1st

Interview guideline

The methodology preparation prior to the conduct of the single case study marks another
stage in the preparation process. A structure that ensures central themes for the semi-
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structured expert interviews and the process/meeting observations needs to be developed.
An explanation for the use of semi-structured interviews is given in Section 3.7.3.1.2.
The development of the guide is based on recommendations taken from specialist literature.
Bryman et al (2011, p. 475) give the following suggestions with regards to the preparation of
an interview guide:
•

create a certain order for the topic areas, so that your questions about them flow
reasonably well, but be prepared to alter the order of questions during the actual
interview;

•

formulate interview questions or topics in a way that will help you to answer your
research questions (but try not to make them too specific);

•

try to use language that is comprehensible and relevant to the people you are
interviewing;

•

just as in interviewing in quantitative research, do not ask leading questions;

•

remember to ensure that you ask or record ‘facesheet’ information of general kind
(name, age, gender, etc.) and a specific kind (position in company, number of years
employed, number of years involved in a group, etc.), because such information is
helpful for contextualising people’s answers.

Rabionet (2011) points out the importance of the way in which the interviewer introduces
herself/himself, as the introduction can create an adequate environment and elicit reflection
and truthful comments from the interviewee.
As one of the research’s objectives is to identify CSFs within the organisation to be studied,
suggestions by Bullen et al (1981) are also taken into account by the author. An email from
the top management of the company and the researcher to all interviewees had been sent
prior to the interviews. The email explains the purpose of the research study and points out
that the top management support this study. Background material to prepare the
interviewees for the interviews is provided in the email’s attachment. Moreover, a brief outline
of the interview process is enclosed.
As all interviewees are German, the interview guide was developed in English and German.
All interviewees can choose one language prior to the interview.
The development of the interview guide is the next step of the methodological preparation.
As suggested by Bryman et al (2011), the author divides the guide into different sections: a
brief presentation of the study and the objective of the study as well as an introduction of the
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author in his own words, 1. personal questions related to the participant, 2. questions related
to the participant’s job, 3. questions related to the participant’s goals (short-term, mediumterm, and long-term), 4. questions related to the participant’s CSFs, and 5. questions related
to the measures for the discussed CSFs (What the participant does in everyday work in order
to achieve her/his CSFs and therefore her/his goals.).
During the conduct of the interviews, the author is aware of possible additional new
questions or can alter the order of the questions if necessary. The interview guide is
developed in English and German. The final version of the guide was discussed with
company experts as well as university supervisors.
Apart from the introductory part that includes a brief description of the topic of the study and
its objectives as well as the interviewer’s introduction in own words, figure 13 illustrates the
structure of questions related to the participant/interviewee (Part 1). This part of the interview
is crucial, as the researcher receives important information related to the participant. This
makes a later contextualisation of the participant’s answers possible. In addition, these
questions are easy to answer and therefore offer a nice entry into the interview.
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Figure 5: Interview Guide - Introduction and Part 1 (own figure).
Figure 7 shows the interviewer’s questions related to the participant’s job (Part 2) and her/his
goals. The participant’s answers regarding her/his job are crucial, as the role of the
participant, her/his specific tasks, and her/his duties within the organisation to be studied are
major influencing factors on her/his perspective on phenomena within the organisation.
Furthermore, the answers of this section provide first references related to possible
participant’s CSFs. The questions about the participant’s goals (Part 3) are also of great
importance to the author’s study, due to the fact that the participant’s CSFs to be studied
arise from the participant’s goals (Figure 7).

Figure 6: Stages in the CSFs approach (Jones et al, 1995, p. 167).
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As a reminder: CSFs are those few key elements that ‘must go right’ to achieve business
objectives (Jones et al, 1995; Bullen et al, 1981) and reduce the risk of business failure
(Baus, 2006; Howell, 2010; Klett et al, 2010).

Figure 7: Interview Guide - Parts 2 and 3 (own figure).
The interviewer’s questions related to the participant’s CSFs (Part 4) are the core part of the
interview guide. Here, the interviewer’s intention is to learn what factors (related to industry,
organisation, internal, external, hard, soft, etc.) underlie the participant’s goals in everyday
work. In other words: which factors deserve the participant’s focus in everyday work.
The researcher also repeats certain questions or asks similar questions from different
perspectives in order not to miss one or several factors. The objective here is to record all
participant’s CSFs and, in the next step, to organise them into topics.
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Figure 8: Interview Guide - Part 4 (own figure).
Figure 8 shows the relationship between CSFs and measures - every CSF can be measured.
Figure 9 shows the intended questions related to these measures (Part 5). The researcher
has only prepared two questions here, because as the last point of the interview, a dialogue
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between participant and researcher is expected. Without leading the participant to certain
answers, the interviewer tries to develop possible measures in collaboration with the
participant. These measures aim at achieving the identified participants CSFs.

Figure 9: Interview Guide - Part 5 (own figure).
The entire interview guideline is provided in Appendix 10.
The MA system to be developed within this research study is based on these CSFs and has
the major goal to illustrate operating figures tailored for these CSFs to the managers of
decentralised construction companies. The managers in turn are able to see the
achievement degrees of each of their CSFs.
During interviews and observation processes, the researcher takes field notes. The
observation actions are based on the same presented guideline as the interviews. This way,
it is guaranteed that the author always builds up connections between actual fieldwork and
the objectives of the study (identification of CSFs, and development of an MA system).
To handle the large amount of data that will be generated through the expert interviews,
documents analysis, as well as process/meeting observations, a folder structure was
prepared on the author’s personal computer (Appendix 11).
2nd

Conduct

The organisation’s BMs as well as MDs will take part in the expert interviews. During the
interviews, the researcher will understand differences, similarities, specialities, etc. in
different branches and divisions. Furthermore, he will identify the managers’ objectives and
how they try to reach these objectives in workaday life (participants’ CSFs). The identification
of CSFs in the expert interviews will follow processes that were established by Bullen and
Rockart (1981).
The results of the expert interviews will be clustered/coded and summarised through tables
(according to Miles et al, 2014). Interview transcripts will be shared with the interviewees
prior to the analysis to ensure accuracy of data. This research method mainly answers
research question 1.
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The first regular expert interview was conducted on February 8th, 2018. In total (including
pilot), 20 interviews with 17 BMs, one quality manager, and two MDs were conducted
between February and March 2018. All interviews were conducted personally. Most
interviews took place in the particular participant’s branch. The interviews with the quality
manager as well as the two MDs were conducted in the head office of the organisation. The
interview consent form (Appendix 2) including its entire content was signed by every
participant. Therefore, the researcher was able to take notes during all interviews and to
record and later transcribe all interviews. The researcher did not record the interviews with
the two MDs and the QM. All BMs of the organisation took part in the interviews, as each
preselection by the author could have had an undesired impact on the generated data and
therefore on the findings (bias minimisation). The QM as well as two MDs were interviewed
in order to cross check the findings from the BMs’ interviews related to the identified CSFs
and to better understand the challenges arising for a decentralised company. Due to
personal reasons, the intended interviews with the head of HR development as well as one
BM could not take place. Two BM positions were vacant during expert interviews phase.
Based on the interview transcripts, clustering and coding of the results was done in order to
ensure an effective analysis of the collected data (as recommended by Miles et al (2014) and
Yin (2014)). These clusters and codes are illustrated in Table 4.
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Cluster / Code

Meaning

RO

Research objective

STG

Short-term goal

MTG

Medium-term goal

LTG

Long-term goal

SSF

Short-term CSF

MSF

Medium-term CSF

LSF

Long-term CSF

BM

Branch manager (in branch)

PM

Project manager (in branch)

CP

Commercial personnel (in branch)

CM

Construction manager (on site)

ADM

Administration (head office)

MD

Managing director (head office)

OWN

Owner (head office)

Table 4: Clusters/codes of interview transcripts and observation notes (own table).
The main intention of the clustering and coding was to visualise connections between
participants’ answers and the study research objectives (RO) wherever possible. In addition,
the coding highlights company as well as participant goals (STG/MTG/LTG), and CSFs
(SSF/MSF/LSF) that underlie these goals and were identified by the researcher.
Furthermore, it was the researcher’s intention to differentiate between operative/direct CSFs
(SSF), tactical CSFs (MSF), and strategic CSFs (LSF).
In this way, it is possible to identify the connections between the main company goals and
the CSFs at manager level. All identified official company goals as well as unofficial
participants’ CSFs were given individual numbers in addition to the code (e.g. SCF-4 means
soft CSF no. 4). This helps to work out the mentioned connections between company goals,
manager goals, and CSFs.
Table 5 illustrates an example of an interview transcript including corresponding clusters and
codes.
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Person

Content

Code(s)

speaking
Interviewer

Which short-term goals with a range of up to one year are
currently being pursued in your area of responsibility?

Participant

I would name the short-term goals in such a way that one BM, STG-01,
tries to achieve the target sales and target operational result. STG-02,
In addition, we always try to meet the work safety PM, CM,
requirements in order to avoid work accidents on our STG-04
construction sites.

Interviewer

Which CSFs underlie the mentioned short-term goals? The RO-1
first goal was to meet the budget, so first to keep the sales.

Participant

First, of course, to keep the existing customers and continue RO-1, BM,
to generate orders there. Orders from regular customers are SSF-02,
low in risk. It is then necessary that one also generates new SSF-27
customers as sales from regular customers are usually not
sufficient to reach the target sales.

Interviewer

Ok.

Participant

In addition, especially in connection with the current shortage RO-1, BM,
of skilled workers, it is always important to have enough PM,
subcontractors personnel and own blue-collar workers.

SSF-09,
MSF-03

Interviewer

Why do you differentiate explicitly between subcontractor
personnel and own employees?

Participant

Many regular customers only accept our own assembly RO-1, PM,
personnel on their construction sites. There are several CM,
reasons for this: work safety, possible communication MSF-03,
problems with foreign subcontractors, etc..

Interviewer

STG-04

The next mentioned short-term goal was a high degree of RO-1
work safety. What CSFs underlie this goal?

Participant

It has to be sure that there is no routine related to work RO-1, PM,
safety on the construction sites. It has to be ensured that CM,
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prescribed regulations, such as regular toolbox-meetings, SSF-25,
are complied with. That all workers get the required SSF-26,
protective clothing and that this is also worn. To deal
intensively with the particular risk assessments of the

SSF-28

respective construction site.
…

…

Table 5: Exemplary interview transcript from participant B2 (own table).
All data arising from the clustering and coding of the outcomes of the semi-structured expert
interviews, commercial documents analysis, as well as process and meeting observations
was summarised in tables. The data was structured and condensed (as suggested by Miles
et al, 2014) in order to provide an analysable basis.
The identified CSFs (short-/medium-/long-term) that support the achievement of participant
and company goals mark the major content of the MAS to be developed.
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Table 6: Overview of the semi-structured expert interviews (own table).
Table 6 presents the experts that took part in the semi-structured expert interviews. The
findings from the commercial documents analysis, process/meeting observation, and expert
interviews are summarised in tables.
3.7.3.2.2

Analysis of commercial documents

The researcher has access to the operational results of all German branches of the studied
organisation from 2009 to 2017. An operational result consists of two complete pages and
includes numerous annual commercial figures. All figures relate to one single branch and
one business year. Therefore, this data source enables the researcher to identify similarities
and/or variations between the single branches. In combination with the other research
methods, reasons and possible CSFs for these similarities/variations can be worked out.
Furthermore, the researcher has access to internal documents like order announcements. In
this way, the author can provide analysis in tables and graphic representations (e.g. charts,
graphs).
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The operating results include the annual sales, operating gross margins, fixed costs, and
operational results of every branch. As a consequence, the researcher is able to analyse the
different branches and divisions on a timeline of nine years. Certain developments can also
be identified and analysed. Special rankings related to annual sales, operating gross
margins, fixed costs or operational results can be generated. Specialities of single branches
can be identified and compared to the same type of data of another branch or division. Thus,
best or worst practice analyses are possible.
The results will be documented and summarised through tables and graphs (according to
Miles et al, 2014). At the end of this data collection process, the author will have gained a
detailed overview of all specialities, issues, similarities, and developments of all branches
throughout the last nine years. Maybe it will even be possible to identify some opportunities
for improvement.
For this research study, the author focuses on the following aggregated figures: sales in
Euros, operational gross margin in Euros, operational gross margin in per cent to sales, fixed
costs in Euros, fixed costs in per cent to sales, operational result in Euros, operational result
in per cent to sales.
The named commercial figures are exported from the operational branch results into
Microsoft Excel and illustrated in tables and graphs. Thereby, the author can manage the
huge amount of data from more than 20 branches over nine business years. In addition to
the annual commercial figures, for each figure, a respective sum of the average of the nine
studied business years is provided.

Table 7: Exemplary operational branch results from 2009 to 2017 (own table).
Table 7 illustrates how the numerous data from of the operational branch results are
condensed in order to create a basis that includes the figures that are important in order to
meet the research objectives and to work out similarities/variations between the studied
branches. The author created a similar table for each German branch.
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Figure 10: Exemplary operational branch result over nine business years including trend line
(own figure).
In addition to the tables, a graph that illustrates the operational branch results over the nine
studied business years as well as a trend line is provided for each branch (Figure 9).
The graph enables the researcher to get a first overview before going into detail by analysing
the tables including all important commercial figures. All findings from the commercial
documents analysis are also documented in a summary table.
3.7.3.2.3

Process/meeting observation

As the researcher has been working in the studied organisation for ten years, he has already
made many observations during various meetings. In addition, he has observed many
processes within the company: in the head office, between branches and head office, as well
as between branches and the company customers.
One of the aims of this data collection process is to compare the processes and meetings of
different branches and build up the best practice model including the CSFs affecting the
observed processes or meetings. In addition, the researcher intends to understand the
differences between the studied branches. Furthermore, the author proposes to identify the
different objectives of the observed managers and build up preliminary connections between
these objectives and the overall goals of the organisation, to compile CSFs and therefore
improvement opportunities related to the diverse management levels and company goals as
well as relate the existing theory to business practice.
The results of the process/meeting observations will be illustrated and summarised through
clustering and tables (according to Miles et al, 2014). These tables will include observed
processes and meetings as well as the author’s comments. The selection of the analysed
processes also depends on the findings taken from the expert interviews.
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The selection of the analysed processes also depends on the findings from the expert
interviews, as many important CSFs and therefore processes have been identified there.
With this method, the role of the researcher is important (Section 3.5.5). From 2009, the
author has been head of MA in the organisation to be studied. Since then, he has been
involved in numerous processes (between head office and branches, and also in the head
office only). Examples for these processes are: customer acquisition, support of regular
customers, acquisition of subcontractors, tendering, cost and result control, HR management
of the branch, collaboration with head office, as well as collaboration with the top
management.
All observed processes are illustrated in tables including the process participants, the
individual participant approach, and if possible, similarities/variations of the different
branches.
Figure 11 illustrates examples of the customer acquisition and price calculation process in
the studied organisation and how two BMs handle this process. As a reminder, the particular
organisation’s objective is also provided in each process illustration.
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Figure 11: Exemplary illustration of the customer acquisition process (own figure).
The exemplary illustration in Figure 11 highlights that BMs can handle processes differently.
In connection with the methods analysis of commercial documents and expert interviews, the
researcher is able to identify certain behaviour at manager level and therefore CSFs that
support or hinder the company in achieving its goals. The researcher’s observation in the
“participant’s approach” section was coded in order to ensure an effective analysis of the
collected data (Table 7). More detailed information on the process/meeting observation may
not be provided by the researcher after consultation with the company owner. According to
the company owner, only short texts including as little information as possible are permitted.
All observed processes (not all processes related to all BMs could be observed by the
researcher) are documented within a summary table as well.
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3.7.3.3 Minimising bias
According to Potts (1990), when it comes to qualitative research, bias lurks in all phases.
Some researchers might be tempted to only use a research study to substantiate a
preconceived position. Case study researchers are especially prone to this problem because
they must understand the issues beforehand, and this understanding may sway them
towards supportive evidence and away from contrary evidence (Yin, 2014, p. 76) (Section
3.7.2.5) unintentionally. Bias always occurs, but it is possible for researchers to avoid it and
they should try it as thoroughly as possible (Miles et al, 2014).
There are several reasons for bias in qualitative research (Potts, 1990; Miles et al, 2014; Yin,
2014). Miles et al (2014, p. 294) state the following types of bias:
•

The holistic fallacy: Interpreting events as more patterned and congruent than they
really are.

•

Elite bias: Overvaluing data from articulate, well informed, usually high-status
participants and undervaluing data from less articulate, lower status ones.

•

Personal bias: The researcher’s personal agenda, personal demons, or personal
“axes to grind”, which skew the ability to represent and present fieldwork and data
analysis in a trustworthy manner.

•

Going native: Losing the perspective or the “bracketing” ability, being co-opted into
the perceptions and explanations of local participants.

The specialist literature (Miles et al, 2014; Yin, 2014) provides recommendations on how to
minimise these types of bias and these recommendations are presented briefly in this
section.
First of all, it is important that the researcher is aware of the risk and the danger of bias within
the research study at all stages. Only with this awareness he/she is able to minimise the
threats arising from bias (Potts, 1990). To minimise bias in a study, Miles et al (2014, pp.
297-299) recommend to remain on-site as long as possible, use unobtrusive measures,
ensure that one’s intentions are transparent for the participants, avoid “elite” bias by
choosing a broad variety of participants, include information from different positions within
the studied organisation, and keep the research questions firmly in mind. In addition, Miles et
al (2014) state the danger of being misled by one or more participant(s). In this case, the
authors recommend understanding and focusing on why a participant would find it necessary
to mislead the researcher. In order to minimise that risk, Miles et al (2014) advise
researchers not to give away how much they know. Furthermore, it can be helpful to ask
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research colleagues to double-check the analysis of the collected data to identify possible
existing bias.
As most of the expert interviews were conducted in German language, the translation
process also contains risks related to bias. Therefore, the researcher has decided to code
and analyse the German interview transcripts first, and then translate the texts into English
language. Thus, bias through the translation process is impossible.

3.7.3.4 Ethical considerations
3.7.3.4.1

Introduction

All research involving human beings has to include ethical considerations and strategies for
the protection of the human “subjects” within the study (Yin, 2014). Every researcher has to
consider potential “wrongness” of his/her actions as a qualitative researcher in relation to the
people whose lives he/she is studying (Miles et al, 2014, p. 56).
Most professions have detailed ethics codes, including guidelines ranging from research
participants’ rights to inappropriate forms of relationships between researcher and
participant. However, research fieldwork along with the different data collection methods are
often unpredictable and site specific (Miles et al, 2014).
As two of the three data sources of this study (expert interviews and process/meeting
observations) include human beings in their daily routine, there are ethical considerations
that need to be taken into account.
According to the National Research Council (2003, pp. 23-28), which is cited by Yin (2014), a
researcher conducting case study research has to ensure the following:
•

informed consent from all persons who may be part of the case study, by alerting
them to the nature of the case study and formally soliciting their volunteerism in
participating in the study;

•

protection of those who participate in the study from any harm, including the use
of any deception in the study;

•

protection of the privacy and confidentiality of those who participate so that, as a
result of their participation, they will not be unwittingly put in any undesirable position,
even such as being on a roster or on a mailing list to receive requests to participate in
some future study;

•

conduct of special precautions that might be needed to protect particularly
vulnerable groups (for instance, research involving children); and
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•

equal selection of participants, so that no groups of people are unfairly included in
or excluded from the research.

According to Bryman et al (2011), harm can entail various facets: physical harm, harm to the
participants’ self-esteem, stress, and harm to career prospects or future employment.
Related to this study, physical harm is not an issue. To avoid the other types of harm
mentioned, the researcher has to remain objective at all times. He has to make clear to the
participants that the participants’ business objectives and daily issues mark the research
topic, not the participants’ skills. In addition, the author has to remain neutral. An evaluation
of the given answers by the researcher (this includes facial expression and/or gesture) must
not take place at any time.
In this research study, there are no particularly vulnerable groups. In order to ensure an
equal selection of participants, the researcher has decided to conduct interviews with all BMs
of the organisation to be studied. Therefore, no one is excluded from the research and all
opinions are heard. How the researcher ensures informed consent and protects the privacy
and confidentiality of all persons taking part in the study is described in Sections 3.7.3.4.23.7.3.4.4.
In order to meet the recommendations deriving from the specialist literature, this research is
conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the University’s Handbook of
Principles and Procedures (2008). The entire ethical approach including risk assessment
conducted by the author was presented to and approved (approval reference code:
REC.18.30.8) by Dr Emily Ryall (University’s Research Ethics Committee). A research ethics
form, a covert observation consent form, an interview consent form, the research ethics
committee correspondence as well as the approval are attached to this thesis (Appendices 15).
3.7.3.4.2

Semi-structured expert interviews

In order to meet the ethical standards, the author has created consent forms for the expert
interviews (Figure 12 - Appendix 2). Both forms are created in English and German and
discussed with each participant prior to the documentation of observations respectively prior
to the individual expert interview. Refusal of participation is accepted without reasoning. The
participants receive important information regarding the research study prior to the interviews
(University’s Handbook of Principles and Procedures, 2008, p. 4, paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2).
Furthermore, every participant can freely decide if the researcher may use a recording
device during interviews. The interview results will be treated confidentially and stored
appropriately on the author’s personal computer (Appendix 11). All data related to the expert
interviews will be destroyed after the completion of the DBA program. Individuals will not be
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identifiable within the publications (University’s Handbook of Principles and Procedures,
2008, p. 4, paragraph 3.4). During the development of the forms, the author has taken into
account the ethical suggestions of the specialist literature (Bullen et al, 1981; Bryman et al,
2011; Saunders et al, 2012; Yin, 2014). Furthermore, the requirements from of the
University’s Handbook of Principles and Procedures (2008) were acknowledged by the
researcher.
The forms explain that the participant’s decision to take part or not take part in the study has
no effect on his/her employment status or conditions. The participant is informed that the
interviewer would like to record the interviews and to create transcripts afterwards in order to
conduct a data analysis. It is stated that all data will be treated confidentially and access to
the collected data is limited to the researcher. In addition, participants are informed that any
summary interview/observation content, or direct quotations from the interview, that are
made available through academic publication or other academic outlets will be anonymised
so that no one can identify the individual participant at any time.

Figure 12: Interview Consent Form (own figure).
3.7.3.4.3

Analysis of commercial documents

The analysed commercial documents are anonymised, so that no branch as well as no
responsible manager is identifiable within the thesis. The analysed branches receive
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randomly generated numbers. To make a connection between this number and individual
branches or managers is not possible at any time.
3.7.3.4.4

Process/meeting observations

Freely given informed consent will be obtained from all participants prior to or (if not possible
otherwise) after the researcher’s observation activities. For this purpose, the researcher has
designed a covert observation consent form, which is signed by every participant. A copy of
this form is illustrated in Figure 13 and attached to this thesis (Appendix 3).

Figure 13: Covert Observation Consent Form (own figure).
The participants receive important information regarding the research study before signing
this form (University’s Handbook of Principles and Procedures, 2008, p. 4, paragraphs 3.1
and 3.2). If a potential participant is not willing to sign the form, no information arising from
these observation activities flow into the study. Refusal of participation is accepted without
reasoning. The observation results will be treated confidentially and stored appropriately on
the author’s personal computer. All data related to the observation activities will be destroyed
after the completion of the DBA program. Individuals will not be identifiable within
publications (University’s Handbook of Principles and Procedures, 2008, p. 4, paragraph
3.4).
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3.7.3.5 Pilot
3.7.3.5.1

Introduction

After personal and methodological preparation, the author conducts the pilot in order to
review the intended research design. Given that it marks the major data source, the focus
here is on a pilot semi-structured expert interview at manager level, conducted in the
organisation to be studied. The pilot’s objectives are to check if the research design including
the author’s interview guide ensures the generation of the necessary data in order to answer
the study’s research questions and if the intended interview guide leads to a fluent conduct of
the interviews and a comfortable atmosphere for the participants.
An important decision is the choice of the pilot’s participant. The author has selected a BM
from the interior works division. He was chosen due to his long experience and high
expertise in the field of interior works. Furthermore, this expert has been well known to the
researcher prior to this study and in fact for a long period of time. This trustful personal
relationship ensures honest and critical feedback from the participant related to interviews as
well as observation and marks an enormous additional value to the author’s study.
The ethical guidelines are observed in the pilot process as well: the pilot’s participant
received a brief introduction of the study’s topic and context as well as the consent forms
several weeks prior to the conduct of the actual pilot interview. He got the information that all
personal and organisation data will be treated confidentially and will be deleted after the
research study is finalised. In addition, he was informed that refusal to participate will be
accepted without reasoning at any time. After the candidate for the pilot agreed to participate,
he received an email including the interview guideline as well as a brief introduction to the
study’s topic and context. Thus, he was able to prepare himself and get familiar with the
research topic and context. Furthermore, the author asked the candidate to check the
interview guideline relating possible improvements.
The pilot interview was conducted as a regular semi-structured expert interview. The analysis
as well as possible suggestions from the candidate were to be processed afterwards. After
the interview, interviewee and researcher reviewed the interview guideline, records, and the
author’s interview notes together in order to identify possible improvement opportunities
related to the interviews as well as the observations. In addition, the process of
process/meeting observations was discussed with the participant of the pilot interview.
The pilot interview was conducted with interviewee A8 on January 4th, 2018 in the
interviewee’s branch and lasted 120 minutes. According to the interview guide, the pilot
interview was divided into six separate parts: a brief presentation of the study and its
objective as well as an introduction of the author in his own words, 1. personal questions
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related to the participant, 2. questions related to the participant’s job, 3. questions related to
the participant’s goals (short-term, medium-term, and long-term), 4. questions related to the
participant’s CSFs, and 5. questions related to the measures for the CSFs discussed (What
the participant does in everyday work in order to achieve her/his CSFs and therefore her/his
goals.).
3.7.3.5.2

Interviewer and pilot participant

In the first two parts of the pilot interview, the introduction and personal questions related to
the interviewee, the author first introduced himself, the topic; and the objectives of the study
in his own words. Furthermore, the researcher provided additional information to the CSFs
method with a focus on the differences between officially defined goals (of a company or a
particular manager within a company) and usually not official CSFs that underlie these official
goals. The interviewer named several examples for short-, medium-, and long-term goals
including their certain underlying CSFs in order to provide further interview preparation for
the interviewee, in addition to the already transmitted information.
In a next step, the interviewee answered the personal questions related to him and his
personal experience in the industry respectively in the organisation to be studied. This
“simple” part generated the data that are necessary in order to be able to file the entire
collected data contextually. In addition, it created a comfortable atmosphere for the
interviewee and the interviewer.
3.7.3.5.3

Pilot participant’s job and goals

In these parts of the pilot interview, the interviewee provides information regarding his role in
the organisation, his tasks, and his short-, medium-, and long-term goals.
Related to his role in the organisation to be studied, the participant sees himself as a link
between administration (head office) and top management (CEO of the parent company) on
the one hand and his branch including its staff on the other. If there are new organisational
requirements by the head office, it is the branch manager’s job to push these requirements
through.
Related to everyday life, he sees himself as the major contact person for customers (new
and regular customers). It is his job to acquire new customers and develop them, together
with the branch PMs, into regular ones. This includes the entire quotations and
corresponding calculations. In addition, according to the pilot interviews interviewee, the local
BM has to have a thorough knowledge of the market potentials of his region (e.g.: Which
potential target customers are there?).
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The following table illustrates the interviewee’s personal tasks and goals, which were named
during the pilot interview. The data in the column “inputs from pilot interviewee” are
summarised from the individual interviewee’s answers of selected questions.
Main questions

Inputs from pilot participant
•

link between MD and branch

•

major contact person for customers

•

human resources manager in branch

•

trouble-shooter

•

independent entrepreneur within the organisation

•

quoting and incl. calculations

•

acquisition of new customers and their development into
regular customers

•

MA related to all projects

•

QM

•

acquisition of new assembly personnel

What are the short-

•

to reach the given budget (sales, margin)

term goals (up to one

•

to ensure utilised capacity

•

to use synergies between branches

What are the medium-

•

acquisition of new regular customers

term goals (one to five

•

to promote young talents within staff

•

to avoid/minimise labour turnover

•

to raise self-motivation of staff

•

identification of future market opportunities

•

none

Please

describe

the

role of a BM.

Please

describe

the

specific tasks of a BM.

year) within your area
of responsibility?

years) within your area
of responsibility?

What are the long-term

goals (more than five
years) within your area
of responsibility?

Table 8: Pilot participants tasks and goals (own table).
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Given that the researcher, like the interviewee, has a detailed previous knowledge of the
studied organisation and the research topic and context, within these two parts of the pilot
interview there was a goal-oriented dialogue between them. The entire pilot interview
conduct was very fluid and comfortable. There were no comprehension issues between
interviewee and interviewer. The interviewee seemed to be well prepared during these
interview phases. The atmosphere was professional throughout.
3.7.3.5.4

Pilot participant’s CSFs

The questions related to the interviewee’s CSFs mark the main part of the pilot interview. In
this phase, the interview gives information regarding all kinds of CSFs within his area of
responsibility. According to the suggestions by Bullen et al (1981), the interviewer asks
similar questions related to possible CSFs that might underlie the aforementioned goals from
different perspectives in order not to miss any CSF. In a second step, the named CSFs are
sorted by priority by the interviewee in collaboration with the interviewer. Here it is crucial that
the interviewer is careful not to have any influence on the interviewee’s CSFs ranking.
According to the interviewee, there are a lot of CSFs within his area of responsibility. The
most important short-term CSFs according to the interviewee are: a market-driven
calculation, a continuous incoming order, the negotiation of advance payments, engagement
of (external) assembly personnel in time, and a timely billing. Related to the most important
medium-term CSFS, the participant named a good working atmosphere (in the branch and in
the entire organisation), a continuous hiring of apprentices, the binding of assembly
personnel (internal and external), and the continuous acquisition of new customers to
compensate possible losses of regular customers. Related to long-term CSFs, the
interviewee did not give any information. Table 9 illustrates the participant’s CSFs.
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Main questions

Inputs from pilot participant

Are there CSFs that

•

the negotiation of advance payments

are

•

high work safety standards

Which CSFs underlie

•

a market-driven calculation

the short-term

•

continuous incoming orders

•

engagement of (external) assembly personnel in time

•

a timely billing

•

a good working atmosphere (within branch and entire
organisation)

within your area of

•

a continuous hiring of apprentices

responsibility?

•

the binding of assembly personnel (internal and external)

•

the continuous acquisition of new customers
compensate possible losses of regular customers

•

as there are no current long-term goals within my area of

typical

for

the

construction industry?

goals

within your area of
responsibility?
Which CSFs underlie

the medium-term goals

Which CSFs underlie

the

long-term

goals

to

responsibility, none

within your area of
responsibility?
•

a good working atmosphere (within branch and entire
organisation)

•

the existence of a good feedback culture

external

•

a high degree of customer satisfaction

CSFs. Which CSFs of

•

the existence of unique selling propositions (e.g. several
trades from one source)

•

to demonstrate trust and confidence towards the
customers (e.g. by offering highly trained personnel)

•

the avoidance of quality defects

•

a good collaboration between branch and head office
(administration)

•

a reliable flow of information between branch and head
office / MD / top management

There

are

internal

CSFs. Which CSFs of
this

category

exist

within your area of
responsibility?
There

this

are

category

exist

within your area of
responsibility?

The

organisation

highly
In

this

there

is

decentralised.
context,
further

are

CSFs
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within your area of

•

the existence of transparency of decisions from the head
office

•

clearly formulated and communicated competences of
different management levels (MDs, BMs)

•

integration of BMs in the company’s strategic planning

•

signs of honest appreciation to the employees
(appropriate company car, modern IT equipment, etc.)

•

support of partner and family (e.g. related to the very
time-consuming job)

responsibility?

There are soft CSFs

(e.g.

relationship

boss,

to

employee

motivation).

Which

CSFs of this category
exist within your area
of responsibility?

Table 9: Pilot participant’s CSFs (own table).
Due to the fact that the researcher, like the interviewee, has a high previous knowledge of
the studied organisation as well as the research topic and context, there was a goal-oriented
dialogue between interviewee and researcher in this part of the pilot interview. The entire
pilot interview conduct here was very fluid and comfortable. There were little comprehension
issues between interviewee and interviewer regarding the proper distinction of goals and
CSFs.
3.7.3.5.5

Measures for CSFs

For this final part of the pilot interview, the interviewer and the participant developed single
measures for each of the identified CSFs. In this phase, according to Bullen et al (1981, p.
59), the interviewer is allowed to make suggestions based on his/her initial preparation or
subsequently acquired knowledge. There is no danger of “leading” here. The interviewer may
suggest a way of measuring that the interviewee did not think of but is fond of and will use.
Table 10 shows selected CSFs in connection with its corresponding developed measures.
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CSF

corresponding measure

the negotiation of advance payments

quote: order with advance payments to total
number of orders

a timely billing

the amount of not yet invoiced semi-finished
works in relation to overall sales (e.g. per
PM)

a good working atmosphere
branch and entire organisation)

(within surveys within staff

a high degree of customer satisfaction

the conduct of a customer survey and
evaluation

the

continuous

customers

to

acquisition

compensate

of

new the quote ‘share of sales with regular

possible customers to total sales’ will be included in

losses of regular customers

the responsible BM’s evaluation

a good collaboration between branch and surveys within branches and head office
head office (administration)
clearly formulated and communicated implement transparent competences of the
competences of different management
different management levels in the
levels (e.g. top management, MD, and
BMs)
management system

Table 10: Participant’s CSFs and corresponding measures (own table).
This pilot interview phase delivered first measures to CSFs that were identified before. The
atmosphere here was professional, but there were situations in which the pilot interviewee
had problems with the distinction between CSFs and measures.
3.7.3.5.6

Findings from pilot interview

The pilot interview has shown that there are still comprehensive issues related to the proper
distinction of (officially formulated) goals and (not officially formulated) CSFs that underlie
these goals.
After the common evaluation with the author’s supervisor it was clear that the developed
interview guide is not an issue here. Instead, the interviewer’s interviewee preparation has to
be more intensive and its focus has to be more on the CSFs method (Bullen et al, 1981) and
the individual definitions of official company goals, unofficial CSFs, and measures to be
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determined in a final step. The researcher has to make sure that all participants of the study
know the exact differences of the mentioned terms. Therefore the preparation material that is
sent to the participants prior to the interviews was restructured.
Apart from the interview guide and the brief introduction of the topic and context (Appendices
10, 6) of the research study, all participants will receive brief summaries of the academic
articles “Chief Executives Define Their Own Data Needs” (Rockart, 1979) and “A Primer On
Critical Success Factors - Chapter 3” (Bullen et al, 1981) as well as a brief text containing
definitions of the terms “goal” and “CSF” in order to ensure that they are all well prepared. All
mentioned papers are attached as Appendices (7, 8, and 9).
In addition to the pilot interview conduct and its evaluation afterwards, the researcher has
discussed the two other data sources (process/meeting observations as well as the analysis
of commercial documents) with the expert. The expert shares the author’s and supervisor’s
opinion that the combination of these three methods will lead to appropriate findings that will
ensure the achievements of the study objectives and generate new knowledge in the studied
field.
Related to the first research question, the pilot generated the following findings:
1. What are the CSFs in decentralised construction companies?
This research question aims at the identification of the existing CSFs in a decentralised
construction company. The identified CSFs (related to the industry, company, a particular
manager, etc.) will underlie the MA system to be developed.
The pilot has generated the required data to answer this question and therefore met the
author’s expectations. Many CSFs that were mentioned by the pilot participant were already
known from the literature review (e.g. motivation of staff, communication among staff, timely
billing, and sufficient recourse related to assembly personnel).
The expert emphasises the importance of regular customer development as well as, due to
the

decentralised

company’s

organisation,

clearly

formulated

and

communicated

competences of the different management levels (MD and BMs) including a reliable flow of
information between branches and MDs.
It was explained that the existence of regular customers ensures high achievement degrees
of numerous CSFs (e.g. timely incoming payments, efficient marketing, and target-oriented
cooperation with customers) at once. According to the expert, various construction industryspecific dangers (e.g. payment defaults due to customer’s low credit-worthiness, unrealistic
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price/quality/schedule expectations by the customer, and lawsuits for years) might not exist
at all, if a branch generated its sales largely with regular customers.
Furthermore, related to the decentralised organisation, the expert mentioned the importance
of clearly formulated and communicated competences of the different management levels.
According to the expert, this leads to an efficient way of working. He pointed out that a
decentralised organisation might lead to an inefficient (e.g. double work steps) way of
working (especially in the collaboration between administration departments (head office)
and branches) and therefore to displeasure among the staff. Generally, according to the pilot
participant, it is crucial to explain to the staff that employees in the head office and branches
belong together and are colleagues. The expert mentioned that he often experienced
situations, in which branch employees (mainly technical staff)“work against” employees of
the head office (mainly commercial staff) and the other way round. In this case, unnecessary
costs arise and, even worse, the staff motivation gets damaged. In addition, excuses for
mistakes emerge from a conflict between head office and branches, as it is always easy to
blame and to hide behind the other side.
Related to the second research question, the pilot generated the following findings:
2. What are possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for
the needs of the different management levels?
This research question intends to illustrate possible designs of MASs developed via the
CSFs identified and tailored for the needs of the different management levels.
The pilot has generated the required data to answer this question and therefore met the
author’s expectations. After the author’s explanation of the study topic, context, and intention
(to use identified CSFs as the basis of an MAS tailored to the needs of decentralised
construction companies), researcher and expert (as before researcher and supervisor)
discussed the support possibilities of an MAS in this case.
According to the expert, a newly developed MAS, that provides data illustrating the
achievement degrees of all crucial CSFs in a manager’s area of responsibility to this
manager on a regular basis (e.g. monthly) will have several advantages for the manager and
therefore for the company that implements this MAS. The expert explained that, due to the
MAS and the CSFs within this system, the managers learn what kinds of information are
really important in order to achieve the set goals and which areas are worth to invest their
working hours as well as work force in. As an MAS usually informs the connected managers
on a monthly basis, the managers receive a regular reminder. The expert believes that an
MAS using the CSFs method will “guide” the managers on an efficient and target-orientated
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path and will therefore lead to a noticeably higher achievement degree of company goals.
Thereby, the expert confirms the existing specialist literature (e.g. Ax et al, 2007; Chenhall,
2012; Mlecnik, 2014).
Apart from the comprehensive issue concerning the distinction of the terms ‘goal’, ‘CSF’, and
‘measure’ mentioned before, the methodological choices related to research philosophy,
research approach, methodological choice, research strategy, time horizon, techniques and
procedures, minimizing bias, as well as ethical considerations (Chapter 3) have passed the
test that the pilot was supposed to be. Especially the chosen methods of semi-structured
expert interviews, process-meeting observation, and the analysis of commercial documents
present themselves as appropriate tools to generate the required in-depth data. The
interviews will ensure the attention of numerous different perspectives on the studied
phenomenon. By taking into account all perspectives and possible rival positions, the
intended empirical research will provide the necessary data for a meaningful conclusion and
new knowledge.

3.7.4

Analysis of collected data

This stage aims to connect the collected data to the research objectives. In order to achieve
this, the results of the semi-structured expert interviews, analysis of commercial documents,
and process/meeting observations are concentrated into one large illustration which then is
related to the study’s research questions:
1. What are the CSFs within decentralised construction companies?
2. What are possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for
the needs of the different management levels?
An important part of the analysis of the collected data is the data display process. A display
is an organised, compressed assembly of information that allows the drawing of conclusions
as well as action. Good displays are a major avenue to robust qualitative analysis. Designing
displays – deciding on the rows and columns of the matrix for qualitative data and deciding
which data, in which form, should be entered in the cells – is an analytic activity (Miles et al,
2014, pp. 12 and 13).
A continuing data condensation is also part of this phase as it reflects the researcher’s
decisions concerning which data chunks to code and which to pull out, which category labels
best summarise a number of chunks, which evolving story to tell. All of which are analytical
choices (Miles et al, 2014, p. 12), as is the one for the appropriate display/illustration of the
collected data. This includes summaries, overviews and figures. All results will be connected
to the findings of the conducted literature review and the research questions that the author
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developed. This procedure ensures a meaningful connection of theory (results of the
literature review) and business practice (results of the case study research).
The top management of the studied organisation will be involved by verifying all research
outcomes in detail. Furthermore, the author’s supervisors will have the opportunity to
examine all results of the data condensation and data display stages.

3.7.5

Conclusions drawing/verifying, limitations, outlook, and recommendations

From the beginning of the data collection process, the qualitative researcher interprets facts
and observations by noting patterns, explanations, causal flows, and propositions. The facts
arising from the collected data have to be verified regarding their plausibility, their sturdiness,
and their confirmability (Miles et al, 2014). The data condensation process leads the
researcher to new ideas on which groups of data should be entered into a data display (Miles
et al, 2014).
The outcome of the research will contribute to the design of MASs and the use of a CSFs
approach in this.
Possible limitations of the study with regard to the researched organisation and/or
environment, the chosen methodology and/or participants, an outlook as well as
recommendations for possible future research are given in this stage.

3.8

Summary

The researcher has chosen social constructionism as leading research philosophy. The
number of samples within the research will be small to allow in-depth investigations. Due to
the necessary in-depth investigations, the study follows an abductive approach. Since the
study’s environment is very complex and includes many social actors that have an influence
on the CSFs to be studied, the research will be conducted as a multimethod qualitative
study.
To ensure in-depth insights, an embedded single case study strategy will be adopted. The
study will have an illustrative and exploratory nature. The interviews will be relatively
unstructured to ensure flexibility.
In this study, the role of the researcher is crucial (Ryan et al, 2002). In order to obtain the role
of a participant (Ryan et al, 2002), the researcher has chosen his place of employment for
his study. A longitudinal research will be adopted as the researcher has been with the
company to be studied for many years. He has observed social actors and phenomena
within the organisation for a long time. A longitudinal approach will also allow him to study
certain changes and developments within and around the study’s topic.
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In order to design a meaningful case study, Yin (2014) provides five important components –
study questions, study propositions, unit of analysis, linking data to propositions, and criteria
for interpreting a case study’s findings – that are taken into account in this research.
There are three sources of data in this study: semi-structured expert interviews, analysis of
commercial documents and process/meeting observations. The whole research design is
shaped after the recommendations by Miles et al (2014) related to qualitative research.
Figure 14 illustrates the entire research design.

Figure 14: Research design (own figure).
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Figure 15 illustrates the components of the data analysis process within the intended single
case study as an interactive model. In addition, bias minimising (Section 3.7.3.3) as well as
ethical considerations (Section 3.7.3.4) have an impact on the data analysis.

Figure 15: Data analysis (own figure, based on Miles et al, 2014).

3.9

Reflections: Ethics in professional life

As this study is a qualitative research, which usually emphasises words rather than
quantification in the collection and analysis of data (Bryman et al, 2011), some reflections
about the study’s methodology design and its consequences on the author’s personal
development are made here.
The development of the best underlying research philosophy, based on the identification of
the author’s paradigms, has led to new perceptions, the author represents related to many
everyday phenomena. The researcher has realised that ontological (“What is the nature of
reality?”), epistemological (“What is considered acceptable knowledge?”), and axiological
(“What is the role of values?”) considerations can develop a researcher’s character and
shape his or her view on business and life in general. The question “Who has actually impact
on a certain phenomenon?” or even “Is there anybody having an impact on a certain
phenomenon at all?” can guide a human being in private life or as a manager in work life on
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the right result-oriented path. Sometimes, in work life, there are certain phenomena that no
employee is responsible for. The reasons for those phenomena need to be searched in the
environment, but not in the individuals. The author has observed that numerous, often older,
managers are not reflective with regard to these questions. If certain issues occur, these
types of managers always seek a culprit, even though there actually might be no one to
blame. These managers follow the maxim “If there is no culprit, the problem is not solved
yet.” Usually, those managers have problems when tasked with finding sustained solutions
for present challenges. Thanks to his considerations in the process of this study and their
impact on his mindset, the author will now try his best to always think in a result-oriented
manner.
In addition, the author sees parallels between a trustworthy data analysis that ensures
validity and reliability on the one hand, and a reliable decision-making process of a manager
on the other. Research tools like the use of multiple sources of evidence, logic models and
addressing rival positions can support a manager in developing a clear view on a certain
issue and based on that to acquire a good basis for his decision-making. The author will
integrate these tools into his daily work life to become a better manager.
Familiarising with the required research skills concerning the expert interviews and his
participant role has also helped the author with regard to his relationships in work life. The
author has learned that developing good relationships with people such as colleagues,
inferiors, clients, suppliers and sub-contractors, requires various skills: being a good listener,
communicating at eye level, asking clear questions and providing clear answers.
The required ethical considerations have also impressed the researcher. Not only a
researcher but rather every manager should be aware of his obligation to protect those who
work in his/her area of responsibility from any kind of harm. Especially the non-physical types
of harm should be taken into account by all managers. If this is not the case, particularly over
a longer period of time, inferiors and other colleagues could be harmed. Nowadays,
managers should have an awareness of this and no person should be harmed in their work
environment any more. The author will apply the ethical guidelines he developed for this
study to his daily work life.
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4

Case study research

4.1

Environment

4.1.1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the environment of this research study. The studied organisation
including its history, different business operations, business environment, as well as internal
organisation is presented in detail.

4.1.2

History

At the beginning, the organisation to be studied here, which was founded in the early 20th
century, was mainly active in the fields of industrial insulation works (heat, cold, and sound
insulations) for power stations and chemical parks. The reason why the company was
founded in a rural environment was that a large power station boiler manufacturer was also
based in this region. Due to the proximity, the two companies established an excellent
business relationship and workers of both companies would travel together throughout
Europe to insulate the power station boilers including pipings surrounding the boilers
(personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017). The company also profited
from a large city like Cologne – with its chemical parks – in close proximity. As business was
running so well, the company was able to branch out and even take over competitors after a
few years. The new branches lead to a higher annual turnover in the 1970s. Shortly before
that, “interior works”, which today is the largest of the organisation’s four divisions, was
added to the portfolio. In 1998, the company added “structural fire protection” to its growing
range of products and services. Today, the organisation comprises 20 branches with 900
employees spread all over Germany. The annual turnover is approximately 130 million €.
The company is still 100% family-owned.

4.1.3

Business operations

The organisation to be studied comprises four divisions: interior works, industrial insulation,
structural fire protection, and services/metal construction (see Figure 16). For each division,
there is a separate subsidiary company under the parent company. In each branch, there are
between one and three separate specialist departments. Each department within a branch is
run by a BM (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017). More detailed
information is given in Section 4.1.5.
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Figure 16: Breakdown of organisation’s annual turnover (own figure).
The target customers of the interior works division are architects, public clients, industrial
clients and private property developers. Sizes of orders vary from less than 10,000 € up to
more than 5 million €. There are only very few long-term contracts with customers, which is
why almost all contracts need to be acquired individually. That means each project requires
an individual tender including an individual quotation and an individual risk assessment (e.g.
“Is the customer solvent?”, “Is there sufficient man power to keep the proposed schedule?”,
or “Are there any factors within this project that could lead to higher assembly costs than
usual?”). Still, there are also customers who commission the studied company on a regular
basis. The assembly work is conducted with own assembly personnel and subcontractors.
Approximately 90% of the assembly work is outsourced to subcontractors. The company
strongly depends on well qualified subcontractors who have skilled assembly workers
available. Usual profit margins (turnover minus production costs) vary from 20 to 30%,
depending on the sizes of contracts and the current market situation. After deduction of the
fixed costs within branches and administration departments in the head office, the usual
operational profit in this division is approximately 5%, depending on the current market
situation (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017). Picture 1
illustrates typical interior works: a high-quality sales area in a car dealership with high-quality
ceilings, drywalls and high-quality floor covering.
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Picture 1: High-quality sales area in a car dealership.
The division industrial insulation attracts another kind of customers. Power stations, chemical
parks, industrial boiler manufacturers, waste-to-energy facilities, car manufacturers, and food
industry are among those who might be interested in the service of this division. Sizes of
orders vary from less than 10,000 € up to more than 5 million €. More than 50% of the annual
turnover in this division comes from long-term contracts with regular customers. That means
that only half of the annual turnover requires individual tendering (personal appointment with
company owner on 3rd August 2017).

Picture 2: Insulated piping in a plant.
Besides piping including valves - as seen in picture 2 - insulations for industrial boilers, ducts,
vessels, road tankers, turbines are typical for works carried out in this division. As in the
division interior works, most of the assembly work – approximately two-thirds – is outsourced
to subcontractors. Usual profit margins (turnover minus production costs) vary from 10 to
25%, depending on the sizes of contracts and the current market situation. However, the
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average size of a contract is higher than in the interior works division. After deduction of fixed
costs in branches and administration departments in the head office, the usual operational
profit is approximately 5% in this division, depending on the current market situation
(personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017).
The structural fire protection division has similar target customers as the interior works
division. Order sizes may vary from less than 5,000 € up to a maximum of 1.5 million €.
There are only very few long-term contracts with customers. Nearly every contract needs to
be acquired individually. In addition to that, the average contract size is lower than in interior
works. The assembly work is conducted with own assembly personnel and subcontractors.
Approximately two thirds are outsourced to subcontractors (personal appointment with
company owner on 3rd August 2017).

Picture 3: Cable bulkhead through a wall.
Due to the lower average size of contracts, the profit margins (turnover minus production
costs) are higher and vary from 20 to 40%, depending on the sizes of contracts and the
current market situation. After deduction of fixed costs within branches and administration
departments in the head office, the usual operational profit in this division is approximately
5%, depending on the current market situation (personal appointment with company owner
on 3rd August 2017). Picture 3 illustrates typical structural fire protection works: a cable
bulkhead through an indoor wall, preventing a fire from spreading from one fire compartment
to another within a building.
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Services / metal construction is the fourth and smallest division. This division combines the
target customers of the three other divisions. Public clients, industrial clients, private property
developers, power stations, chemical parks, industrial boiler manufacturers, waste-to-energy
facilities, car manufacturers, food industry, private homeowners, and all other types of
industry are potential clients.

Picture 4: Floor cleaning.
Sizes of orders vary from less than 1,000 € up to more than 1 million €. The company’s aim
is to build up a good mixture of projects and long-term contracts. Almost all works are
conducted with company personnel. Usual profit margins (turnover minus production costs)
vary from 20 to 50%, depending on the sizes of contracts and the current market situation.
After deduction of the fixed costs within branches and administration departments in the
head office, a usual operational profit is approximately 10% in this division depending on the
current market situation (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017).
Picture 4 illustrates a typical service job. Apart from floor cleaning, industrial cleaning, facade
cleaning, window cleaning, care of outdoor facilities, courier logistics, caretaker services,
event protection, road cleaning, filter cleaning, cleaning of construction sites, and security
services are also part of the portfolio of this division. Furthermore, it also offers metal
construction works (e.g. balustrades, winter gardens, doors) (personal appointment with
company owner on 3rd August 2017).
All four divisions are instructed by the top management to support each other in building up
customer relations (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017).
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One fact that all divisions have to deal with is that the market is extremely competitive with a
few major players (incl. the studied organisation) and a large base of smaller competitors.

4.1.4

Business environment

Competitors of the interior works division can be small companies with just one or two
employees or large enterprises with a staff of several thousand employees and branches
spread over the whole of Europe. These circumstances sometimes lead to a tough price
competition among competitors. Especially small companies, due to their low overhead
costs, are able to offer extremely low prices (personal appointment with company owner on
3rd August 2017).
The competition in the industrial insulation division is more structured. Apart from the
organisation to be studied, there are approximately ten other industrial insulation companies
in Germany that are able to work for major customers like power stations and chemical
parks. This is why the company is always faced with the same competitors (personal
appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017).
The structural fire protection market is comparable to the interior works market. There are
many small companies with no more than one or two employees and a few larger companies
competing for the jobs (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017).
On the metal construction market, however, there are all types of competitors. Small oneperson-companies and large enterprises with several billion Euros of annual turnover are
competing (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017).
In all four divisions of the organisation, customers tend to see contractors as replaceable.
This way of thinking fuels a price competition instead of a quality competition among
competitors (Lunz, zdb.de, 08/09/2017). The tough circumstances in the different markets, in
which the organisation runs its business, do not leave much room for mistakes in the sales
process or the execution of the construction work (personal appointment with company
owner on 3rd August 2017). This quote of the organisation owner sums up the market
situation appropriately: “In most cases, a buffer in the operational profit margin simply does
not exist. This is why homemade mistakes are forbidden.”

4.1.5

Organisation

The organisation comprises four subsidiary companies. These subsidiary companies in turn
comprise 20 branches throughout Germany. The parent company of the organisation is a
pure holding company that is responsible for all administrative work. The company head
quarters are located in one office, this company does not run profit centres. Apart from all
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administrative departments, the company owner’s offices are located there. The company
owner is also CEO of the parent company.

Figure 17: Organisation’s structure (own figure).
Underneath the parent company, there are four operational companies according to the four
divisions of the organisation. All sales activities and execution of construction work are
conducted in these four subsidiary companies. Each subsidiary company comprises several
branches, lead by a BM, who is located in the branch.
The internal organisation of head office and branches is presented in detail in sections
4.1.5.1 and 4.1.5.2.

4.1.5.1 Head office
In the head office, which is led by the CEO of the holding company, all administrative
departments are located as illustrated in Figure 18 (personal appointment with company
owner on 3rd August 2017, observation by the author).

Figure 18: Organisation’s head office (own figure).
The detailed responsibilities of the administration departments are as follows:
The financial accounting department is responsible for the booking of incoming invoices on
the right cost unit. In addition, incoming payments are booked here and outgoing payments
are prepared for the final approval by the top management. Furthermore, all payments
between authorities and the company are handled. Another task is the preparation of the
annual financial statements of the parent company and all subsidiary companies. The
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department has eight employees, including a trainee (personal appointment with company
owner on 3rd August 2017, observation by the author).
The invoicing department is responsible for the preparation of all outgoing invoices based on
the information coming from the branches as well as the generation of the open item list for
each branch. This department has four employees, including a trainee (personal appointment
with company owner on 3rd August 2017, observation by the author).
The central buying department is responsible for the procurement and the delivery of all
materials. Deliveries are made directly to the individual construction sites. Eight employees,
including a trainee, work in this department (personal appointment with company owner on
3rd August 2017, observation by the author).
The legal department advises the branches in all legal issues (e.g. company rights and
obligations in contracts with customers). In addition, all major contracts are checked here
before signing. Furthermore, labour law issues are dealt with and all employment contracts
are drafted. This department has six employees including three lawyers and a trainee
(personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017, observation by the author).
In the wage accounting department, all wages of the assembly personnel that works directly
for the company are booked. Moreover, this department is responsible for ensuring that all
taxes and health insurance payments are paid in time. Four employees including one trainee
work in this department (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017,
observation by the author).
The information systems department is responsible for ensuring save running of the
necessary hardware (e.g. personal computers) in all branches and the head office. The
internal server farm is maintained by this department and all employees can contact this
department if they have questions or problems with IT. This department has four employees
including a trainee (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017,
observation by the author).
In the marketing department, all advertising brochures and internet ads are developed. In
addition, the department searches the websites of all potential target customers for future
construction projects. If they find one, they inform the responsible branch. This department
has four employees including a trainee (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd
August 2017, observation by the author).
The human resources development department is responsible for acquiring new young
employees (e.g. trainees for assembly jobs). Therefore, employees from this department
regularly visit graduate fairs to get in touch with young women and men who have recently
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finished school. This department has one employee (personal appointment with company
owner on 3rd August 2017, observation by the author).
Quality management ensures compliance with occupational safety regulations on
construction sites. Therefore, this department visits new construction sites to discuss best
occupational safety solutions with the personnel on site. One employee works for this
department (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017, observation by
the author).
The top management, which is also located in the head office, comprises three MDs. It
primarily supports and monitors the activities of the BMs (explained in detail in section
4.1.5.2.1). The three MDs have the following responsibilities (personal appointment with
company owner on 3rd August 2017, observation by the author):
•

one MD (and company owner in one person) for the administration (parent company),

•

one MD for interior works and structural fire protection, as well as

•

one MD for industrial insulation.

The two MDs of the subsidiary companies report to the company owner.

4.1.5.2 Branches
The organisation to be studied runs 20 branches in Germany and one in Poland. Each
branch is a separate profit centre (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August
2017, observation by the author). In this study, the author will be focussing on the activities of
the company in Germany alone. Figure 19 shows the subsidiary companies of the
organisation and its German branches.

Figure 19: Organisation’s subsidiary companies and branches (own figure).
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In the branches, there are four different types of job apart from the assembly personnel: BM,
PM, commercial staff, and CM (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August
2017, observation by the author). These four jobs are described in detail in sections 4.1.5.2.1
to 4.1.5.2.4.
A regular team within a branch comprises a BM, 1-4 PMs, 1-6 CMs, and one commercial
member of staff (personal appointment with company owner on 3rd August 2017,
observation by the author). Figure 20 shows the typical organisation of a branch.

Figure 20: Common organisation of a branch (own figure).
4.1.5.2.1

BMs

The BM is responsible for the acquisition of new customers and the development
respectively the support of regular customers. He collects customer (e.g. potentials) and
object data (e.g. economic situation of a single construction site) and reports to the
responsible MD. Furthermore, he is responsible for the price calculations (personal
appointment with company owner and MDs on 7th November 2017, observation by the
author).
His tasks also include the creation of market data (e.g. to identify architects, planners,
industrial customers, and investors; to obtain information regarding competition and price
situation; to investigate, recognise, and take advantage of existing market potential).
Furthermore, the BM ensures the bidding on schedule as well as the tracking of placed
offers. He is responsible for the conduct and documentation of contract negotiations (price,
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terms of payment, schedule, warranties), and the monitoring of customer creditworthiness
with informational obligation to the responsible MD. Furthermore, he controls the costs and
results of each construction site within his area of responsibility. He is responsible for the
economic result of his branch. In addition, he is responsible for tasks related to the branch’s
employees, as the identification and extension (e.g. application of further education and
advanced training) of existing potential within his staff. He is located at the branch and
reports to the responsible MD (personal appointment with company owner and MDs on 7th
November 2017, observation by the author).
4.1.5.2.2

PMs

The PM is responsible for the assembly personnel, material, and equipment disposition as
well as subcontractor management (external assembly personal) and for the technically and
economically successful completion of projects (construction sites) as part of his sub-budget
within a branch. He advises customers and their representatives in all phases of the projects.
This includes coordination of framework conditions, such as: schedule, terms of payment,
type and quantity of scope of work, warranties, and fulfilment of all obligations arising from
the particular contract. Furthermore, he ensures compliance with all relevant standards, laws,
directives, and regulations within his projects. He is responsible for the prompt invoicing of
executed works to avoid high pre-financing, the monitoring of incoming payments, and the
management of project-related correspondence. His responsibilities include permanent
project-related economic reports to the responsible BM. The PM is located in the branch and
reports to the responsible BM (personal appointment with company owner and MDs on 7th
November 2017, observation by the author). The job is similar to the job of a CM with the
exception that a PM is responsible for several construction sites.
4.1.5.2.3

Commercial personnel

The commercial personnel edits the incoming and outgoing invoices and conducts the
associated controls (e.g. to check the terms of payment, to request guarantees, and create
credits). Furthermore, the commercial personnel edit dunning lists with attention to the
associated open item lists. In the event of non-payment or due dates of outgoing invoices,
the commercial personnel get in contact with the particular customer. In addition, the daily
guidance of the cost centre list, the registration of new orders to the head office, and the
entire mail processing are part of the commercial personnel’s duties. The commercial staff
member is located in the branch and reports to the responsible BM (personal appointment
with company owner and MDs on 7th November 2017, observation by the author).
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4.1.5.2.4

CMs

The construction manager [hereafter: CM] is responsible for assembly personnel, material,
and equipment disposition as well as subcontractor management (external assembly
personal) on a particular construction site. Furthermore, he ensures a successful cooperation
with other project participants (e.g. customer, planners, and other contractors) to complete
the particular project according to budget and schedule. In addition, he is responsible for the
compliance with occupational safety and timely involvement of supporting staff (e.g. the
responsible PM). The CM is usually located on a particular construction site and reports to
the responsible PM (personal appointment with company owner and MDs on 7th November
2017, observation by the author).
Below the CMs there is the internal or external (subcontractors) assembly personnel, which
is located on a particular construction site (personal appointment with company owner and
MDs on 7th November 2017, observation by the author).
The job of the CM is similar to the job of a PM. Therefore, many PMs started their career as
CMs before being promoted.

4.2

Overview of the conducted fieldwork

A total of 20 interviews were conducted between February 2nd, 2018 and March 9th, 2018.
Out of these 20 interviewees, 17 had an operational/tactical background (BMs) and three a
strategic background (MDs/QM). With one exception, all interviewed experts have at least 20
years of experience, most more than 30 years, one more than 40 years. All experts began
their career on a lower managerial level (e.g. CM or PM), which resulted in a detailed
knowledge of the entire business. All experts had come from different regions in Germany
(Hamburg, Berlin, Hannover, Düsseldorf, Cologne, Gummersbach, Pulheim, Ludwigshafen,
Mannheim, Stuttgart, and Munich) and obtained leading positions in the studied organisation.
All interviews were conducted in one-to-one personal settings. Except for the three interviews
with the strategic experts, all interviews were recorded. Handwritten notes were taken during
all 20 interviews. The average net duration (excluding interview preparation and review) of
the interviews was approx. 95 minutes. An overview of the expert interviewees can be found
in table 10. The key points mentioned by the interviewees are summarized and displayed in
Appendices 12-15.
Furthermore, available commercial documents (mainly the annual branch results) were
analysed and used for this single case study.
In addition to the interviews and commercial documents analysis, findings from the
process/meeting observations were included. These observations were conducted in several
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branches and in the head office between 2009 and 2018. Many BMs, PMs, CMs, and MDs
were observed by the researcher in their everyday work during that period of time.
After having presented the findings of the empirical work, the author describes the limitations
of this study and gives an outlook including recommendations for possible future research. At
the end, the researcher provides his reflections related to the single case study conduct and
its impact on his personal development.

Company goals

4.3

On December 26th, 2017, the researcher had an appointment with the company owner in
order to hear about the company goals. These goals are crucial for the research study, as
the managers’ (MDs, BMs, PMs, and CMs) goals as well as their CSFs depend on and
underlie the company goals.
The following company goals, divided into short-, medium-, and long-term goals, have been
mentioned by the company owner:
Short-term company goals:
•

to achieve the intended annual turnover, margin, and operational result

•

to open a new branch building in Munich in time (company-specific)

Medium-term company goals:
•

to improve the liquidity position

•

to increase the annual operational results

Long-term company goals:
•

to develop successors for BMs, PMs, and CMs

BMs goals

4.4

In the expert interviews with the BMs of the organisation, the managers’ goals were identified
(Appendix 12). The goals that were mentioned most often (> 5 entries) were:
Short-term manager goals:
•

to reach target sales (17 of 17 BMs)

•

to reach target profit (17 of 17 BMs)

Medium-term manager goals:
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•

to avoid staff turnover (12 of 17 BMs)

•

to initiate a regeneration of staff (9 of 17 BMs)

•

to keep up the employee motivation (7 of 17 BMs)

4.5

CSFs within decentralised construction companies

4.5.1

Introduction

This section illustrates the results related to the first research question: What are the CSFs in
decentralised construction companies?
In order to present comprehensible and meaningful findings, the CSFs that could be
identified were clustered depending on the time required to achieve sustainable
improvements in the particular area into short-term success factors (SSFs) and medium/long-term success factors (MSFs). The determination, if a certain CSF belongs to short- or
medium-/long-term CSFs is based on the researcher’s knowledge and experience within the
studied context.
The order of the numbers within the abbreviations has no meaning for the study. They
indicate the order in which the respective CSFs were identified during the data analysis
process.
In addition, the identified CSFs (a total of 36 short-term CSFs and 25 medium-/long-term
CSFs) underlying the managers’ goals were clustered into customer-related, construction
management-related, staff-related, as well as decentralised organisation-related. The four
categories were developed by the author during the analysis of the expert interviews’
outcomes, as it became explicit that all CSFs that were identified could be assigned to at
least one of these four categories. A fifth category, the external CSFs, is not dealt with in this
section as the organisation managers do not have influence on this type of CSFs. The major
data source related to the first research question is the expert interviews conduct on BMs
level, but CSFs could also be observed in the process/meeting observations or generated
through the analysis of the commercial documents.
During the conduct of the empirical fieldwork it became clear that BMs mainly work
tactical/operational, thus focussing on tactical/operational goals. Therefore, a traditional
differentiation in short-, medium-, and long-term CSFs is not useful here. That is why the
identified CSFs were clustered into short-term and medium-/long-term.
The following short-term CSFs could be identified (sorted in descending order by frequency):
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No.

Acronym

Description

1.

SSF-09

to develop partnerships with subcontractors

2.

SSF-04

market-driven (and customer-driven) price calculations

3.

SSF-05

continuous incoming orders

4.

SSF-01

permanent sales activity

5.

SSF-03

to ensure professional handling of first order (new customer)

6.

SSF-32

head office's behaviour towards subcontractors

7.

SSF-13

timely billing

8.

SSF-21

employees’ health

9.

SSF-02

permanent contact person for regular customers

10.

SSF-06

to recognise addendum potential at an early stage

11.

SSF-07

to realise addendums

12.

SSF-19

balanced order structure

13.

SSF-33

head office’s support on new topics

14.

SSF-24

honest internal communication / flow of information

15.

SSF-20

right construction site / customer to tight PM

16.

SSF-08

to develop a good reputation

17.

SSF-16

to observe new customers closely

18.

SSF-23

to respond on employees' private needs / support of family and partner

19.

SSF-30

to develop new regular customers

20.

SSF-14

good interaction between BM and commercial personnel

21.

SSF-15

to negotiate advance payments

22.

SSF-12

fair distribution of sites on PMs
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23.

SSF-22

to pass risks from customer contract to subcontractors

24.

SSF-25

no routine related to work safety

25.

SSF-26

to comply with specifications related to work safety

26.

SSF-27

to generate new customers

27.

SSF-29

no offer, if customer has unrealistic prise expectations

28.

SSF-34

further training for CMs, PMs, commercial staff, BMs

29.

SSF-36

quick decisions despite decentralised organisation

30.

SSF-10

to test new subcontractors on small sites first

31.

SSF-11

to order all material directly on site

32.

SSF-17

to work only with written order

33.

SSF-18

customer acceptance asap

34.

SSF-28

to conduct risk assessments on sites

35.

SSF-31

to avoid lawsuits with customers

36.

SSF-35

time of the year / weather

Table 11: Short-term CSFs (own table).
The following medium-/long-term CSFs could be identified (sorted in descending order by
frequency):
No.

Acronym

Description

1.

MSF-01

bonuses for PMs and CMs

2.

MSF-05

to offer perspectives to employees

3.

MSF-11

internal feedback culture

4.

MSF-08

team spirit / working atmosphere

5.

MSF-12

internal transparency / clearly formulated and com. competences
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6.

MSF-13

adequate working hours / working environment

7.

MSF-17

identification with employer

8.

MSF-02

to train apprentices

9.

MSF-04

regular training of PMs and CMs (technical, legal)

10.

MSF-03

adequate number of own construction workers

11.

MSF-06

to demand and promote responsible work

12.

MSF-07

trust relationship between branches and head office

13.

MSF-15

to recruit young employees

14.

MSF-21

well trained staff (PMs, CMs)

15.

MSF-24

to develop personal relationships to (regular) customers

16.

MSF-16

to recruit new employees (PMs and CMs)

17.

MSF-22

supraregional cooperation between branches

18.

MSF-10

to develop regular customers from new customers

19.

MSF-20

to comply with internal specifications (management system)

20.

MSF-09

trust relationship to other BMs

21.

MSF-14

IT infrastructure (due to decentralised organisation)

22.

MSF-18

to optimise processes between branches and head office

23.

MSF-19

to optimise commercial skills of PMs

24.

MSF-23

reasonable fixed costs in the head office

25.

MSF-25

general economic situation

Table 12: Medium-/long-term CSFs (own table).
Due to the large amount of generated data, a selection of CSFs will be explained in detail in
this section. The complete lists of all CSFs identified in this context are attached to the thesis
(Appendices 13, 14, and 16-20).
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4.5.2

Customer-related CSFs

In the conducted expert interviews, eleven short-term (SSFs) and two medium-/long-term
(MSFs) customer-related CSFs were identified (Appendix 16). Figure 21 illustrates the Top 5
(according to entries by participants) customer-related CSFs.

Figure 21: Top 5 customer-related CSFs (own figure).
Market- and customer-driven price calculations
Among the identified customer-related CSFs, according to numerous participants, marketand customer-driven price calculations play an important role. Several interviewees
emphasised that in the construction industry, unlike in other industries, every quote - no
matter which size - has to be calculated individually as the environmental factors affecting
the particular cost situation differ from site to site.
According to interviewee B3, “market-driven price calculations are critical, as they ensure a
certain price range - not too cheap, not too expensive. It is very easy to generate orders, if
we offer much too cheaply. Indeed, this approach would lead to a full order book, but also to
a commercial loss, as the existing fixed costs could not be covered anymore. The other way
round, too high prices would lead to an empty order book and therefore to a commercial
loss.” Thus, market-driven price calculations prevent construction companies from leaving
the mentioned price range including the negative consequences for the company’s earnings.
A good indicator for a BM to check if his price calculations are within this range, according to
many experts, is the hit rate of the calculated quotes. The common hit rate in the
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construction industry is 10%, which means that a BM usually has to calculate quotes with a
value of 50 million € per business year, if he has a target sales figure of 5 million €. If the hit
rate is higher than 10%, the BM’s price calculations are probably too low; if the hit rate is
lower than 10%, the BM should raise the calculated prices.
A market-driven price calculation depends on several factors. The most important one
according to interviewees is the general order situation in the construction industry.
Participant C3 mentioned: “It is like in every other industry: if competitors have full order
books, prices usually go up. If they are empty, it is the other way round.” The current
government efforts to end the housing shortage in Germany are an example for a period of
time in which most construction companies have good order situations and construction
prices are relatively high.
In addition, participant B4 mentioned the general situation of the world economy: “As the
customers of large construction companies are often globally active enterprises with
worldwide networking and dependencies, issues in other parts of the world can lead to shifts
or even cancellations of intended construction projects in Germany.” Such a case could be
observed within the studied company in 2017. A car manufacturer that belonged to a large
American group had financial problems. It became known that the car manufacturer should
be sold to a French group. In this context, almost all construction projects in the car
manufacturer’s plants were stopped or at least shifted to a period after the merger with the
French group.
Furthermore, interviewee B1 stated: “Season is also a crucial issue for the current market
price. Each year before the winter begins, we can see that construction companies try to fill
their order books in order to ensure jobs during the wintertime. Therefore, especially in this
time of the year, the prices are relatively low.” This explanation fits the researcher’s analysis
of the internal order announcements that the branches send to the head office in the course
of each order. Especially before the wintertime, incoming orders have lower margins than in
other times of the year. In the springtime the situation is as follows: construction companies
know that the customers’ construction activities usually focus on summertime, as conditions
like weather and temperature are optimal in this time of the year. Everyone knows that the
demand for construction works will rise sharply. The only question is when exactly. In this
context, interviewee B1 mentioned: “As a BM you always have the choice in those times: you
can offer lower prices to get orders soon or you wait for a higher demand for construction
works and therefore for higher market prices. Nobody knows the correct decision exactly. It is
important to give thoughts and try to estimate the current market situation including the
situation of major competitors as accurately as possible and adapt the calculated prices
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appropriately.” Many participants agree that as BMs, they should always act calmly. There is
no reason to generally turn away from the market-driven price calculation idea.
Participant A7 mentioned that even if an order goes to a competitor, the approach of a
market-driven calculation is not generally invalid. “In that case, it is crucial to ask the
customer for the reasons. Sometimes it is possible to get important information - for instance
related to a certain unit price - and to modify the next price calculation accordingly.”
In addition to the market-driven price calculation, participant A8 stated, among other things,
that the customer-driven price calculation is as an important CSF: “Customer-driven price
calculations are crucial in order to maximise the company profits. It is the BM’s job to
estimate the customer’s added value arising from the construction works currently requested
and therefore the customer’s willingness to pay.” Interviewee B6 added that “A customerdriven price calculation depends on many factors and is individual from customer to
customer and from site to site. We had a customer that runs paper mills throughout Europe.
We had the order to insulate the pipings and ducts of a newly built paper mill. Shortly before
the end of the construction phase the customer contacted us, because they had forgotten to
assign an insulation company with the noise insulation of a sewage treatment plant
connected to the new paper mill. It was well known that the entire paper mill could not go into
operation without a noise insulated sewage treatment plant. It was estimated that the total
investment for the paper mill was about 250 million €. A regular market-driven price for the
insulation of the sewage treatment plant was approx. 20,000 €. As we knew exactly that
there were no other insulation companies available, we offered a little higher in order to
maximise our profits.” This example illustrates the importance of a customer-driven price
calculation and the resulting opportunities to improve the profits enormously.
According to participant A8, the most common factors affecting a customer-driven price
calculation are shortages like deadline situations on sites, situations in which no competitor is
available due to a very good general order situation in the construction industry, and sites
that are so well-known by the own construction workers that no other construction company
is able to conduct the works instead. The last factor often plays an important role with jobs
involving power plants or chemical parks, where a high degree of local knowledge - e.g. with
regard to work safety specifications - is necessary.
Interviewee A1 stated that, in order to avoid miscalculations, “each employee who is
responsible for price calculations, should ask himself plausibility questions and conduct
plausibility calculations when a price calculation is finalised. He should also ask a colleague
from the same branch, e.g. an experienced PM, to crosscheck the entire price calculation.
There are only few mistakes that can become as expensive as a miscalculation.”
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Participant C1 summed up: “At the beginning of each price calculation, the responsible BM
should always think about the factors affecting the current market price and the individual
price with regard to the particular customer. Thereby, managers can avoid unnecessary low
quotation prices and improve their earnings.”
Continuing incoming orders and balanced order structure
The continuing income of orders is another identified CSF related to customer relations and
marks a direct consequence of the price calculation process described before.
According to participant A1, a continuous flow of orders is crucial for a branch, as it ensures
a constant workload for the PMs, CMs, and therefore workers on sites. He continued: “Only a
constant workload guarantees an optimal use of the existing resources and therefore highest
possible margins. If there are several weeks or even months with a low workload, the
existing fixed costs might not be covered by the operational margins generated on sites
anymore. In addition, it can happen that workers have to stay at home due to the temporary
weak order situation.” In the studied organisation, this could be observed between 2010 and
2012, when the general order situation in the German construction industry was weak. Many
companies, including the one studied here, were forced to officially register short-time work.
In this context, interviewee A4 mentions: “Each period of weak order flow means that the
resulting sales lag needs to be caught up with again before the particular business year
ends. This in turn means that there will have to be a period of time with exceptionally high
workloads. This is disadvantageous for the relative margins, as the existing resources - PMs,
CMs and workers - are consequently overstrained in those times.” In fact, PMs cannot take
proper care of their sites under these conditions. In this context, participant B2 delivered
practical examples: “Potential addendums are overlooked by PMs, billing is no longer timely,
and workers are not properly briefed, which will lead to technical mistakes. In addition, the
customer support also suffers from too heavy workloads, as PMs have to take care of five
sites or more at the same time.”
In addition to the participants’ statements, it could be observed that relative margins, once
declared in the internal order announcements during times of extremely heavy workload,
usually worsen. Participant C1 added that there are also situations, in which a sales lag
cannot be caught up with in the same business year. In those cases, low workloads lead to a
commercial loss, as the target sales figures and therefore target margin figures cannot be
reached. Interviewee A6 noted a further factor: “Usually, if there are several weeks without or
at least with a too low order income, concerns within the branch team will arise. In this case,
the colleagues know exactly that weak order income today means low workload tomorrow
and therefore a period of extremely heavy workload the day after tomorrow. Those concerns
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within the team usually lead to a lack of concentration, which, as a consequence, declines
earnings.” This illustrates that the psychological impact arising from a stagnant order flow on
the staff should not be underestimated.
Apart from the continuing order flow, the individual order sizes are also critical according to
numerous interviewees. Participant A5 mentioned that it is dangerous to rely on one large
order only. He continued: “At the very beginning of a site you can never know how the
conditions on site really are, how the customer acts when it comes to the acceptance of
legitimate addendums, invoice verification, and payments. Each new site is a little surprise in
itself at the beginning.” This is why relying on one large site can be dangerous: if the large
site is doing well, the entire branch is doing well. But if there are issues on the large site,
these issues will have an impact on the earnings of the entire branch.
In the studied company, several cases in which entire branches have generated commercial
losses due to particular sites could be observed: A large construction project in Hannover in
2015 let to a big commercial loss due to manpower issues. The responsible BM and the PMs
did not manage to generate a sufficient number of construction workers for the particular site.
The consequence were higher than calculated labour costs, a late completion, an expensive
contract penalty, lost reputation, and a lawsuit over several years. As the company had to
wait for the money, the site also caused interest payments to a credit institution. Another
example of the impact of a single site on an entire branch result is a site in Stuttgart in 2017.
Access to the site was so difficult that no lorry that transported materials could reach the site.
As nobody had taken this case into account in advance, the workers had to carry all the
materials from the lorries, that had to be parked at a distance of approx. 500 metres from the
site. The consequences were extremely high labour costs and a commercial loss for the
entire branch although all other sites of this branch were profitable in that business year. In
this context, interviewee C2 mentioned: “With regard to risk spreading, the approach of one
large order and only few smaller orders is not reasonable. Therefore, my team and I always
try to develop a balanced order structure consisting of few medium-sized orders to cover the
existing fixed costs and several smaller orders with relatively high margins in order to
maximise the profits.” This can also be verified with an analysis of the operating branch
results. Participant A7, who runs a commercially very successful branch, distributes his
average annual sales (2009-2017) of approx. 4.3 million € over approx. 250 sites per year.
This makes an average order value of only 17,000 €. All in all, the analysis of the commercial
documents illustrates that the smaller the site, the higher the margins.
On the other hand, there is also a danger of too many small sites at once. According to
interviewee A5, “A large number of small sites contains the risk of high transit times. If the
PMs, CMs, and workers only travel to or from the sites, a cost-efficient conduct of the
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construction works is not possible. In those cases, the intended margin cannot be reached.”
With regard to this, participant B4 added: “Very small sites make a CM impossible, as the
generated margin does not suffice to pay a CM. The problem here is that workers that are
not supervised by a CM on site usually work slower. This leads to higher labour costs than
calculated and therefore to lower margins.”
Permanent sales activity
The conduct of permanent sales activities was mentioned as crucial by various participants
during the expert interviews. Interviewee A3 explained: “In practice, permanent sales activity
means a regular screening of the branch region for possible new customers, planned
construction projects, possible investments from the regional industry in their buildings, and
wherever possible personal appointments with possible new or regular customers
reformulate their responsible representatives.”
Expert B7 stated: “The tasks related to sales activity are so important for the success of a
branch that we have implemented a central sales department in the head office in order to
relieve the BMs. In practice, BMs often have to deal with further tasks - issues on different
sites or issues with the staff - as well. The central sales department consists of three sales
employees. Each is responsible for firmly assigned branches.” It could be observed that the
central sales department is indeed a great support for the BMs. Websites of possible new
customers or construction-related online platforms are observed on a regular basis in order
to identify future construction projects. If a previously unknown construction project is
identified, it will be registered in a special internal database. All branches have access to the
database and therefore the important information automatically flows to the BMs. In addition,
the sales employees also try to organise personal appointments between possible customers
and the responsible BM.
The company top management is also aware of this topic, as it could be observed that sales
activities are a major issue in all BM meetings that usually take place twice a year. In these
meetings, all BMs, central sales employees and the responsible MD get together mainly in
order to figure out new ways to improve sales activities.
The idea behind the approach of permanent sales activity, according to participant A7, is to
generate alternatives for the existing customers. Interviewee B4 mentioned: “Every
customer, even long-term regular customers, can be lost for numerous reasons. If such a
case occurs, it is the BM’s job to provide alternatives.” In the studied organisation, there were
various examples of customers who were lost. One example is the entire energy provider
industry with its challenges regarding the current energy transition and the arising costs. Due
to the energy transition, many fossil power plants will be closed sooner or later. Therefore,
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most energy providers will not invest their money in construction projects on their fossil
power plants anymore. With regard to this, participant B3 stated: “We have lost almost the
entire energy provider industry as customers from one day to the other. Until today we have
not been able to generate an adequate replacement.” Another example that could be
observed in this context is the departure of an entire site team including approx. ten own
workers and the CM. They were on site at a chemical park close to Hamburg in 2016 and
went over to a competitor. The customer’s representatives wanted to keep the former team
on their site and were not interested in a further business relationship with the studied
company. Thus, the contract between the customer and the studied organisation that had
been agreed upon several decades before was terminated. In this case, due to the prior
conduct of permanent sales activities, the responsible BM could close the arising gap within
a few months. New customers were acquired and the next business year was already more
profitable than the one before, even though this lost customer had been responsible for
about a quarter of annual sales.
Quite trivial circumstances can lead to the loss of a customer. It could be, for instance, a
retiring architect who had been working with the company for many years. Or as stated by
expert A6 “Some customers have longer periods of time without any construction activity. In
those phases, it is important not to lose touch with the customer or the responsible
representatives, because major competitors will try to butt in and build a connection of their
own with our customers and the most dangerous times for maneuvers like that are those
without construction activity. It is therefore crucial to maintain a good relationship with the
customers’ decision makers.”
With regard to permanent sales activity, interviewee A7 stated: “As a BM, you can never
have too many alternatives when it comes to customers. If customer demand should exceed
your available resources, you can ask another branch that has resources available for help
and you serve the more profitable customers first and in that way, improve your profits.” The
expert continued: „Sufficient alternatives help to prevent periods of time with low workloads
and put a BM in the favourable position to not be dependent on every single order.
Furthermore, this approach leads to a sustainable improvement of the customer structure of
a branch. Complicated customers that are usually not so profitable can be sorted out this
way.”
If a BM manages to generate a good amount of new customers, it is , according to expert A3,
also possible to enlarge that particular branch. The expert explains: “In this case it is crucial
to estimate whether the higher number of customers that was generated by increased sales
activities is temporary or lasting.” If the responsible BM comes to the conclusion that the
situation is only temporary, according to participant A3, the BM should ask for support in
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another branch in order to serve all customers. If he assumes that the higher demand will
last long-term, the branch can be enlarged through the acquisition of a further PM and/or
CMs.” In any case, it could be observed that permanent sales activities are the basis, on
which a BM can enlarge his/her branch reasonably.
In order to reach the favourable situation, in which a branch can almost choose their own
customers and/or can grow reasonably, all employees of a branch must work together
efficiently. For instance, if an employee randomly recognises a new construction site in the
branch region, it is important that he/she passes this information to the BM. Then, the BM is
able to identify the responsible investor of that site and to get in touch with him. The more
information reaches the BM, the better the chances are to build up alternatives with regard to
customer relations. All employees, even those who are not mainly responsible for sales,
have to keep sales tasks in mind. In this context, participant A3 mentioned: “On a site, our
workers, the subcontractor’s personnel and the responsible CM mark the first impression of
the company from the customer’s perspective, not the responsible BM in the branch or the
salesmen in the head office.” Therefore, it is crucial that the entire staff is able to think from
the customer’s perspective and act like salesmen if necessary.
Professional conduct of construction work
According to many experts, the professional conduct of construction work is critical,
especially during the first order of a newly acquired customer. This CSF is strongly
connected to the CSF identified as SSF-08 “development of a good reputation” in the market.
There are many factors that lead to a professional handling of an order. According to
interviewee A7, “a professional conduct of construction work means that we deliver high
quality with regard to valid technical norms and specifications, keep the customer’s schedule,
keep the construction site clean at all times, and, very important, we keep all promises that
we made in the construction meetings with the customer.” In this context, several participants
added that on sites, where several construction companies are present, there is mostly one
company that will be blamed for all issues by the customer or his representatives. Usually it
is the company, according to the experts, that did not manage to develop a good reputation
at the beginning of the project. Participant A8 kept it short: “Once to blame, always to blame.”
The other way round, according to expert A7, if a company was able to build a good
reputation on a site from the start, based on professional handling and demeanour, most
customers will behave fairly and benevolently towards the particular company as the project
progresses. In order to generate such a good reputation, it is crucial that the responsible PM
visits the site regularly. Otherwise, he cannot be informed sufficiently about all
circumstances. Another general rule is: only quote for construction projects that you are
completely familiar with when it comes to the technical background. In this context,
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interviewee A8 stated: “Never try to build something that you do not understand technologywise. It will always lead to issues.”
Several cases could be observed in the studied organisation that sustain the experts’
arguments. These cases usually ended in high costs, lawsuits, and commercial losses. In
2017, a large construction site in Stuttgart was not handled professionally. The responsible
BM had underestimated the required quality standards in his the price calculation and the
calculated prices ended up being too low to meet the customer’s quality expectations. What
happened next was that the company tried to hold the high technical standards with relatively
cheap workers from a subcontractor so that the once calculated margin could be upheld. In
the middle of the construction phase, however, the BM together with the responsible PM
realised that the technical specifications could not be met with the present workers. In the
middle of the construction phase, the entire assembly team on site had to be replaced by
another team of highly skilled and more expensive workers from a different subcontractor.
The late decision to commission another subcontractor led to high costs and problems
related to the schedule, because the new assembly team first had to tear off large parts of
the already installed walls and ceilings. In addition to the direct economic damage, the
customer relationship was damaged, as the customer did not understand why the required
specifications as well as the time schedule could not be upheld by the company.
A similar case could be observed in Stuttgart in 2018. Issues came up on a large
construction site due to wrong material orders. The responsible PM had ordered the wrong
kind of gypsum plasterboards for the walls to be built. The consequence, apart from schedule
issues and higher costs because all materials had to be ordered again, the company got a
bad reputation from the very beginning of the construction phase. After this incident, the
company was made responsible for almost every issue on site. It took several months and
numerous construction meetings to restore the damaged company reputation.
Unprofessional conduct of construction work can have several consequences. In this context,
interviewee B2 mentioned: “It is quite possible that unprofessional handling and technical
defects arising from this go unnoticed by the customer at first. But it is very likely that defects
will stand out sooner or later. In this case, the customer contacts us and we have to fix these
defects afterwards. This will be extremely expensive, as the workers and the responsible PM
and/or CM will already be working on another construction site then.” According to the
expert, this scenario is particularly disadvantageous for the company, as it directly affects
two construction sites at once. In addition, the participant explains, buildings at the older site
will usually be back in operation and therefore the access will be very limited. Often, the
workers will only be allowed to enter the affected buildings at night or on weekends. This
leads to higher labour costs due to the legally required night shift or weekend premiums for
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the workers. In these cases too, the company reputation and the particular customer relation
are damaged. Sometimes, multi-annual lawsuits between the affected customer and the
construction company are the consequence. The researcher observed several lawsuits
because of unprofessional conduct of construction works and thereby arisen defects in the
studied organisation. Usually, those lawsuits bind company resources, as the responsible
BM as well as PM and CMs have to prepare themselves for their statements in court.
According to participant B2, these preparations take a lot of time, as the particular
construction project is usually long finished and the employees who were involved in it have
to take this time to brush up their memories. While they do that, the affected employees
cannot do their current work, which in turn induces costs. In addition, those lawsuits usually
end with the termination of the business relationship including all the negative consequences
for the company: the high costs for the fixing of the defects and, even worse, a replacement
for the lost customers needs to be acquired.
According to participant C2, “A good reputation in the market that was build up for many
years can be destroyed within a few days due to unprofessional handling of a project. A once
damaged reputation is only very difficult or impossible to rebuild.” In this context, interviewee
A5 added: “It has to do with psychology. Once a customer has lost confidence in a company,
he is naturally afraid that he will never be able to trust this company again.”
Interviewee B4 provided a further argument: “Only few industries are as price-driven as the
construction industry. Most orders are placed to the cheapest bidder. A 100% professional
handling of an order is one of only very few arguments that we have as a construction
company to convince a customer to commission us even though we are not the cheapest
bidder on his price comparison list. If we destroy this argument ourselves due to
unprofessional conduct of construction works, it will be even more difficult to earn reasonable
margins.”
Permanent contact person for (regular) customers and personal relationships to
(regular) customers
According to numerous experts, the personal factor between the responsible employees of
the company on the one hand and the customers’ decision-makers on the other hand should
not be underestimated.
According to participant A7, most customers, especially regular customers, expect to have
one contact person in the construction company, who is responsible for their entire
exchance. Once a personal relationship has been established between the customers’
representative and a company employee, the customers will not want the company to
change this contact person - only if this permanent contact person is on vacation, a short126

term vacation replacement by a colleague will be found acceptable. Again, psychological
factors are important in this context: nobody wants to lose a once developed and well
established trustful relationship with a contact person. According to interviewee A7, in
practice, this means that this contact person, usually a PM, has to be permanently accessible
for the customer - ideally also late in the evening and on weekends. Expert A7 mentioned: “If
the customer has a need or desire, then the contact person must be on hand.” According to
him, apart from the already mentioned professional conduct of construction work, the
permanent accessibility of the responsible contact person is a major benefit for the customer
and a further argument for the customer not simply to commission the cheapest bidder of all
the available construction companies. In this context, interviewee A8 stated: “The customer
has to know that if he asks the company contact person for support that he will not be let
down and the requested construction works will be carried out in a high quality manner and
on time.” Various experts explain that building up this trustful relationship is a long-term
process but critical with regard to a sustainable success. Once this relationship of trust
between customer and contact person has been established, according to expert C3, it is
difficult for competitors to ever get orders again from this customer, as the customer knows
now that he can rely on his contact person and therefore on the company as a whole.
The combination of expert interviews on the one hand and analysis of commercial
documents on the other discloses that especially the BMs, who were economically very
successful in the past have stated this approach as critical. These economically very
successful BMs expect from their PMs an unconditional full time customer service. In this
context, Participant C2 stated: “The customer is always king. Especially, if the responsible
representatives of the customer have made a planning error, we have to be there and help
these representatives by reacting very quickly. In this way, you can build up lasting and
trustful relationships.” According to the experts, this approach can also result in these
customer representatives commissioning the company for the next construction project
without asking for a discount and without obtaining a large number of alternative quotes from
competitors.
Another factor with regard to customer relations is the decentralised organisation of the
studied construction company. The mentioned permanent contact person approach is not
only valid for a single branch and its employees, but also for the entire company including
head office departments. In the studied organisation, it could be observed that sometimes
head office employees get in contact with customers. This could be happening for a number
of reasons. One reason could be a legal question in connection with the contract between
customer and company. In this case, it would be standard procedure for the legal department
advocates to get in touch with customer representatives to clarify the matter. In this context,
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participant A8 mentioned: “As a matter of fact, no customer wants to communicate with
lawyers more than absolutely necessary.” Other experts stated that an involvement of the
legal department could send the signal to the customers that even in case of small problems
on a construction site, the company lawyers will show up on site and cause complications.
According to several participants, this signal, which could come across as a threat, should be
avoided and as a consequence, direct communication between a customer and the company
legal department should only take place in exceptional situations. Another sensitive issue is
the dunning list, which is generated weekly by Financial Accounting. Each customer, who
appears on the dunning list, receives a dunning letter, which is also written by Financial
Accounting. In this context, participant A7 stated: “There can be always a reason - for
instance a missing signature of a responsible manager on the side of the customer - why a
customer did not pay the bill in time. The financial department doesn’t necessarily know this
reason.” To avoid unnecessary dunning letters and therefore trouble that could damage the
customer relationship, the responsible BMs should always have the chance to check the
intended dunning letters.
In addition to a permanent contact person for customers, there are other possibilities for
building a solid personal relationship with customers. According to numerous experts, it is
important to spend time with the decision makers on customer side outside the regular
working hours. In the studied company, various strategies for building up customer loyalty
could be observed. In 2006, for instance, it was decided to rent a box in the stadium of a
famous football team in order to have the possibility to invite important customers. Participant
A7, as well as other BMs, favours the joint visits of football or handball matches, depending
on the customer’s preference. Participants A2, B1, and C1 prefer joint excursions to the
Oktoberfest in Munich. Interviewee A3 has visited tennis matches with important customers.
In this context, expert A7 mentioned: “The compliance guidelines of the respective customer
always have to be met. If the invited guest is not the customer himself, but a customer’s
employee, then the guest should first find out internally whether he may accept our invitation
or not. Otherwise, problems could arise later, which could also damage the business
relationship.”
A further, more formal, possibility to build up personal relationships to customers and
therefore customer loyalty is the conduct of in-house customer trainings for new technical
norms or specifications. New building materials that might come onto the market could also
make interesting topics for customer trainings. In this case, the technical employees of the
company - for instance PMs - could give lectures about new available materials or other
technical topics that are of interest to the customers. According to participant C1, it is crucial
that the topics of the chosen lectures really are beneficial for the customers.
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Numerous experts have stated that the CSFs connected with customer loyalty are especially
crucial with regard to higher profits. According to them, the only tools a construction company
has available in order to achieve higher sale prices on the construction market, are
professional handling of all orders, an excellent customer service and a trustful personal
relationship between customers and company employees. As the sale prices are the biggest
driver of economic profits, the focus of each construction company manager should be on
these factors.
Development of regular customers
According to numerous experts, the proportion of regular customers is a critical factor with
regard to the economical success of a branch. The analysis of expert interviews and
commercial documents shows that especially the economically successful BMs focus on
their regular customers as well as on their development.
Interviewee A8 described the development of regular customers as a “long-term optimisation
of the customer structure with an enormous impact on branch profits”. He further stated that
“once a business relationship with a regular customer is profitable, we benefit from this every
year. If a business relationship with a customer, who commissions us once, is profitable, we
benefit from that only this one time. Therefore, regular customers are crucial for the company
profits.” For instance, if a construction company generates annual margins of 200,000 € with
a regular customer, after ten years the total margin is already 2 million €. In relation to this, a
customer who commissions a construction company with one single order that generates a
margin of 200,000 € only one time. So, the importance and the impact of long-term regular
customers for the company profits becomes clear. However, not all customers are eligible to
become regular customers. In this context, participant C2 mentioned: “Customers who will
earn most of their money in those cases where we do not earn any money on their
construction sites - like for instance classic property developers - are not ideal regular
customers for us. Those customers are not interested in a long-term business relationship
with a reliable construction company. They only search for the cheapest bidder.” According
to the experts, it is crucial that the selection of customers who shall become regular
customers is not randomly made, but follows a logical approach.
According to various interviewees, the more professionally a procurement process is
organised, the less the technical know-how and customer service of the construction
company - exactly the benefits that the organisation managers want to provide to their
customers - are taken into account by the customer representatives in the course of
commissioning construction works. In this context, “professional” means that the customers’
technical personnel, which is usually located on site or in the customers’ plants and therefore
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collaborates closely with the construction company workers, does not have a voice. Instead,
the customer’s commercial staff makes the decision on which construction company is
commissioned. In addition, several experts state that the more decision makers on the side
of the customers are involved in the commissioning process, the longer it takes to get a
decision and the more complicated contract negotiations are. According to them, the closer
the customers’ decision makers are to the construction site and the more technically skilled
they are, the more likely it is to convince the customer with arguments related to technical
knowledge, reliability, and customer support. If, on the other hand, commercial departments
or even a legal department is involved in the negotiations on the side of the customer,
technical arguments such as a high technical standard of the construction works to be
conducted are not appreciated.
Ideally, according to interviewee A8, there is one decision maker, who is mainly technically
versed and has a certain budget - for instance 20,000 € - available, up to which he can
decide and commission a construction company independently from other departments.
Usually, according to the expert, those decision makers are employees of large industry
enterprises, who are responsible for the entirety of technical issues including construction
works in several production halls. In the studied company, many customers of this type could
be observed. In practice, this means that this decision maker receives a quote, which must
be below his given budget. Then it is up to him which construction company he commissions.
According to participant A8, ”in these cases, we usually get the order as this decision maker
appreciates our support and reliability. He knows that he will not have any issues with us.”
These explanations are closely connected to the CSFs professional conduct of construction
works and personal relationships to customers mentioned before.
However, there was also a case to be observed in the studied organisation that had
developed quite differently. A regular customer from the energy sector, who operates several
coal power plants, had commissioned a business consultancy with the complete restructuring
of the procurement process in 2015. Henceforth, only commercial personnel could make
decisions related to the commission of construction works. A dramatic drift of prices was the
consequence. The studied company lost this customer and a competitor got the contract.
After six months, the former customer contacted the studied company again and spoke of
extreme issues related to the poor reliability of the competitor. After short negotiations, the
studied company could win back this customer. It was agreed that the old prices that were
valid before the restructuring of the procurement process were to be part of the new contract.
In this context, expert B7 stated: “For customers who do not appreciate our technical knowhow and our reliability related to work safety and adherence to schedules, but only try to
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negotiate the lowest possible prices, we will never seem profitable.” According to various
participants, it is important that the procurement process is not mainly commercially shaped.
According to many experts, the customer’s behaviour on site towards the company workers
is also a critical factor. The company workers rely on a permanent access to the construction
site in order to bring tools or transport materials or other factors that always depend on the
customers’ staff as well. The customers’ staff on site is also responsible for the examination
of the construction works conducted. In this context, participant A7 mentioned: “If the working
atmosphere on site is not good, it can happen that the examination of our work takes longer
and is more „accurate“ than strictly necessary.” If the customer’s personnel on site is not
willing to cooperate with our workers, additional costs that were not calculated in the quote
can arise and shorten the margin. Therefore, according to the experts, it is crucial to
generate a good working atmosphere together with the customers’ staff on every site.
According to the experts, the choice of the right regular customers is the first and most
effective risk management tool that a construction company can implement. In this context, it
could be observed that issues with regular customers related to payments or even lawsuits
are seldom. In addition, the margins generated on the sites of regular customers are higher
throughout than on other sites. Therefore, it is reasonable to develop a higher proportion of
the right regular customers in order to increase profits and to preserve the company
resources. Each prevented irregularity, such as payment issues or lawsuits, blocks
capacities on BM, PM and worker level that could otherwise be used to maximise profits.

4.5.3

Construction management-related CSFs

In the expert interviews conducted for this study, all in all 15 short-term (SSFs) construction
management-related CSFs were identified (Appendix 17). Figure 22 illustrates the Top 5
(according to entries by participants) construction management-related CSFs.
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Figure 22: Top 5 construction management-related CSFs (own figure).
Partnerships with subcontractors
Due to the present construction workers shortage in Germany, according to 17 out of 17 BMs
interviewed, the development of long-term partnerships with subcontractors is a critical factor
that is directly connected with the professional conduct of construction works mentioned
before. Participant B2 described the situation as follows: “Already in the near future, the
construction companies will get the orders that have the required personnel available.”
The number of workers needed by each branch depends on its annual target sales.
According to various participants, one worker generates approx. 100,000 € of sales per year.
This means that a branch with annual target sales of 5 million € needs approx. 50 workers to
achieve those target sales. With regard to the entire studied organisation and its annual
sales of approx. 100 million €, this means that the organisation will require approx. 1,000
construction workers.
According to the experts, it is mainly the BMs’ job to build up partnerships with local
subcontractors in their particular region. In this context, interviewee A7 mentions:
“Subcontractors are usually small companies with a maximum of ten workers. In most cases,
the owners of these companies also work on site as construction workers. These kinds of
people want to trust us. For them, we are the customers. Customers who also deliver
supervisors, technical knowledge as well as materials, and commission them with the
conduct of the actual construction works. As we want to trust our customers, they want to
trust us.” According to participant A7, the development of such a trustful relationship is a
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long-term process. In this context, expert C3 added: “There are numerous subcontractors out
there. Only very few high-quality subcontractors have an interest in long-term business
relationships. We need workers who are technically skilled and reliable and we might need
them for the next years or even decades. What we do not need are groups of workers who
only want to earn fast money.” According to various interviewees, the dependence on highquality and loyal subcontractors is comparable and not less crucial than the dependence on
regular customers mentioned before. Interviewee B7 explained that the worker shortage in
Germany will become even worse during the next years, as Easter European workers who
have filled the gap so far, will prefer to work in their own countries as soon as the hourly
wages in the construction industry of these countries’ have caught up with Western
European standards. According to the expert, this is just a question of time.
Still, the advantages of using subcontractor personnel compared to having a large number of
own construction workers are numerous. If the company order book is empty, the
subcontractor workers do not have to be paid anymore. This creates an enormous flexibility,
because peaks in short-term manpower demand - for instance on an extraordinary large site
- can be managed in this way without the need to hire large numbers of new own
construction workers with long-term employment contracts. Another advantage is that
subcontractors generally get paid by unit - that means they get a certain unit price for one
square metre of wall, floor or ceilings built, which is negotiated before the construction phase
begins. As the negotiated unit price remains fixed during the entire construction phase, this
offers planning reliability with regard to the calculated margins for the studied organisation. If
workers cannot work as fast as originally calculated, the subcontractors are responsible and
need to take action to accelerate the works. Otherwise, the subcontractor, but not the studied
company, has to deal with the additional labour costs.
The analysis of the commercial documents discloses that the successful branches in
particular have managed to build up these important trustful relationships to subcontractors
in the past, as these branches have been receiving invoices from the same small groups of
subcontractors for many years. In practice, usually between five and ten different
subcontractors work for these particular branches almost all the time and they have become
almost like own company workers. “Almost” is an important word in this context, as it is
legally required that each subcontractor has a certain amount of other customers apart from
his major customer, who in this case is the studied company. Otherwise, if a subcontractor
only has one big customer, the legislator defines this subcontractor as fictitiously selfemployed, which would lead to major legal issues for both the subcontractor and the
customer.
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According to various participants, a lack of reliable subcontractors is the biggest economical
risk in the construction industry today. In this context, numerous cases could be observed in
the studied organisation. As an example, one case is explained in detail. On a large
construction site in Hannover in 2015 - the renovation of the head offices of a bank - missing
manpower led to a major commercial loss. Around 50 workers were needed for this site for
the duration of six months. Only about ten of the company’s own workers were available, 40
additional workers were required. However, the responsible branch did not manage to find
and hire the required number of subcontractor workers in time. The consequence was that
the company’s own workers had to be brought in from numerous other branches in order to
conduct the work. Of course, this had an impact on those other branches, as their personnel
was actually scheduled on other sites. In the end, more shortage of workers had to be
created throughout many branches, which was a significant cost factor. The additional fact
that 50 company workers, all paid in working hours, had to be supervised by only two CMs
on site, led to high economic uncertainties. At the end of the construction phase, the once
calculated labour costs were exceeded dramatically. The additional costs for the other
branches could not even be estimated. When the responsible PM realised that the once
calculated labour costs were exceeded, he tried to identify addendum potentials and
communicated them to the customer in order to increase the billable amount and therefore to
improve the commercial result of the construction site. The customer, a highly experienced
general contractor, who had been commissioned by the bank, recognised the PM’s plan and
reacted with a reference to the valid contract.
In this context, interviewee A5 stated: “Issues related to manpower prior to or in the
beginning phase of a new construction site always lead to higher labour costs. It is crucial
that the responsible PM recognises this as soon as possible and communicates the situation
to the responsible BM. The sooner we accept that a slightly more expensive subcontractor is
still much cheaper than the use of large amounts of own personnel, the lower the additional
labour costs and therefore the commercial loss will be.” Participant C1 added that a large
amount of own workers paid in working hours is not controllable at all. According to him, it is
crucial to keep the performance risk mainly on the side of the subcontractor. He further
states that through long-term and reliable subcontractor partnerships, those issues usually
do not arise at all.
Timely billing
Timely billing is a further CSF according to numerous experts. It is the PMs’ job to measure
up the quantities built on site and to generate the outgoing invoices for the customers from
these measurements. In this context, participant A7 mentioned: “Of course, the sooner the
particular outgoing invoice is generated, the sooner we get our money.” Due to the enormous
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capital requirements in the construction industry - the entire labour costs as well as materials
have to be pre-financed by the construction companies - it is common that companies
already issue invoices during the construction phase. According to interviewee A8, “usually
our PMs try to issue at least one invoice per month to keep pre-financing as low as possible.”
If we assume one invoice per construction site and month and afterwards further 30 days
time for payment, which is common in the construction industry as the customers need a
certain period of time to verify the invoice, two entire months have to be pre-financed by the
construction company. In a branch with annual sales of 6 million €, which is equal to 500,000
€ per month, 1 million € need to be pre-financed. In their everyday work, PMs have to visit
the construction sites that they are responsible for on a regular basis to supervise the
construction process and the quality of the work already conducted, and to monitor possible
needs for materials. In this context, expert A5 mentioned: “PMs should measure up the
works conducted during each site visit. Only regular measurements on site ensure a regular
generation of outgoing invoices.” If it was managed to issue an invoice every two weeks
instead of a monthly basis, the pre-financing of a regular branch could be reduced by
250,000 €, according to the experts. If we assume a present average interest of 5%, which is
common in the construction industry, this would improve profits by 12,500 € per year per
branch. Within a group of 20 branches this would lead to 250,000 € more in profits.
In addition, the impact on the balance of the construction company should not be
underestimated. Due to extraordinarily high pre-financing in the construction industry, credit
institutions monitor operating figures like the equity ratio very closely. Depending on the
assessment of the particular credit institution of the particular equity ratio situation, interest
rates can go up or down. The higher the equity ratio, the lower the interest rates. In the
studied organisation, with an annual sales of approx. 100 million € - therefore monthly sales
of approx. 8.33 million € - and two months of pre-financing, only one percent interest rate
change equals approx. 166,667 € of higher respectively lower costs per year. In general,
construction company managers should always focus on ensuring the liquidity of the
company. It is possible that several large lawsuits related with 1 million € amount in
controversy each occur within a short period of time. If that happens, the pre-financing
related to these lawsuits comes in addition to the regular pre-financing during the operational
business. Those situations can easily lead to liquidity shortages even though the business of
the affected construction company runs well. Several concurrent lawsuits with customers
were observed in the studied company. The total sum of all lawsuits together frequently
superseded 5 million €.
There are other disadvantages that can arise from a high pre-financing situation. Several
cases occurred in the studied company, in which the responsible PM did not measure up all
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works conducted on a particular construction site, but was already busy with the subsequent
site. In this context, expert A7 mentioned: “If PMs do not measure up all our conducted works
in time, there is always the risk that they forget certain details. Those details can be
additional works conducted in a neighbouring building of the construction site, scheduled
works that can be billed in working hours additionally to the contractually agreed works or
further agreements that were made on site.” In general, according to the experts, it is always
dangerous not to bill the conducted works in time. There are customers who do not think
long-term and do not seek a lasting business relationship with the particular construction
company. Those types of customers know exactly that the higher the amount of money that
was pre-financed by the construction company, the more this company depends on the
payment of the particular invoice. In this context, several cases could be observed in the
studied organisation, in which customers tried to put the company under pressure. These
customers wanted to pressure the company into accepting lower invoice amounts under the
threat of not receiving any money at all. In this context, participant B1 mentioned “the higher
the construction site-related pre-financing, the more vulnerable we are to customer attacks.”
Of course there are also quite ordinary customer-related reasons for a timely billing of
conducted construction work. Many customers need the incoming invoices in time in order to
be able to generate their monthly balances. Fixed annual budgets for construction works can
be another motive for customers to demand timely billing. Industry customers in particular
often have fixed annual budgets for construction works. If this budget has not been reached
by the end of a business year, customer representatives might want the construction
companies to bill their works as soon as possible in order to be able to still account the
particular construction company invoices to the old business year. In this context, participant
B6 stated that “for many customers, a timely billing is part of a professional conduct of
orders. If they have to wait several months for the invoice, they might have issues, because
their responsible employees might not remember the details and therefore have to spend
more time to verify the invoice.”
To sum up we can say that all affected stakeholders benefit from a timely billing. The only
exceptions are customers who do not intend to pay the construction company invoice for
self-created reasons and credit institutions because of higher interest rates.
Another possibility to save the company liquidity is to negotiate advanced payments during
the contract negotiations. Many customers agree to advanced payments as they usually
come with discounts. This is possible because most interest rates for construction companies
towards credit institutions are higher than those of the customers who often are big global
enterprises or real estate investors. The banks take their businesses to be safer than the
construction company businesses.
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Identification / realisation of addendum potentials
The identification of addendum potentials on the one hand and their realisation on
construction sites on the other are further major critical factors according to numerous
interviewees.
In the construction industry, the situation with regard to price calculation is different from
most other industries. Often, construction companies have to calculate extremely low prices sometimes not even covering their fixed costs - in their quotes to have realistic chances to
get orders. Therefore, according to various experts, it is crucial to have PMs or CMs that are
able to identify addendum potentials on the sites and, no less important, to turn the identified
potentials into concrete addendums as well. Only with skilled staff on site, construction
companies are able to improve their margins during the construction phase. The process of
identifying and realising addendum potentials already begins during the price calculation.
The employee who is responsible for the price calculation, mostly the BM, must have the
ability, according to the experts, to identify addendum potentials before the actual
construction begins. Only highly experienced BMs and CMs are able to identify those
potentials in a customer request.
According to various experts, there are generally two different types of addendums in the
construction industry. The first type emerges from mistakes in the customer’s quotation
requests. For instance, the customer simply forgets to mention certain works in the
specifications. A highly experienced BM is able to identify this type of addendum directly in
the price calculation process. Once such an addendum potential is identified, the BM is able
to calculate the prices in the quotation request lower to get the order. In this case, that is not
an issue, as he already knows that there will be addendums with usually higher margins
during the later construction phase. The second opportunity to identify an addendum that
emerges on site. There are special factors that influence the work flow on site that cannot be
known or calculated by the customer or the company BM in advance. For instance, the
construction company renovates a customer’s top manager office and shortly after the
renovation commences that top manager realises that he does not like the selected type of
ceiling panels and as a result of it, the construction company - deviating from the original
contract - has to order and install new ceiling panels. This is a classic example of an
addendum that emerges on site. In both mentioned cases, it is the responsible PM’s job to
communicate to the customer that additional costs will occur, as the newly required works
were not part of the original contract.
The analysis of commercial documents, which also include the individual internal order
announcements prior to the particular construction phases, discloses that especially the
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economically successful branches manage to improve the margins during the construction
phases. In this context, participant A7 mentioned that he instructs the PMs in his branch
each week during the branch staff meeting that “ there is not such a thing as a site without
addendums.“ It is the expert’s opinion that that it is one of the major tasks of the PMs,
respectively the CMs on smaller sites, to improve the construction site margins by identifying
and realising addendums. He expects from his PMs and CMs to realise addendums on every
single site. The analysis of commercial documents illustrates that especially this expert’s
branch generates extremely high margins.
In everyday work, the identification and realisation of addendums bring numerous unpleasant
conversations and meetings between responsible PMs and customer representatives.
Mostly, customers are not willing to accept that a certain position is not covered by the main
contract that was negotiated before. Each addendum means additional costs for the
particular customer. Therefore, it is crucial that PMs are personally skilled and able to find
the right words in these meetings. In addition, it is important that the responsible PMs always
behave honestly towards the customers and their representatives. Only real addendums
should be registered and invoiced separately. Otherwise, there is the risk that customers feel
cheated and do not commission the particular construction company again. In general, the
customer’s behaviour in case of addendums is a major criterion with regard to the choice of
the right regular customers mention before.
In the studied organisation, there were many cases where the once calculated margin could
be improved greatly by the responsible PMs through the realisation of available addendum
potential. One case will be discussed in the following in detail. In 2009, a branch could
acquire a large order. After the contract negotiations, the order value was approx. 900,000 €
and the margin was approx. 11%, which is 99,000 €. The fixed costs, consisting of the
branch employees in the office and the costs of the head office were approx. 15% of the
sales. After the contract negotiations, the remaining margin was too low to even cover the
company fixed costs and would have meant a commercial loss of 4%. As the customer and
the customer representatives were well-known and assessed as fair partners by the
responsible BM and in order to prevent a competitor from getting the contract and getting in
close contact with this customer, the decision was made to accept the order nevertheless.
Due to a professional construction management on site, numerous addendums could be
identified and realised. In the end, there were twelve addendums in addition to the main
contract. Almost 1,7 million € could be billed and the margin was 33%, which is 561,000 €.
After deduction of all fixed costs, there was still 18%, which is 306,000 € in profit left. This
example illustrates the strong impact that a professional addendum management by the
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responsible PMs and CMs can have on the site margins and therefore on the branch and
company profits.
In this context, interviewee A1 mentioned: “If we could only manage to improve every
construction site margin by 2%, the effect for a branch with 5 million € annual sales would be
100,000 €, for the entire company, even approx. 2 million € per year. That is why I always
remind my PMs to identify and realise addendums on every site.” In this context, participant
B1 added: “As a construction company, we do not have many possibilities to improve our
margins. Therefore, we have to make use of the few we have available.”
Right PM to right customer / construction site
A sustainable business is usually affected by psychological or personal factors as well.
According to many experts, not every PM can be a perfect match for every type of customer.
Depending on the type of customer, the entire everyday working atmosphere on a
construction site can be quite different from project to project. In this context, interviewee A2
mentioned: “The working atmosphere in an executive suite of a large enterprise is completely
different from the working atmosphere in the production halls of an industry customer.”
Therefore, for each type of customer and even for each type of construction site, the
responsible BM has to think about the choice for the suitable PM. The chosen PM should
always be able to adapt well to the working atmosphere on site.
Apart from the working atmosphere, which is influenced by the site environment, personal
factors also play a role. The main factor here is the customer’s everyday contact person on
site. The BM has to know what type of character this person has. In this context, participant
B6 stated: “We have to take into account the customer contact person’s age, experience,
sense of humour, private interests, hobbies, and what he considers to be most important on
the construction sites. One contact person focuses more on the schedule, another one more
on the quality of the works, and the third one is happy as long as the construction site is
clean. Some always expect a written correspondence, for others the verbal communication
on site is sufficient.” According to the expert, the goal is to create conditions in which the
customer’s contact person on site and the responsible PM understand each other well and
develop a good personal connection. Participant A3 added: “If the personal factor on site
works, all everyday issues on the construction site can be managed. Ideally, many problems
remain on site and can be handled locally.” In those cases, according to many experts, the
probability that bigger issues or even lawsuits arise is pretty low.
In the studied organisation, numerous cases could be observed that illustrate the importance
of a good personal interaction. Two cases shall be described here in detail. A long-term
customer of the car manufacturer industry worked with a certain PM for a long period of time.
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The annual sales were approx. 1.5 million €, the generated margin approx. 15%, which is
225,000 €. Using full-cost pricing, there was no profit remaining, as the total fixed costs of the
studied organisation were approx. 15% of sales. When the responsible BM retired, the new
BM decided to change the PM on the mentioned site, because it was his opinion that the
formerly responsible PM was not a perfect fit with the regular customer’s contact person on
site on a personal level. Only one business year later, the annual sales had increased to 2
million €. In addition, the margin increased to approx. 25%, which is 500,000 €. The decision
to replace the responsible PM had been mainly based on personal impressions by the new
BM and led to 275,000 € higher annual margins. As this could be observed five business
years ago, the improvement of company’s profits is approx. 1.375m € so far.
Another case could be observed, when a highly experienced PM retired. His main
responsibility had been to interact with a regular customer of the energy providing industry.
His task was to supervise industrial insulations works at the customer’s power plant boilers,
pipings around these boilers, and large air ducts. He had worked with the same contact
persons on the side of the customer for many years. It was well known that customer and the
construction company representatives collaborated extremely well on this site. The annual
sales were always approx. 2 million €. The generated margin was approx. 20%, which is
400,000 €. After the PM retired, the situation on site changed. A very young PM, much
younger than the customer’s contact persons, took over on that site and started to supervise
the industrial insulation works and took over the communication with the customer’s
representatives. No other factor on that site changed. Unfortunately, what used to be a welloiled collaboration started to become a locking of horns. Criteria that were important for the
customer’s representatives - e.g. a clean site every night - were not taken into account
sufficiantly by the new PM. The dissatisfied customer’s representatives reacted with the
creation of issues in everyday work. For instance, measurements of conducted works were
not reviewed in time or minor deficits were officially protocolled in writing. There was no
impact on the annual sales, as the studied company was the only supplier of industrial
insulation on that site. The sales remained approx. 2 million €. However, due to several
everyday issues on site, the margin fell to 12%, which is 240,000 €. This means that the
particular site’s margin has lowered by 160,000 € p. a. After 1.5 years, the new PM was
replaced and transferred to another construction site. On this new site, the PM performed
very well and was responsible for good margins there. This case illustrates that a weak
performance of a PM on a site does not necessarily mean that he is bad at his job. What it
means is that the working atmosphere and the personal relationships on every site play a
crucial role and have a big impact on the profits of the construction company.
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In this context, interviewee A3 mentioned that “once a PM has reached a certain age, his
personal soft skills can only be developed in a very limited way.” According to this expert, it is
of crucial importance for the career of a PM, that his personal skills are sufficiently developed
and that he remains sensitive regarding this part of his job. The PM in the second case
mentioned before was not attentive enough when it came to the development of his soft skills
and when he was on site, his main focus were the hard technical facts.
This CSF illustrates that both hard and soft skills are required. PMs should have the ability to
adjust to the particular type of customer that they work with. The more this ability is
developed, the more flexible he will be able to react to new branch customers and the more
useful this PM will be for the BM.
Compliance with norms, technical specifications, and schedules
As mentioned before, compliance with norms, technical specifications, and customer
schedules is part of the professional conduct of construction works. Due to its importance,
these points are listed as an individual CSF as well. According to numerous interviewees, the
PMs’ and CMs’ knowledge concerning valid norms and further technical specifications is a
condition, which will be discussed in the identified staff-related CSFs in detail.
Interviewee B6 mentioned that norms and industry-related technical specifications dictate
what type of material the construction companies and therefore the workers have to use and
how these materials are to be installed. In addition, according to the expert, it is specified
which auxiliary materials - for instance what type of gluten, screws or nails - are allowed as
well as which tools workers have to use under particular circumstances. Numerous cases in
which these norms were not complied with could be observed in the studied organisation. As
these cases tend to have a major impact on the company profits, a number of them are
discussed here in detail.
In 2012, the responsible PM on a large construction site with an order value of approx. 4
million € ordered the wrong type of gluten, which was needed to close the gaps between the
gypsum plasterboards on newly built interior walls. Due to this mistake, the construction
workers used gluten that was not allowed according to the valid technical specifications.
During the entire construction phase, which was several months, this mistake went
unnoticed. It was not until a few years later that problems that could be connected to it arose.
Cracks started to become visible in the joints between the gypsum plasterboards that were
once closed with the wrong type of gluten. In total, this affected several hundred meters of
wall. The former customer contacted the studied company with the demand that the defects
were to be rectified immediately. Fortunately, all the affected interior walls were in the
basement of the building so that the company’s workers had access all the time and
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therefore could conduct the necessary works during the regular working hours. Nevertheless,
this case led to approx. 200,000 € additional costs and a major damage to the company
reputation in that particular region. The affected branch has been shut down in the
meantime.
Also in 2012, the studied company was commissioned with a large housing construction site.
The contract included several types of different construction works and the order value was
about 7 million €. The works that could not be conducted by the company itself - for instance
building shell works, floor tiler works, electrical installation works, roofer works, and building
equipment works - were commissioned to other companies. For the studied company it is
common to commission other companies as subcontractors with the conduct of construction
works. However, these are always works from their own portfolio so there are always BMs
and PMs available who know the commissioned works in detail and are able to intervene, if
mistakes are being made by the subcontractors. In this particular case, however, works were
commissioned to other companies that the studied company itself was unfamiliar with. On
the site in question, the studied company acted like a classic general contractor. Due to the
enormous technical knowledge that was required to supervise several types of construction
works at once, the responsible PMs were overstrained. The consequences were deviations
from the valid technical specifications in several types of work. Some of these deviations
were not discovered until the works were almost finished. Obviously, the customer requested
that all deviations from the valid specifications be rectified, which took almost an entire year.
Many companies that were commissioned with the works were shut down in the meantime.
In addition, the company had to pay fees to the customer, because the single flats could not
be sold as planned. All in all, the deviations from the valid specifications led to additional
costs of more than 1 million €. Afterwards, it was decided by the top management that the
studied company will not act as a general contractor again.
In 2010, on a large power plant site, the studied company did not manage to meet the
customer schedule because the responsible BM and PMs had underestimated the required
manpower. After a short period of time, the operator of the power plant contacted the
company and demanded more workers in order to close the time gap that had opened. As
the company could not provide more workers, the plant operator commissioned workers from
one of the company’s competitors for immediate support. The consequence was that the
studied company had to pay the difference between the once calculated hourly rates of the
own workers and the hourly rates of the commissioned competitors. In total, approx. 450,000
€ of additional costs arose as 150 workers from competitors were used for three months. The
original order value was 6 million €.
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In 2016, the studied company was commissioned with the installation of ceiling panels in an
underground car park owned by the customer. The order value was approx. 100.000 €. After
several months, employees of the customer first noticed screws and later even entire ceiling
panels on the floor of the underground car park. A technical examination disclosed that the
construction workers had used screws that were too short and in addition to that not allowed
in combination with the installed type of ceiling plates. The consequences in this case were
additional costs of approx. 40,000 €, as two workers had to exchange all screws, which took
them almost three months. In relation to the original order value, the scope of this mistake
becomes clear.
The described examples illustrate that even small mistakes with regard to compliance - or in
these cases, non-compliance - with valid technical specifications can lead to enormous
additional costs for a construction company. Moreover, the last case clarifies that this can
occur on sites with a low original order value as well. Interviewee B6 mentioned that issues
related to a non-compliance with technical specifications are especially dangerous, as the
consequences will sometimes take years to become visible. Normally, the period of warranty
in the German construction industry is limited to five years after completion of a construction
site. In cases where construction companies do not comply with the valid specifications, the
period of warranty is extended. According to the expert, that is why construction companies
always have to ensure compliance with all valid specifications at all costs.
Observation of new customers on site
Numerous participants mentioned that the observation of new customers in everyday work
life on the construction site is crucial. This CSF identified is strongly connected to the CSF
right PM to right customer.
According to them, through this observation important characteristics of the new customer
and his representatives (e.g. decision makers) can be identified. In this context, interviewee
A5 stated that it is mainly the PMs’ job to conduct these observations, but especially in the
very beginning of the new business relationship the BM should come on site in order to
observe as well. Furthermore, the expert stated: “If our first measurement, which is the basis
of our first outgoing invoice, is checked by customer representatives on site, I always try to
be on site to check if the particular customer is interested in a long-term business
relationship, or if he just intends to pay as little as possible.” According to the expert, the
control of the first measurement is the first opportunity to assess the customer’s intentions. If
the customer starts a discussion related to this first measurement, further problems will
usually follow.
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According to interviewee C2, the customer’s behavior in everyday work discloses his general
view about the type of business relationship that he intends to have with the studied
company. According to the expert, there are common issues on each construction site. An
example: the construction company workers in a large customer’s production hall need a
crane to support them temporarily. That crane would be operated by the customer and would
help to manage the transport of incoming materials faster. In such cases, there are two
possibilities. The customer could decide to support the construction company workers on
site, which in this case would mean to provide the crane, or he could refuse to provide this
support. The participant mentions that those little everyday issues on a site have a great
meaning that should not be underestimated. Therefore, it is critical that company PMs and
BMs are sensitive with regard to the possibility of customer observation in everyday work life
and also make use of it, as its impact on the company’s economic success is enormous.
In the studied organisation, various cases could be observed in which customers did not
cooperate well with the company PMs. The first opportunity for a detailed observation is, as
already mentioned, during the first measurements control process. The second opportunity is
the customer’s handling of the construction company invoice. The responsible PM should
always control if the customer pays the invoice in time. If not, he should immediately contact
the particular customer and ask for the reasons. In this context, expert A7 mentioned that
there are of course valid reasons why a customer might not be able to pay in time. For
instance, if the construction company made a mistake with regard to the invoice like naming
a wrong invoice recipient. In those cases, the construction company has to reissue the
invoice. However, in practice, many cases could be observed, in which customers did not
pay the company’s invoices for dubious reasons. Some customers simply claimed that they
never received an invoice. Others mentioned that the stated recipient on the invoice was
wrong although it was, indeed, the correct one, or they argue that the mentioned due date for
payment was wrong and therefore payment was not possible. Some types of customers even
chose to wait until the end of the agreed time of payment until they inform the company
about issues they have with the invoice. Another common argument for delayed payments is
an allegedly high number of ill staff members in the customer’s accounting department.
According to the experts, it is crucial to assess each particular situation individually and to
identify the customer’s real intention behind those assertions. The responsible PM must be
able to determine if a customer is not honest and only seeks to save his liquidity and is not
willing to pay the construction company’s invoices.
Another opportunity to identify customers that do not intend to build long-term and honest
business partnerships is during price negotiations related to addendums. Some customers
are not willing to pay for addendums at all, as they have already reached their budget limits
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for the particular site. If the responsible PM detects signals like that, caution is advised.
Usually, these customers will refuse to pay the invoice regarding the addendums. To avoid
issues related to payments, advance payment should be negotiated in those cases.
If it was concluded that a customer is not interested in a long-term business relationship, it is
according to the experts, important to ensure that as much money as possible is paid as
early as possible by this customer, as this customer will only think short-term and not beyond
the end of the currently running construction phase. Once the construction works are under
way, it will be hard for the construction company to receive payments without allowing
discounts or even risking a lawsuit.
However, there are also cases in which customers could be identified as reliable and longterm oriented. There are many customers who will contact the responsible company branch
immediately after the reception of a wrong invoice in order to avoid unnecessary additional
terms of payment. There are many regular customers who have never paid an invoice too
late and many customers who have been working with the company for 20 years and never
had contact to the company legal department, as there were never any legal issues on any
site. I this context, interviewee A7 stated that most of his customer relations have been ongoing for more than ten years. According to the expert, he has always focused on the
customers’ intention to build an honest partnership. The analysis of commercial documents
discloses that especially the economically successful branches have managed to build a
proportion of long-term regular customers and therefore honest partnerships. Due to these
customer partnerships, these branches have managed to run highly profitable businesses,
some of them over decades. According to numerous experts, all these trustful customer
relationships began with detailed observations by the responsible PMs and BMs.
Commercial overview
The commercial overview that company BMs and PMs should have includes the knowledge
of the single itemised costs and how they are composed, single sales, position of accounts,
payments received and future costs and sales of each construction site within the particular
manager’s area of responsibility. According to various interviewees, in this context, the
interaction between the managers and the commercial personnel of the branch is crucial, as
the commercial personnel deals with many figures like current costs and sales on the branch
sites. In addition, the commercial personnel always monitors all customer payments.
The analysis of commercial documents has disclosed how many construction sites an
average manager has to monitor. A BM has to commercially control approx. 100 different
construction sites in a business year. A PM, who has to control the sites commercially, is
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also responsible for the entire technical conduct of the works and therefore for the
supervision of the workers, has to handle approx. 30 different sites during a business year.
In the studied organisation, many observations with regard to the managers’ commercial
overviews could be made. Once a year, shortly before the end of the business year, all BMs
have to join a budget meeting in the head office, where the branch profits are discussed in
detail and the target figures related to fixed costs, margin, and profit for the next business
year are determined. Apart from the BMs, the responsible MD, MA department, and the
company owner take part in these meetings. Especially during the part that deals with the
profit of the business year that comes to an end, the particular BM is able to illustrate his
commercial overview skills. Many BMs could be observed to know their figures in detail while
others seemed to have problems in that regard.
In 2015, the researcher observed a budget meeting where the responsible BM presented
annual sales of approx. 7 million €, a margin of 25%, which is 1.75m €, and a profit after the
deduction of all fixed cost of approx. 700,000 €. The particular BM seemed to know all the
branch internal construction sites in detail. During the meeting there was no detectable
reason to doubt his profit forecast. Several months later, when the new business year had
already started, it became clear that the profit forecast that the BM had communicated in the
budget meeting, did not correspond with the real situation. In the meantime, a lawsuit related
to one customer and his construction site had arisen. The subject of this lawsuit was a debt
claim towards that particular customer, arising to almost 700,000 €. As the outcome of this
lawsuit was still uncertain on the balance sheet day at the end of the business year, the
company had to make provision for this lawsuit in the entire amount in dispute. During the
following business year, the judgment clarified that the customer had to pay the entire
amount to the company. Therefore, over the two affected business years, this case had no
impact on the branch profit. It was just postponed for a business year.
Another case could be observed in 2014. An actually highly experienced BM presented his
profit forecast in the annual budget meeting. According to this forecast, his branch should
generate an annual profit of approx. 400,000 €. A few weeks later, that BM had to correct his
figures, as he had overlooked a subcontractor invoice regarding one construction site in the
amount of approx. 300,000 €. Due to this mistake, the branch result of this business year had
decreased by three-fourths down to 100,000 €.
In another budget meeting, it could be observed that the present BM was not prepared for
the meeting at all and had to call his PMs all the time. The BM did not know any costs- or
sales-related figures. After a short period of time, the meeting was interrupted by the
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responsible MD as it was impossible to develop a solid profit forecast under these
circumstances. One week later, the budget meeting was repeated.
According to many interviewees, due to the high number of different construction sites in
each branch, the development of a sound commercial overview is a full-time process and
several employees have to cooperate. In the case of the studied organisation, these
employees are the PMs who have the most detailed information with regard to the individual
sites as they visit them personally on a regular basis, as well as the commercial personnel as
their main task is to monitor all payments, costs, and sales that relate to the particular
branch, and the BM as he has to control the PMs and to make all decisions that are based
on the commercial figures for this branch.
The individual commercial overview skills of a BM does not have a direct impact on the
company profits, as mistakes that occurred can always be balanced within the following
business year respectively years. Nevertheless, they can affect the relationship that the
company has with credit institutions. The credit institutions expect official business
assessments at least once a quarter. These business assessments are based on the BMs
internal commercial reports. If the BM does not have a clear commercial overview with
regard to his construction sites and their economic situations, the top management cannot
provide meaningful business assessments to the credit institutions. In addition, the company
is required by law to generate profit forecasts that are mostly rather pessimistic than
optimistic. Therefore, according to several experts, the quality of the BM’s commercial
overviews is crucial for the overall company success.
All in all, it could be observed that the BMs that lead economically successful branches are
usually familiar with their costs- and sales-related figures. According to numerous experts, a
clear commercial overview of the business is crucial for most economical decisions. In this
context, interviewee A8 mentioned: “How can a manager make a decision with regard to a
possible hiring of an additional PM, if he does not know his profit and fixed costs situation in
detail? How can a BM conduct price negotiations with a regular customer, if he does not
know the margins generated on the previous sites of this particular customer in detail?”
According to expert A6, all BMs have to act like independent entrepreneurs and each real
entrepreneur should always know his business-related figures in detail.

4.5.4

Staff-related CSFs

In the conducted expert interviews, five short-term (SSFs) and 15 medium-/long-term (MSFs)
staff-related CSFs were identified (Appendix 18) all in all. Figure 23 illustrates the Top 5
(according to entries by participants) staff-related CSFs.
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Figure 23: Top 5 staff-related CSFs (own figure).
Bonuses for PMs and CMs
According to numerous experts, PMs and CMs should receive extra bonuses besides their
regular salary, depending on the margins generated in their particular areas of responsibility.
In the case of a CM, this area of responsibility can even be one particular site only. In this
context, BMs and MDs are not mentioned, as managers at this level usually receive extra
bonuses throughout most industries anyway.
Those bonuses are especially important in a decentralised company as due to the
organisation form, everyday decisions are decentralised, as well. In practice, PMs and CMs
have to make decisions on construction sites that often have a great impact on the site’s
margin and therefore on the company profits as well. Usually, there is no time to contact the
responsible BM, if an everyday decision has to be made. Therefore, in most cases, the PMs
and CMs act alone and have to make the particular decision on their own. This is why,
according to various interviewees, it is crucial to synchronise the managers’ and the
company interests as well as possible. According to them, monetary incentives are an
effective tool to reach this level of synchronisation.
In this context, interviewee B6 mentioned: “Imagine that a CM is on a construction site, which
is far away from his home and family, for several months. Furthermore, the BM, who had
acquired this order, is also far away in his office in the branch building. The MD is in the head
office. The responsible PM visits the site on a weekly basis in order to monitor the progress
of the conducted works. The CM on site is the person who makes all decisions and who
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leads the workers, often more than 30 men and women, on his own. In addition, he is the
contact person for the customer on site in all respects, responsible for the acquisition of the
important addendums and to measure up the entire works conducted which is the basis for
all outgoing invoices related to this particular site. In other words, he is the crucial person for
all tasks that influence the margin that must be generated on this construction site.”
According to several experts, top managers of decentralised construction companies company owner and MDs - do usually not have the possibility to influence the present
operative margins on site and therefore the company profits. In this context, various
interviewees state that PMs and CMs should always be happy, in line with their employer’s
goals and motivated regarding their scope of duties. As, according to the experts, most PMs
and CMs do not work directly to generate company profits, but to feed their families and/or to
allow themselves an attractive private lifestyle, the connection between a PM’s or CM’s
income on the one hand and the company profits on the other hand are significant.
In this context, participant B2 added another factor: “We should not forget that managers in
the construction industry, even on lower levels like the construction site management, get in
contact with large amounts of money. They are responsible for the verification of the
subcontractors’ invoices. At the same time, they work together as a team in everyday work
life. In this context there is the risk that some subcontractors might attempt to bribe the
company construction site managers in order to get higher billing amounts.” In this context, it
is therefore crucial for the company to ensure the loyalty of their managers. The idea is
similar to the idea of motivation mentioned before - a construction company has to
synchronise the managers’ with its own interests.
In the studied organisation, many cases related to the loyalty or motivation of individual
managers could be observed. Some of them are discussed here in detail.
In 2009, a CM did not communicate a large addendum potential on his construction site,
because after several months on site, he just wanted to join his family at home again. Due to
the CM’s behavior, a competitor was commissioned with this addendum that had an order
value of approx. 500,000 €. The margin was approx. 25%, which is 125,000 €. This CM did
not receive extra bonuses beside his regular salary. Therefore, he did not have any personal
advantages related to an additional addendum. The company lost approx. 125,000 € of
profits.
On a construction site in 2012 a CM, who happened to live several hundred kilometres away
from the site, was hired by the responsible BM. It was agreed that the CM would receive a
special bonus related to the site margin. The assumed duration of the works to be conducted
was two months and the original order value was approx. 400,000 € with a calculated margin
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of 18%, which is 72,000 €. No PM was installed, as the responsible BM expected that the
CM would be experienced enough to manage the entire construction site on his own. The
CM was solely responsible for all margin-related decisions. When the construction site was
finished, however, the works had taken up almost an entire year, the total amount that was
invoiced by the company was approx. 2 million € with a margin of 25%, which is 500,000 €.
The CM had managed to increase the generated margin by approx. 428,000 € on his own.
The analysis of the commercial documents discloses that the successful BMs in particular try
to provide extra variable bonuses that depend on the particularly generated margins to their
PMs and CMs. Most PMs in the sustainably profitable branches receive bonuses in addition
to their regular salaries. Many CMs even have agreements that include extra bonuses in
these branches. In contrast, BMs who did not manage to generate profits mostly did not
focus on this type of monetary incentives either. There is a connection between generated
site margins and therefore branch profits on the one hand and extra bonuses for managers
on the other hand.
Related to extra bonuses for PMs and CMs, interviewee B5 mentioned that it is important
that the particular manager knows from the beginning of a new construction site that he will
profit from the generated margin to a certain percentage. According to the expert, this
ensures a high motivation and synchronisation of manager and company interests from the
beginning.
Employee qualifications
According to numerous interviewees, the availability of qualified personnel for all
management levels and of qualified and reliable workers has become a major issue due to
the present skills shortage in Germany.
In this context, participant C1 mentioned: “The construction industry used to have no issues
at all regarding qualified personnel. On the contrary, the supply of qualified workers and
managers at all levels exceeded the need in the construction industry. But today things have
changed. There is a battle between the construction companies for the few remaining
qualified workers and managers on the job market. The issues began ten years ago with a
shortage of construction workers only. This workers gap could be closed through Eastern
European personnel that came to Germany to work here and feed their families at home.”
Even today, most subcontractors that cooperate with the studied organisation are originally
from Poland, Romania or Croatia. The proportion of German subcontractors, according to the
experts, is less than 25%. The expert continued: “But now, all management levels of the
construction industry are affected. An additional problem is now that Eastern European
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workers start to stay in their countries as salaries there have almost reached the German
level. There is no reason for them to come here any more.”
There are several other major issues, according to the interviewees, that contributed to the
present skills shortage as well. The experts mentioned that most young people intend to
study at a university or university of applied sciences. A traditional traineeship like in the
construction industry is not attractive to them anymore. In addition, the entire reputation of
the construction industry regarding, for instance, the working conditions is not good. Young
people associate dirt and hard physical work with that industry. Furthermore, people assume
that the salary of a construction worker or low level manager is low and that working hours in
this industry are extremely long. Various experts explained that the solution of this situation is
a long-term process. According to them, there is no construction company in Germany that
has developed a satisfactory strategy in this context.
Another issue related to the skills shortage was presented by participant A2, who mentioned:
“The number of different talents that managers in the construction industry have to combine
is a further problem. The managers need to have great technical knowledge including
knowledge of numerous norms and specifications, they need to be well educated with regard
to soft skills, personal relationships, legal issues, and they need to be good entrepreneurs
with a wide economical expertise and a well developed risk assessment.” According to the
expert, this type of person is rather rare. And if you should find a person like this, who can
offer all of these qualifications, it is highly unlikely that this person would be interested in
working in the construction industry.
In the studied company, several observations with regard to this critical factor could be
made. The BMs in the company have an average age of almost 55 years. As the average
retirement age in Germany is between 63 and 65 years, most BMs have around nine years
on the job left. It could be observed that in many branches, the BM’s succession is not
organised so far. In several branches there are no PMs below the present BM that will be
able to follow in the footsteps of the present BM for different reasons - for instance, because
of their own age or their lack of abilities. According to interviewee A9, the average job
experience that a PM needs to become a BM is at least 10 years. That means that there are
several branches that will have personnel problems when their current BM retires. The only
possibility will be to acquire external managers as future BM in these branches. Several
cases could be observed already, in which the top management tried to hold older BMs in
the company even though they had reached retirement age. In some cases, the top
management was successful, in some cases not. All in all, according to the participants, this
approach is not a permanent solution.
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This is not just a future problem. It could be observed that even today there are already
numerous cases in which the company was not able to answer particular quotations requests
because there simply was not enough personnel. The biggest problems at this point arise at
CM level. Between 2009 and 2018, numerous quotation requests could not be answered. It
is not possible to calculate the missed profits because of this issue. Most participants
estimated the missed annual sales at approx. 2 million € throughout the entire organisation. If
we assume a common margin of 20%, the lost profits are approx. 400,000 € per year, even
today. According to most experts, the situation will get worse every year and it affects the
entire industry.
Many interviewees made clear that the skills shortage of construction workers can only be
solved swiftly by the development of valuable subcontractor partnerships. At management
levels, according to the participants, it is necessary that employees of competitors are
contacted in order to convince them to change the employer. In this context, a good
reputation as an employer is crucial. Interviewee B4 mentioned related to a short-term
solution of the skills shortage at management level: “The entire package consisting of regular
salary, additional variable bonuses, company car, equipment, team, and company reputation
is crucial. Today, no one changes his employer only for a slightly higher regular salary.”
In this context, the decentralised organisation and the professional HR development
department in the head office play an important role, too. According to the experts, the inhouse collaboration between the central HR development and the BMs in the particular
regions will be important in order to develop an approach that is able to solve the HR
problems. Participant C3 summarised the whole situation: “If the construction companies do
not find an overall solution of the HR problem within the upcoming five years, many
companies will not be able to conduct construction works in the future.”
Employee perspectives, trainings, and recruiting of young employees
An approach that can help to solve the issues arising from the lack of qualified personnel in
the construction industry is the development of own junior employees. According to
numerous interviewees, this approach will not solve the present issues - like the contact to
present competitors’ employees that was mentioned before would - but it is necessary all the
same to improve and stabilise the situation in the future.
In this context, numerous experts stated that future staff from the own ranks that identifies
themselves with their employer can only be developed, if the construction companies
manage to hire a large number of young people today. Related to these young employees,
interviewee B7 stated: “We always have to take into account that a certain proportion of the
young employees will leave the company again for different reasons. Some will discover that
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they do not like the work in the construction industry, others will move to another region.”
Furthermore, according to several experts, there is always a proportion of young employees
that will not meet the company expectations and therefore will have to leave the company.
Participant B7 continued: “If you hire ten young employees today, you will have five reliable
CMs or PMs in five years. Therefore, you have to multiply the actual staff requirements by
two, and in addition take into account that it will take at least five years to train the new
employees.”
Moreover, it could be observed that there are only few young people who are interested in a
professional career in the construction industry. Therefore, according to numerous
interviewees, it is crucial to provide perspectives for the new employees. These new
employees want to know what they can achieve in the construction industry, what money
they will earn, what tasks they will be responsible for, and what position within the company
management they will be able to reach. In this context, participant C1 mentioned: “Today,
young employees think differently from the way we did in the past. They want to know exactly
which opportunities the employer can provide throughout their entire professional careers.
The young generation thinks extremely long-term.” In addition, according to the experts, the
young people that enter the job market today know that the need for workforce exceeds the
present supply. They know exactly how valuable they are for the construction companies.
This, according to various participants, manifests itself in high salary demands, too.
Therefore, companies have to understand that they have to invest into these young people,
even if the particular labour costs exceed the added value for the company in the beginning.
In this context, participant A8 drew as a conclusion: “There really is no alternative to this
approach.”
In the studied organisation, several different approaches could be observed. The central HR
development department visits graduate fairs that specialise in the presentation of
professional career possibilities to young people who just finished school. Mostly, the head of
HR development and a current apprentice of the particular region visit the graduate fairs
together. In this way, they get in contact with young people who have just finished school and
are interested in a professional career in the construction industry. People who are not
interested in the construction industry will not visit the company stand. This way, the studied
company managed to hire several new employees. In addition, the company HR team is
present on several online platforms that are specialised in the mediation between young
people entering the job market, who search for an adequate employer on the one hand, and
companies that search for new young employees on the other hand.
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Furthermore, it could be observed that the head of central HR development regularly visits
graduating classes in schools and presents the career possibilities available in the
construction industry. However, this approach proves to be less successful than the visits of
specialised fairs, as usually only a very small proportion of graduating students is interested
in the construction industry at all.
In this context, the decentralised organisation of the studied company is an advantage. The
fact that there is a central HR development department in the head office enables the BMs to
focus on the important operative business all the time. The strategic and time-consuming
tasks related to the acquisition and hiring of new young employees are taken over by the
experts of the HR development department.
Central HR development has generated possibilities for young employees to combine their
everyday work in the company and academic studies at a technical university or university of
applied sciences. In this context, several partnerships with universities that are specialised in
one of the two large studied company divisions - interior works or industrial insulation - were
founded. In practice, the company’s young employees work as regular employees in the
company for three months. Afterwards the employees go to university for three months.
These two phases are repeated between six and eight times, depending on the particular
chosen course of studies. Usually, all costs connected with the studies are paid by the
studied company. In return, the particular employee has to stay in the company for at least
five years after his studies.
In the studied organisation, it could be observed that there is a risk that, in the branches,
young employees and their particular needs get out of the BMs’ and PMs’ focus due to their
various operative tasks on the construction sites. For this reason, regular personal meetings
in the particular branches were implemented by the central HR development department. For
these meetings, the head of HR development visits all branches at least twice a year in order
to maintain contact with all young employees. In addition, all young employees have the
contact information of the head of HR development and have the possibility to contact him at
all times. In the branches of the studied company it could be observed that most young
employees appreciate this offer. In this context, participant A4 stated that these personal
meetings between the central HR development and the young employees in his area of
responsibility help to hold these young people in the company. He further mentioned:
“Possible problems are dealt with in these meetings. Sometimes, due to the everyday
collaboration between the young employees and myself, they do not have the courage to
address these problems. Therefore, I am happy to have the colleagues from the central HR
development as they act like a buffer.”
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In this context, a case could be observed, where a young employee had personal problems
with a PM in his branch. The HR development recognised this in a personal meeting with this
affected young employee. It was agreed upon that the employee could change to another
branch. He did not have further contact to the PM. As a consequence, this young employee
remained in the studied company and became a reliable PM in his new branch. Without the
central HR development and the possibilities arising out of it, the studied company would
have lost a young and valuable employee.
Working atmosphere and internal feedback culture / transparency
The working atmosphere and the internal feedback culture and transparency with regard to
information were identified as another critical factor. This CSF is strongly connected to the
decentralised organisation of the studied company as well as to the aforementioned
employee motivation.
The decentralised organisation and the distances between the branches that come with it
have the effect that there will not be one homogenous work atmosphere in the company but
different work atmospheres in different branches as well as in the head office. In this context,
interviewee A9 mentioned: “When I visit different branches one after the other, I sometimes
get the feeling that I visit different companies.” According to numerous experts, this situation
is not unproblematic because there is no uniform work atmosphere and therefore no uniform
motivation or overall identification within the company. For the company top management, it
is difficult to establish how the particular situation is in the different branches. Participant B6
stated with regard to this: “If there are only two or three branches with a bad working
atmosphere, there is the risk that the involved BMs talk to each other and a kind of domino
effect is set in motion. All of a sudden, there are several branches with dissatisfied staff and
we are at risk of seeing the staff motivation decline or, even worse, seeing some of our
employees look for a new job.“
In order to minimise these risks, the top management of a decentralised company should
establish the following: an honest internal feedback culture and transparency of information
and decision making. This means that it should be a given that in the entire company
employees are able to talk openly and to give each other honest feedback. In this context,
interviewee B5 stated: “Related to feedback between colleagues there is always the risk that
this feedback, which can be criticism as well, is taken personally. In those cases, a helpful
and unemotional discussion will no longer be possible. Instead, there will be emotional
dispute among the company staff.” According to numerous experts, whenever those
emotional interactions between colleagues occur, there is often the chance that after that
there will be no more feedback given at all.
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If the responsible BM is well trained for interaction on a personal level, there is a realistic
chance of solving such issues immediately in the branch. In this case, according to various
experts, the issues stay within the affected branch and will be solved through personal
meetings with the employees, in which the BM acts as mediator. Through measures like that,
the team spirit can grow and the team can come out even stronger. It is the BM’s job to
understand the personal relationships between the PMs, CMs, and the commercial
personnel within his area of responsibility and to intervene in time, if it is necessary. In
addition, the BM should always encourage his staff to give each other honest feedback, as
this type of communication minimises the risk of personal issues between staff members.
Usually, cases in which the responsible BM solves arising issues in the branch will not be
observed from outside the affected branch at all.
There was one case in the studied organisation where it could be observed that the
responsible BM was unable to cope with personal issues in his team. In 2012, there was a
branch where employee motivation was low due to personal issues at PM level. The bone of
contention in this case was a request for time off by a PM. He wanted to take three weeks off
in a row when the general rule was that a maximum of two weeks in a row was allowed in
order to provide the best service to all customers. The other PMs in the branch felt treated
unfairly. Two of them became rather displeased and lost their motivation and one PM even
ended up leaving the company. Had the responsible BM recognised the issues arising from
his decision to grant the PM’s request for time off, he could have tried to mediate and
therefore solve the problems before they escalated. It is likely that the PM who quit would still
be with the company today, had an honest and sober discussion between the affected
employees taken place. With regard to this case, interviewee B5, who is informed about the
incident, mentioned: “Actually, we cannot afford incidents like that in a time that is marked by
skills shortage.” In this case, the decentralised organisation was part of the problem, too. The
top management had no knowledge of the issue until after the affected PM had handed in his
notice.
In certain branches of the studied company, it could be observed that missing honest internal
feedback can lead to situations where colleagues only talk about each other and no longer to
each other. The decentralised organisation can even worsen this effect, as the top
management - MDs or company owner - often take notice of an issue too late and cannot act
as a mediator also because it is located too far away from the affected branch. When in
times of conflict, a branch is left to its own devices like that, a kind of momentum can occur,
that will increase the conflict even more.
The top management of a decentralised organisation should also, according to various
experts, always ensure transparency with regard to information and decision making. In this
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context, interviewee A8 mentioned: “There are few factors that influence the personnel
motivation of a branch as negatively as missing transparency of the top-down information
flow regarding decisions that were made by the top management.” Again, the decentralised
organisation of the company plays an important role, as the staff in the branches depends on
regular information because of the long distances between branches and the top
management in the head office. It could be observed that personnel in the branch offices lost
motivation due to missing information about top management decisions. For the staff, not
being informed is equal to not being seen or valued by the top management.
In 2016, for instance, it could be observed that the top management decision not to pay any
Christmas bonuses was met with very little understanding among the staff members. The
issue was not so much the decision itself. However, the announcement of the decision by the
top management came very late, in November, and people felt alienated and disrespected by
the top management. The late and sparse communication by the management leads to a
long-lasting damage of staff motivation.
Training of apprentices
The permanent training of apprentices in all branches of a decentralised construction
company is an important factor according to numerous interviewees. This CSF is connected
to perspectives and opportunities for the trainees, for trainings in general and for the
recruiting of young employees. It focuses mainly on the development of the future workers
and CMs of the company. In this context, participant A9 mentioned: “The need for own
construction workers will increase, as the development on the subcontractors market is very
uncertain from what we know today”. According to various experts, the fact that more and
more Eastern European workers stay in their own countries could mean that the need for
own workers will increase in the near future. With regard to this situation, interviewee A7
mentioned: “Today, about 75% of our works are carried out by subcontractors. If there will
not be enough external subcontractors in the future, who will carry out our construction
works?” According to the experts, there will be an increasing demand for construction
workers in the future, apart from the need for PMs and BMs that was discussed above.
The difference between the need for construction workers on the one hand and the need for
PMs and BMs on the other is, according to the experts, that as far as the need for workers is
concerned the construction companies depend on the developments on the subcontractors
market. This means that the companies are not able to solve these issues on their own. In
this context, interviewee A6 mentioned: “Nobody knows what will happen regarding the
availability of external workers in the future. This is an external factor that we have little
influence on.” Most experts stated that there are two main possibilities. The first one is a
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broad price increase for the use of subcontractors. This would not be a big issue for German
construction companies as this would affect all companies in the same way and would
therefore lead to higher selling prices to their customers. The second and, for the studied
organisation, more dangerous possibility is that most subcontractors would indeed prefer to
stay and work in their home countries, as the price levels there will have caught up with
German standards because of the enormous need for workers in these markets. In this
context, several experts explained that even today the Polish, which is the major country of
origin of the subcontractors’ personnel in Germany, and German price levels, are almost the
same, if the external costs for accommodation and food for the workers in Germany are
taken into account. According to the experts, the gap between the Polish and German price
levels of construction works becomes smaller and smaller. This second possibility would lead
to major problems for the studied organisation and the entire German construction industry. If
the external construction workers, provided by the mostly Eastern European subcontractors,
stay and work at home, there are in fact not enough workers left to take on the jobs for the
customers. According to numerous interviewees, nobody is able to say if or when this
situation might occur. In this context, participant A2 mentioned: “With regard to the
threatening worker shortage, one thing should be quite clear to all affected companies: there
is no time to lose.” The sooner a construction company finds a workable approach and
therefore permanent solutions for this issue, the better.
According to most experts, seeking contact to workers, who work for competitors, is not an
alternative for the current use of subcontractors and will not be sufficient to close the gap.
Most of them have been working for their employers for a long time and have a strong
identification with those employers and are usually quite happy with their current situation. In
addition to that, the German employment laws provide numerous advantages for workers,
who stay with their company for a long time. If a worker considered a change of employer at
all, then only under the condition of extremely high hourly wages that would be difficult to
earn for the new employer. Consequently, according to the experts, the only possible
solution for closing the manpower gap permanently is the continuous training of own
apprentices.
Related to this, it could be observed that the studied organisation has focused on young
people who were suggested by the regional employment offices in the past. According to the
experts, this approach was not very successful. In this context, participant B2 mentioned:
“We had to learn that most young people that were suggested by the local employment office
were not motivated at all. Some of them did not even show up to start the apprenticeship in
the first place. Others were unreliable or obviously not interested in the work.” According to
the expert, the construction companies have to find ways to identify young and motivated
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people, who are genuinely interested in an apprenticeship in the construction industry. In
contrast to the young students who were hired to become the future PMs or BMs, which was
mentioned before, the apprentices in the construction industry do not focus as much on the
future perspectives of their jobs. The young people know that they will in all likelihood stay on
site after their apprenticeship is finished. For them, according to most experts, the focus lies
on having a safe job and a safe income afterwards. The decentralised organisation of
companies with a central HR development department offers great advantages in this regard,
compared to centralised ones. Decentralised companies can identify suitable candidates for
apprenticeships better and therefore secure their own future better, because the branch
managers are not left with the task. They are able to focus on their actual everyday
responsibilities regarding their customers and construction sites while the time-consuming
tasks connected with the search for and hiring of new young apprentices are taken over by
the HR development experts in the head office.
Ever since the company realised that the support by the employment offices would not lead
to lasting solutions, the central HR development department has developed strategies of its
own for the acquisition of young apprentices in order to be more independent from
subcontractors in the future. Those strategies are quite similar to the ones which are used on
the lookout for students and future PMs and BMs that were mentioned before.

4.5.5

Decentralised organisation-related CSFs

From the conducted expert interviews, four short-term (SSFs) and seven medium-/long-term
(MSFs) decentralised organisation-related CSFs were identified (Appendix 19) all together.
Figure 24 illustrates the Top 5 (according to entries by participants) decentralised
organisation-related CSFs.
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Figure 24: Top 5 decentralised organisation-related CSFs (own figure).
The behaviour of the head office towards subcontractors
The behavior of the head office towards subcontractors of the company is another critical
factor that was identified. For several reasons, e.g. the payments or workers’ health
insurance proofs, there is direct contact between the subcontractors and the administration
departments in the head office on a regular basis.
According to numerous participants, the employees in the head office often do not realise
how important the subcontractors are for the studied company. In this context, interviewee
A8 mentioned: “There are situations, where the communication of the financial accounting
department with our subcontractors can only be described as arrogant. Sometimes, the
subcontractors are being treated like opponents rather than like partners.” According to
several experts, the administrative departments should rather act as service providers who
support the actual business which takes place in the branches and on the construction sites.
In this context, it could be observed that due to its decentralised organisation, there is the
risk that two opposing parties develop within the company. On the one hand the purely
commercial employees in the administrative departments who focus on the correct
accounting of all bills and receipts related to the construction sites and on the other hand the
more technical employees who supervise the works on the sites, are the direct service
partners of the company customers and are in contact with all of the external stakeholders of
the company like subcontractors, material suppliers and customers. Of course the correct
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accounting of all bills and receipts is necessary and required by law. However, according to
several experts, this must not happen at the expense of the subcontractors.
For a better understanding of this matter, one example that has had a great impact on the
everyday work and therefore on the success of the company is discussed here in detail.
According to the participants, most subcontractors depend on fast payments, as they have to
pay their works, rents, tax, and several other incoming invoices. Usually it is agreed between
the subcontractors and the studied company that the subcontractor invoices are paid within
14 days and that the studied company is allowed to draw a cash discount within this period of
time. If the responsible PMs do not manage to check the particular subcontractor invoice in
this period, the company may pay the particular invoice net within 30 days. In most cases
though, the subcontractor does not have the time to wait the full 30 days for the payment
because of his own expenses. Quite often, if the subcontractor realises that the studied
company has not paid within the first 14 days, he would call the financial accounting
department and would ask the person in charge for a payment before the deadline of 30
days. In many cases, according to the interviewees, the responsible employee would deny
that request categorically with reference to the written contract that says 14 days inclusive
cash discount respectively 30 days net. The position the financial accounting department
choses to take regularly leads to liquidity squeezes for the subcontractor as he will not be
able to pay his salaries and incoming invoices. The consequences from this might even be
that the subcontractor’s workers on site will not receive their wages in time, which then in
turn leads to a declining motivation among these workers and damage done to all parties
involved. According to interviewee A2, this even encouraged external workers to leave the
construction site, start working for another subcontractor or to go back home and start
working there. In all three scenarios, the worker in question leaves the site as he has lost his
trust in his employer and in the studied company as a trustful business partner.
Especially with regard to the already mentioned skills and worker shortage on the German
construction market, scenarios like this should, according to various experts, be avoided
under all circumstances. In this context, interviewee B4 mentioned: “The situation is
comparable to the one in most decentralised construction companies: Employees in the head
offices only focus on the factors that they can control. Payments to subcontractors are the
biggest factor here. Employees in the branches usually see the big picture and they carefully
weigh every decision.” With regard to the mentioned example this means that employees in
the branches assess whether an earlier payment to the subcontractor or the saved interest
rates for a later payment to the subcontractor mark the bigger added value for the company.
If we assume an average interest rate for the company’s working capital credits of 5% and a
regular subcontractor invoice with an amount of 10,000 €, the saved interest rate for the
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difference between 14 and 30 days is approx. 20.00 €. Compared to the possible commercial
damage that may occur if one or possibly even several workers leave a construction site, this
is a relatively small amount of money.
In the studied company it could be observed that because of the large distances between
head office and construction sites, the employees in the administrative departments usually
do not have a sense for the critical factors that have a significant effect on the company
success. Often, these employees see their particular area of responsibility and have a hard
time thinking outside the box. This observation was confirmed by various experts during the
interviews.
According to numerous interviewees, the company top management should implement
regulations to minimise or even avoid incidents where administrative employees treat
subcontractors like opponents including the associated consequences mentioned before. For
instance, as several interviewees suggested, the administrative employees could be
instructed by the top management that the financial accounting has to pay a particular
subcontractor earlier than actually agreed upon in the contract, if the responsible BM wants
the financial accounting to do so. Thus, it would be regulated that not every PM is able to
initiate payments to subcontractors that he may personally prefer, and that a superior
manager has to confirm each earlier payment. According to expert A4, this arrangement
would be a momentous solution that all affected stakeholders would benefit from. The
company owner would not have to fear overpayments of the subcontractors as each
payment would have to be approved by the responsible BM beforehand. The subcontractors
would see that the studied company is interested in a trustful partnership and takes their
needs into account, too.
Head office support
According to various interviewees, the company’s head office and therefore the
administrative departments are involved in numerous processes within the studied
organisation. Mainly, there are two types of processes. On the one hand there are the
regular processes between branches and head office like, for instance, the material sourcing
between the central buying department and the affected branch; on the other hand there are
rare processes like the implementation of a new IT tool or new specifications issued by the
top management.
With regard to all possible processes, the head office departments should act as service
providers who support their colleagues in the branches that are responsible for the direct
customer service, conduct of construction works, and contact to subcontractors. If they are
supported by the head office staff in their everyday work, they have more time to focus on
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the important topics within their particular areas of responsibility. As an example for this idea,
the material sourcing process is discussed in detail. According to interviewee A8, the central
buying department in the head office supports the employees in the branch by searching for
the best available external material supplier, by helping with the associated price
negotiations, and by organising the delivery to the particular construction site in time. From
the branch perspective, the entire process is outsourced to the head office. The only job of
the responsible PM in the branch is to list the correct materials that are needed on the
construction site. In addition, the central buying department also announces if there are new
and better materials available, which could be cheaper or of better technical characteristics
than the actual requested one. By doing so, a lot of capacities within the studied company
are saved. In the central buying department, all technical knowledge is bundled - knowledge
that takes a long time to acquire - and all tasks related to material sourcing can be
performed.
Another critical regular process between branches and head office, that could be observed,
is the handling of lawsuits with customers, suppliers or subcontractors. In this case, the legal
department as well as the affected branch are involved. In this context, interviewee A1
stated: “Related to lawsuits, it is crucial that managers outside the legal department make the
decisions.” It could be observed that lawyers often do not see the big picture and tend to not
take into account all factors that have an impact on the company success when it comes to
lawsuits. According to numerous experts, the company lawyers focus on legal issues only.
This means that they figure out what possibilities the applicable laws provide to the studied
company and based on these findings, they make further decisions. With regard to this,
participant A1 mentioned: “Lawyers usually do not take into account the impacts of lawsuits
on existing customer relations. If we save 30,000 € through a lawsuit, but afterwards lose a
customer with an annual sales value of 500,000 € and an operational margin of 20%, which
is 100,000 € per year, we, as a company, did not make a good deal. Not from an economic
perspective.” According to various experts and as it was the case with the afore mentioned
behavior of the head office towards subcontractors, the top management should instruct the
lawyers in the legal department that economic decisions are made by the BMs. Lawyers
should have an advisory function. Not before a defined level of controversy is reached,
according to the experts, should the top management get involved.
Because of the decentralised organisation of the company and the resulting division of
labour, there are specialised experts in all the different departments of the company. For
instance, the employees in the IT department focus on IT issues only. The same goes for
legal issues or everything related to material sourcing. The decentralised organisation
provides numerous advantages, as all required tasks can be performed in a high quality
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manner by specialised experts and during a reasonable amount of time. However, in the
case of, for instance, an implementation of a new IT tool, the IT experts have to take into
account that the employees in the branches do not have their level of expertise. Therefore,
according to the interviewees, they have to organise in-house trainings prior to the official
implementation of the new IT tool. If they neglect to do this, the implementation of a new tool
could overstrain the staff in the branches. The consequence would most likely be chaos over
several weeks that would lead to major additional costs. In the studied company, it could be
observed that the implementation of new price calculation software was not communicated to
the BMs in time. Consequentially, no trainings were planned or at least not a sufficient
number of trainings. Therefore, when the software actually was implemented, most BMs did
not know how to use it. The consequence was that no quotes could be made in the interior
works division for several days. It was estimated that there were around 150 quotes that
could not be made. The costs that arose from this bad internal planning between head office
and branches were estimated at approx. 150,000 €. It was assumed that the total value of
quotes that could not be made was approx. 7.5 million €, with an average hit rate of 10%.
This leads to approx. 750,000 € lost order value including 20% standard operational margin,
which is 150,000 €.
The mentioned examples illustrate that the top management should always try to see the big
picture. It is crucial that an informed decision is made for each process and who should
handle it and make the final decisions. Otherwise, an adverse organisation and failed internal
planning could lead to unnecessary additional costs. It should be the top priority of the
management to avoid those costs and to use the decentralised organisation and the division
of labour to the advantage of the company. In this context, participant B5 mentioned: “Each
single service provided by the head office should be monitored regularly regarding to its
added value for the company and regarding the fixed costs. Based on these findings, the top
management should then decide whether the particular service is still needed, whether it
could be cancelled or whether it should be outsourced to the branches.” According to the
experts, due to new processes and circumstances, the instructions coming from the top
management with regard to the collaboration between head office and branches should be
reviewed on a regular basis. Otherwise, the experts mentioned, there is the risk of
disadvantageous internal proceedings that may cause additional costs.
Trustful relationship between branches and head office
According to various interviewees, a trustful relationship between the branches and the head
office departments is of great importance, especially in decentralised organisations where
the managers of different levels do not meet on a regular basis, In this context, interviewee
A6 mentioned: “The necessary trustful relationship between head office and branches and
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therefore between the different management levels can only be developed, if the company
has a good feedback culture, transparency and a good team spirit.” The afore mentioned big
picture plays an important role in this context, too. Expert B1 stated that although each
employee has a different responsibility in the everyday work, all employees have to keep in
mind that they work together with one mutual aim: the success of the company. He further
mentioned: “Every single employee has to understand that it is not his own interests or needs
that are most important here. Instead, we all have the same goal: to ensure lasting success
for the company.”
Numerous cases could be observed in the studied company that illustrate the dynamics that
can be set in motion by a bad atmosphere brought on by individual employees, if a trustful
relationship was not developed before. According to the experts, the decentralised
organisation even enhances this effect. For this reason, top managers in decentralised
companies should always be aware of the risks and focus on their limitation respectively their
avoidance. Four processes that need particular attention in this regard and that also have a
psychological component are discussed here in detail.
Disagreements between the legal department in the head office and the BMs in the branches
related to different issues connected with customers or subcontractors are a regular
occurrence in the company. The main expertise of the legal department is a very detailed
knowledge about the company’s possibilities with regard to the current legislation. The
responsible BM, however, takes into account the particular characteristics of a customer or
the character of the relationship to a subcontractor, as these aspects are his expertise. In
order to generate the greatest possible added value for the company, both parties have to
invest their particular expertise in order to find the best possible solution for the company’s
success. In this context, interviewee A4 mentioned: “It is not about who is right or who has
contributed more to the particular solution. Lawyers on the one hand and managers on the
other hand have to focus on the company’s benefits as a team.” In numerous observed
cases, the desired collaboration of legal department and affected branch was not detectable.
Mostly, the search for a useful approach ended in a power struggle between both parties.
Often enough, the focus of the parties was not on the facts, but on their personal interests
and needs. Numerous interviewees confirmed these observations in the conducted expert
interviews.
The second observed process concerns the monthly working hours of the construction
workers. These are documented in the branches. At the end of each month, these
documentations are sent to the central wages accounting in the head office after the
responsible PMs have checked the records. Afterwards, the working hours are accounted to
the particular construction site and the wages are paid to the workers. In the Central Wages
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department, the internal specifications require an additional random check. According to the
experts, this this is meant to be a plausibility check in order to identify possible slips. In the
studied company, however, many cases occurred where these routine random checks have
led to major disputes between the responsible employee in the wage accounting department
on the one hand and the affected PM in a branch on the other hand. Sometimes, even very
small deviations of less than 1 € were criticised by Central Wage accounting and the PM was
asked to correct the wage documentation of the entire month for this worker. Otherwise, it
was stated, wages for this worker could not be paid. In this context, interviewee B5
mentioned: “Those situations are hard to understand for the affected PM, who has to make
decisions on his sites that have a major impact on the company profits.” On the other hand, it
could also be observed that there are PMs in the branches who are not able to take criticism
at all. For them, each query from the wage accounting department is a personal affront. A
more trustful relationship and an understanding for each other’s perspectives could help to
avoid unnecessary conflicts and costs and could therefore contribute to the company profits.
Another internal process that requires a trustful relationship is the material sourcing process
that involves the Central Buying department in the head office and the responsible PM in the
branch. Various cases were observed where mistakes on one site or the other led to
additional costs. Usually, these mistakes are about wrong shipping addresses, delivery
dates, or even wrong materials. According to the internal company regulations, all materials
requests prepared by the PMs and send to the Central Buying department have to be made
in writing. In everyday work, however, this is not always possible, as very often the PMs do
not have the time to prepare a written materials request or simply do not have access to a
computer, as they are on their construction sites for several days in a row. In those cases, a
trustful relationship between the PM and the employee in the Central Buying department
would allow exceptions like a materials request via phone in order to meet the material
requirements on site as quickly as possible. If there is no trust between parties that are
involved in the process, the employee in the Central Buying department will always insist on
a written materials request. Otherwise, in case of a mistake, how would he be able to prove
his innocence? In situations like this, the employee’s focus is no longer on the mutual
company goals. Instead, according to expert A2, his personal goals are more important to
him and the parties involved in such conflicts will sometimes even start to work against each
other.
The fourth process that is discussed here is the entire communication between the
administrative departments in the head office on the one hand and the branch personnel on
the other hand. In the studied organisation it could be observed that often enough employees
do not communicate like partners but with a lot of barely hidden distrust. In this context,
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several experts mentioned that when issues arise that need clarification, they themselves or
their staff try to avoid direct communication with the administrative departments. They have
made the experience that this tends to end up in a mutual placing of blame. Still worse, it is
not only the communication between head office and branches that could be identified as a
problem here, it is also the way employees talk about their colleagues in the branches
respectively in the head office that is problematic. In this context, expert A6 mentioned:
“Mutual distrust between the head office and the branches is a common issue in
decentralised companies throughout the entire construction industry. I observed this in every
company I have worked for.” According to the expert, the reason for this phenomenon are
the different types of employees on both sites: the exclusively commercially versed
employees in the head office who do not leave their offices and therefore do not know about
the issues that may arise on the construction sites, and the exclusively technically versed
and more hands-on employees in the branches who mainly focus on the issues related to the
compliance with technical specifications, acquisition of customers, or issues regarding the
workers and who jump from construction site to construction site all day. Due to their
stressful everyday work, according to the expert, the employees in the branches are used to
improvising and often forget that there are various commercially driven principles that have
also to be complied with. On the other side, there are the commercial employees, who are
used to working very accurately. These differences are the roots for the afore mentioned
mutual distrust that could be observed throughout the entire company.
Most interviewees agreed that these time-consuming and sometimes expensive issues could
be avoided, if the management implemented clear internal specifications regarding the
competences that described the rights and obligations of all departments in detail. In a
second step, the top management should demand as well as work on a trustful working
atmosphere between all employees. Otherwise, the issues between head office and
branches cannot be solved permanently.
Cooperation between branches
Numerous interviewees pointed out that, in addition to the afore mentioned trustful work
relationship between branches and administrative departments, a good cooperation among
the branches is of vital importance as well.
In this context, participant B3 stated: “One part of a good cooperation between the branches
is the mutual support of customers who are affected by an overstrained order situation in
their branch of choice” According to several experts, this is also a very effective way of
compensating peaks and valleys in the branch order books. Through the mutual support of
customers, a branch with a no capacity situation will receive support from another branch
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that currently searches for new orders. Another situation might be that a customer of a
particular branch has a possible construction site that is located in the territory of another
branch. In this case, a good inter-branch collaboration is important, too. If the mutual support
system between the branches was not stable, the customer would be lost to a competitor. In
this case, the BM of the branch that is interesting for the customer and his planned
construction activity depends on the other branch to supply all details and information about
this customer. Only if this flow of information between the branches is active and wellstructured, all parties involved are well briefed and there is a good chance of not losing the
order to the competition securing the sales and the margin for the studied company.
Several cases could be observed in the studied organisation, where a BM informed another
BM about a customer who, at that time. built in the territory of the this BM. Often, the
branches able to keep the customer in the company that way instead of losing him to a
competitor. In 2015, for instance, it could be observed that one BM informed another BM
about a large construction site of one of his regular customers in the other BM’s territory. The
order could be acquired and an order value of approx. 3 million € and a margin of 25%,
which is 750,000 €, could be kept in the company. The basis for this kind of cooperation is a
mutual trust in the skills of the other branches. Unfortunately, it could also be observed that
BMs did not inform other branches about regular customers’ construction sites, as these BMs
did not trust in the skills of the other branch. They feared that issues on the construction site
would encourage the customer to see the studied company as a whole as deficient and
might therefore end the entire business relationship. In this context, interviewee B3
mentioned: “In our branch we had this one case, in which another branch caused issues on a
construction site of one of our regular customers. Afterwards, because of these issues, the
customer ended the business relationship with us. We, as a branch, lost approx. 500,000 €
of annual sales although we had no influence on the procedures on that particular
construction site at all.” The conclusion is that the decentralised organisation offers special
opportunities that only this kind of organisation can offer. However, if there is no basis of trust
between the BMs in the skills of the other branches, these opportunities are not made use of.
According to the experts, instructions by the top management are not very useful here, as
the BMs would rather try to bypass those instructions in order to protect their customers and
therefore the success of their branch then to comply with the instructions. Instead, the top
management should find ways to create and nurture a relationship of mutual trust between
the BMs. This could, of course, be a long-term process, according to numerous participants,
but it is the only viable solution, if the top management intends to make use of the
opportunities offered by a decentralised organisation.
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Another important area of cooperation between branches is cooperation based on the
special technical knowledge of individual branches. It could be observed that several
branches have specialised in particular technical niches. For instance, one branch has
detailed technical knowledge with regard to the production of doors, another branch has
detailed skills regarding luminous ceilings and a third one has experience with the
construction of special raised floors with compartments where the customer can place
electrical cables or other technical equipment. In this context, interviewee A8 mentioned:
“These special technical skills are door openers for the entire company. On their own, they
might not generate large sales. But, if we use these skills smartly, we are able to acquire
additional orders because we have sparked the interest of customers with this kind of special
technical knowledge.” Many experts support this point of view. Several experts named the
issue of mutual trust as crucial as well. Those three put together, good support between the
branches to keep the customer, the development of trustful relationships between the
branches and the combined offering of specialised technical knowledge, are the basis for any
purposeful cooperation.
Another opportunity for support and cooperation between the branches is the acquisition of
external workers. Often, this is necessary during peaks where a shortage of manpower might
occur. A branch needs between 30 and 60 workers in average to achieve the annual target
sales. However, according to the experts, there are periods of time where this need for
workers increases to more than 100 workers. With regard to these peaks, interviewee A6
mentioned: “In times of need for additional manpower, it would be great, if the branches
helped each other out with external workers that are expendable in other branches.”
According to the expert, this is only possible, if the BMs agree to share their subcontractor
contacts with other BMs. As these subcontractors are a delicate issue, as was already
explained above, most BMs are not willing to do this. They fear that the other BMs would
keep these external workers longer than actually agreed upon and if that happens, they
might get problems on their own construction sites.
In this context, participant A8 stated: “If the top management wishes to establish a reliable
cooperation between the branches, it should ensure that the BMs have an incentive to want
to cooperate with other branches in their everyday work.” Several experts share this opinion.
During the interviews they made clear that team spirit and mutual trust are lacking and need
to be developed and practiced by all stakeholders that are involved in the daily processes of
the company.
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Compliance with internal specifications
According to numerous interviewees, the compliance with internal specifications is another
critical factor in decentralised organisations. Those internal specifications, that are usually
defined by an in-house management system, have multiple purposes. In this context, expert
D1 mentioned: “On the one hand, they help to ensure that processes within branches or
between head office and branches are handled in the same way throughout the entire
company, on the other they ensure that certain external specifications - e.g. legal
requirements - are met by the company employees during all steps of the working process.”
Participant A2 stated: “If in a decentralised organisation every employee carried out the
different processes as he or she sees fit, the top management would soon lose track of
things and the results would no doubt be chaotic. A certain standard is needed. A
management system that all employees have to comply with.”
In the studied organisation, several cases could be observed in which compliance or noncompliance with internal specifications had a big influence on the company success.
The internal specifications of the studied company dictate that a branch has to bind a
subcontractor in a written contract before any contract with a customer can be signed by the
responsible BM. Otherwise, according to expert D1, the branch has no planning reliability. In
this context, he mentioned: “If a subcontractor is not reliably bound in time, the company
cannot ensure that the required amount of workers will be available if the construction works
commence. In addition, the branch cannot estimate exactly how expensive these workers will
be. If a subcontractor realises that we do not have bound another subcontractor so far, he
will try to take advantage of that situation and offer high prices to us.” In this context it could
be observed that, in 2014, a branch did not commission a subcontractor before the customer
contract was signed. One week before the construction works were planned to commence,
the responsible BM contacted the MD to communicate that he still had not found a
subcontractor who was willing to agree to the calculated prices. The order value of the
construction site was approx. 2 million €, the margin approx. 20% which is 400,000 €, the
calculated costs for subcontractors approx. 700,000 €, and the amount of necessary workers
approx. 30. The fact that during this time there was a lot of activity on the German
construction market made matters even worse because most subcontractors were fully
booked. Because of this, the responsible BM was not able to find a sufficient number of
external workers. In the end, own workers from the Polish subsidiary company had to be
hired to carry out the construction works. The big disadvantage was that these workers are
paid per working hour and not per unit as external workers are. In addition to that, due to the
very short-term solution, the hourly rates were higher than they would have been in case of
an early commissioning. When the construction work was over after approx. six months, the
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total labour costs had reached more than 1.1 million €. Due to these additional costs, the
entire calculated margin of 400,000 € was equalised.
Another observation that was being made concerned the structure of the in-house job
folders. Each PM has to create a job folder for every order that he is responsible for as soon
as this order is commissioned by the customer. This folder contains all documents that are
important for the particular order - e.g. price calculation, customer contract, contracts with
subcontractors, material requirements forms for the Central Buying department, delivery
notes and technical data sheets of all installed materials - in a certain order. In this context,
participant A9 mentioned: “The folder order ensures that employees, who are not familiar
with the details of a particular order can work on this order, too. Especially, the lawyers who
work with the company legal department depend on the correctness of all order folders.” It
could be observed that especially the technically versed PMs in the branches do not focus on
the correctness of the order folders. Interview C2 stated with regard to this: “If everything
goes right and at the end of the construction process the customer pays our bill, nobody will
care for the job folder. But if something goes wrong and the paperwork and therefore the
lawyers’ work become important, the company success might just depend on this job folder.”
In this context, it could also be observed that even a single missing document in a job folder
can have a great impact on the company profits. In a case observed in 2012, it was forgotten
to file a notice of delay that was written and sent to the customer by the responsible PM at an
early stage of the affected construction site. In the end, the company was not able to keep
the once agreed completion date and the customer decided to sue for compensation. The inhouse lawyer who was responsible for this case did not see a chance to avoid the
contractually agreed fine for late completion and considered accepting it. Just before he did
so, the responsible PM found the notice of delay he had written the previous year. This
notice of delay was proof that it was not the company’s fault that the completion date could
not be kept, but the fault of another construction company that had worked on the
construction site in question prior to the studied company. This single sheet of paper
prevented the company from having to pay a fine of approx. 100,000 €. If the responsible PM
had focused on the correctness and therefore completeness of the order folder, the case
would have been clear from the beginning. Another process, where the regulation by the
management system is of great importance, is the materials procurement that is carried out
by the Central buying department in the head office. The PMs are instructed to inform the
Central Buying department by using the material requirements form. According to the internal
specifications, no branch is allowed to order materials directly from the supplier. In this
context, participant B7 mentioned: “There are numerous reasons why branches are not
allowed to order materials directly. For one, the central buying department gets lower
purchase prices. In addition, this approach avoids situations where a supplier tries to
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influence the company PMs in order to generate higher sales. The employees in the central
buying department are far away from the suppliers and totally neutral in their decisions.”
Nevertheless, various cases could be observed in which PMs did not comply with this
specification and ordered materials directly. The additional costs that arose through this
could not be estimated.
Quick decisions in spite of a decentralised organisation
In all decentralised organisations, situations may occur that make top management
involvement and quick decisions necessary. According to the experts, those quick decisions
are necessary in order to equalise the disadvantages that come with large distances
between the branches, different management levels, construction sites and decision makers.
With regard to top management decisions in decentralised construction companies,
interviewee A9 mentioned: “It is crucial that there is a constant flow of correct information
towards the top management. All CMs and PMs have to comply with the instructions of the
management system related to in-house data processing. Otherwise, the responsible MD is
not able to understand and process the incoming data.” In this context, participant B7 stated:
“With regard to typical everyday situations that make quick decisions necessary, a clear
definition of all terms is crucial. Every employee who is involved needs to know what sales,
itemised costs, labour costs, material costs and operational margin exactly mean. If this is
not the case, managers will not understand each other and there will not be a joint basis for
decision making.” In order to provide such a reasonable basis for decision making to the top
management, the aforementioned compliance with internal specifications is crucial.
Various situations could be observed in the studied organisation that made quick decisions
necessary. The most common situation that makes a quick decision by the top management
necessary is the everyday bidding process. The BMs have an individual limit - usually
between 200,000 € and 1 million € quotation value - up to which they are allowed to make
quotes to the customers on their own. For quotes above that limit, each BM has to contact
the responsible MD and ask for his approval. In this context, interviewee A8 mentioned: “All
BMs have to calculate in the same way so that the MD is able to understand the entire
calculation in a reasonable period of time. If each BM used his own approach, the MD
approval of each quote would take hours and hours.” Several experts mentioned that it is
crucial that the company provide technical capabilities that make the joint work on a quote
via internet possible. With regard to this, interviewee B3 stated: “Usually, the BM uploads the
quote in a particular folder on the in-house server and contacts the MD. Afterwards, both
managers work together online on the quote until the MD is satisfied with the entire quote.
Sometimes even single unit prices are discussed. Only when the MD is completely happy
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with the entire quote, the BM is allowed to send the quote to the customer.” According to the
participants, this quote approval process takes place several times a day. Therefore, it is
critical that the company provides efficient internet capabilities for joint work of the described
kind.
Another situation that demands quick decisions by the top management are periods of time,
where the hit rate of quotes drops below 10% for more than a few weeks. If this occurs, the
BMs depend on a quick decision by the top management, as all BMs have individual
minimum margins - usually between 15 and 23% - below which they are not allowed to
calculate at all. In special cases, the top management needs to decide if the BMs may go
below these minimum margins in their price calculations for a certain period of time to
generate orders and therefore to avoid empty order books. According to numerous experts,
those crucial decisions have to be made by the top management, as they are likely to have
a long-term impact on the company success. According to them, BMs are mainly responsible
for purely operational decisions.
In the studied organisation, it could be observed that BMs often take part in contract
negotiations in their regions on their own, as the high amount of contract negotiations make it
impossible for the MDs to join every single one of them. As many contract negotiations take
a different course than previously planned, it is common that during contract negotiations
decisions by the top management are required. According to expert A8, those decisions may
concern the price, the time schedule, conditions of payment, or the required quality of the
construction works. If the order value to be negotiated exceeds the particular BM’s limit for
any of those reasons, a quick decision by the top management is required.
In addition, it could be observed that in the case of issues between the studied organisation
and customers, it is the BMs’ responsibility to try to negotiate compromises in order to avoid
lawsuits. Those issues can relate to technical defects, outstanding payments, or scheduling.
Often enough, the responsible MD cannot join the particular negotiations. Therefore, the BMs
have to lead these negotiations on their own and contact the responsible MD before final
decisions are being made.
Staff-related issues in decentralised organisations may also require quick decisions.
Because of the high number of branches, the decision makers are not able to take part in
every job interview. Sometimes, decisions need to be made without meeting the particular
candidate in person. In those cases, the top management relies on the opinion of the
managers that took part in the interviews.
All cases have in common that the actual decision makers were not able to develop a
reasonable basis for decision making as they were not present during the particular
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negotiation or job interview. Instead, they depend on the opinion and groundwork of other
managers. For the company success, according to numerous experts, it is critical that every
manager that is involved in a particular process knows what information the decision maker
needs to receive in order to be able to make a reasonable decision. In addition to these
factors caused by the decentralised company organisation, there are also the factors caused
by the fast moving construction industry that increase the need for quick decisions.
Especially in the construction industry, the circumstances that affect necessary decisions
concerning a particular construction site or customer can sometimes change within a short
period of time.

4.6

Possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified

4.6.1

Introduction

This section describes the results regarding the second research question: What are
possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for the needs of the
different management levels?
The management in the studied organisation is divided into the following levels:
1. PMs,
2. BMs, as well as
3. MDs.
In the studied organisation, there are two MDs subordinate to the company owner who is
located in the head office. Both share the responsibility for all company branches. Each
branch is managed by a BM, who is located in the particular branch. In the individual
branches, there are several PMs that are technically and commercially responsible for
multiple sites. On large construction sites there is a CM, who is located on the particular site.
The CSFs that were presented in section 4.5 are now sorted according to the different
management levels of the studied organisation. This sorting process is mainly based on the
findings from the process/meeting observations as well as the semi-structured expert
interviews. A CSF can appear on multiple management levels. Within the individual
management level groups, the CSFs are sorted into different categories: customer-,
construction management-, staff-, and decentralised organisation-related. The priority of the
CSFs within the different categories is based on the rankings identified in the expert
interviews. Due to the large amount of generated data, the Top 5 CSFs of each category and
management level will be explained in detail in this chapter.
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The individual management level groups mark the basis for the different MASs tailored for
the special needs of the different management levels mentioned above. In the end, for each
management level a particular MAS is generated, which covers all CSFs that underlie the
particular goals of this management level. These individual MASs support the managers in
question to focus on the few working areas (their CSFs) that have a strong impact on the
achievements of their particular goals and therefore on the achievements of the overall
company goals. However, the CSFs and associated measurements developed in this thesis
are an addition to the still necessary traditional target-performance comparisons with regard
to sales, margin, fixed costs, and pre-financing. An identified CSF might fit multiple company
goals. In such a case, the particular CSF is assigned to the company goal that fits the
context most. One specific CSF might fit different company goals, depending on the area of
responsibility of this management level. Normally, long-term company goals are the company
owner’s responsibility, as he provides the strategy. But the company’s employed managers
also have an influence on the long-term company goals in their everyday work life. For
instance, to become a first class employer, the BMs and PMs have to respond to employees’
private needs in everyday work life. Therefore, an SSF might fit a medium- or even long-term
company goal. The lines between sort-, medium-, and long-term goals and therefore
between SSFs, MSFs, and LSFs are blurred.
There are connections between the results related to RO2 and the Balanced Scorecardapproach, which is a strategy performance management tool that can be used by managers
to keep track of the execution of activities by the staff within their particular area of
responsibility (similar to the CSFs-approach) and to monitor the consequences arising from
them (Balanced Scorecard Usage Survey, 2018). The Balanced Scorecard-approach takes
into account the points of view of several stakeholders (e.g. customers, staff, contractors,
and finance providers). The illustration of the results related to RO2 is similar. The author
intends to take into account different stakeholders, who are all important for the company’s
success: customers, contractors (here especially subcontractors), staff and HR development,
and the finance providers and company owners’ points of view. This is especially evident in
the higher management levels’ MASs (BMs and MDs), as their area of responsibility is wider
than the one of the lower management levels and therefore takes into account more
stakeholders.
Target values that are determined in the developed MAS will have to be checked in business
practice and adjusted if necessary.

4.6.2

MAS for PMs

In the studied organisation, it could be observed that the area of responsibility of a PM is
complex and multi-layered. The PM is responsible for several construction sites at the same
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time. Therefore, according to interviewee A8, the PM’s job is divided into approx. 50%
working time in the office and 50% working time on the construction sites. Due to this
proximity to the construction sites, the PM’s job mainly consists of operational and therefore
short-term goals that can mainly be divided into customer-related goals, construction
management-related goals, and staff-related goals.
For example, the PM is responsible for the assembly personnel, material and equipment
disposition, subcontractor management on site, as well as the technically and economically
successful completion of the construction sites. Furthermore, the PM advises customers in
all phases of the construction site. This includes coordination of framework conditions, such
as: schedule, terms of payment, type and quantity of scope of work, warranties, and
realisation of all obligations arising from the particular contract. In addition, he ensures the
compliance with all relevant standards, laws, directives, and regulations of his projects. He is
responsible for the prompt invoicing of executed works, the monitoring of incoming payments
and the management of project-related correspondence.
Table 13 illustrates the Top 5 customer-, construction management-, and staff-related CSFs
identified in the PMs’ area of responsibility.
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Table 13: Top 5 CSFs in the PMs’ area of responsibility (own table).
Although the PM’s everyday tasks are mostly operational, he has influence on all short-,
medium-, and long-term company goals (Section 4.3). It is the BM’s task to supervise the
individual achievements of CSFs of the PMs.
Achieving the target sales, margin, and result (short-term company goal)
SSF-01 permanent sales activity
In the studied company it could be observed that the personnel, which is located on site, is
indeed the first and therefore crucial contact for the customers. Within everyday work life, not
the BMs or MDs get in touch with the customers, but the personnel on site: CMs and PMs. In
order to ensure customer satisfaction and therefore future orders, it is crucial that the site
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personnel is aware of this role. Interviewee A8 mentioned in this context: “For our customers,
it is mainly the PMs or even the workers who represent our company." Related to this CSF, it
is not possible to develop a classic performance figure in order to measure the particular
PM’s performance with regard to her/his permanent sales activity. Therefore, in order to still
ensure the achievement of this CSF, the studied company has to conduct regular sales
trainings for the PMs. In these trainings, the PMs learn the basic rules for sales activity, and
even more important, they are made aware of their important role as representatives of their
company and sales staff. This is crucial, as it could be observed that especially technically
oriented staff often fails to understand the importance of the customers. In many cases, it
could be observed that customers were treated in an unprofessional way. For instance, it
could be observed that a PM argued with a customer about a technical problem on a
construction site, instead of technically supporting the customer and trying to acquire an
addendum.
SSF-03 ensuring professional handling of first order (new customer) (professional conduct of
construction works)
Ensuring a technically and economically professional handling of orders - especially the first
orders of new customers - is a further CSFs identified within the PMs’ area of responsibility.
According to interviewee A7, the professional handling of orders includes all processes of the
construction site management, but especially the compliance with current technical norms
and the particular customer’s target schedule. According to the experts, a construction
company should ensure the professional handling of orders through regular technical
trainings for its PMs. In addition, the Top 5 sites (according to order value) should be
indicated in the PM’s MAS incl. order value, current itemised costs, construction time, current
position of accounts, as well as previous incoming payments. Moreover, the Top 5 open
invoices should be indicated. These important commercial figures ensure that the PM is
informed and in the position to act in time, when problems in his/her area of responsibility
appear.
SSF-06 recognising addendum potential at an early stage
The recognition of addendums at an early stage is a further identified CSF. The PMs must be
able to understand the entire schedule of services of a particular construction site. And, even
more importantly according to the experts, they must know which services were forgotten
within the schedule of services and/or which services cannot be conducted in the way that
was planned in the schedule of services. Indeed, this ability is only the basis for the next
CSF: the realisation of addendums.
SSF-07 realising addendums
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According to most interviewees, the realisation of addendums is one of the most important
tasks of a PM. As the present competitive pressure has led to low prices on the construction
market, the realisation of addendums became more important. In this context, participant A7
stated: “The realisation of existing addendum potentials is the only effective opportunity that
construction companies have in order to ensure margins that are sufficient to cover the
existing fixed costs. The present quotation prices are simply not high enough.” According to
the interviewees, another crucial factor related to addendums is the fact that usually
addendums contain a higher margin than the original quotation prices. The PMs’
performance related to this CSF can and should be measured. Therefore, all addendums
acquired by the particular PM have to be documented. The construction company has to
define target figures for the PMs, e.g. each PM has to make additional 10% of sales with
addendums in addition to his actual target sales. In the above mentioned example of 1.5
million € target sales, the PM would be instructed to acquire additional 150,000 € sales
through the realisation of addendums, which would lead to 1.65 million € annual target sales.
SSF-21 the employees’ health
The construction workers on site are crucial for the company success. Due to the shortage of
manpower - especially in the construction industry - a construction company has to ensure
the compliance with work safety regulations at all times. As the PMs are the managers, who
are closest to the workers in everyday work life, they have to take care of the workers’ health.
In addition, it was observed in the studied organisation, that many customers are concerned
about the compliance with work safety regulations, too. The achievement of this CSF can be
measured by a performance figure. The number of work accidents within the particular PM’s
area of responsibility divided by 20,000 working hours. As one construction worker usually
works approx. 2,000 hours per year, the performance figure illustrates the amount of work
accidents in relation to ten workers over an entire year. The company should accept a
maximum of 1 here.
Improving the liquidity position (medium-term company goal)
SSF-13 timely billing
Timely billing is a further identified CSF with a large impact on the operational result.
According to the experts, it is the PM’s job to invoice delivered services as soon as possible,
in order to avoid unnecessary high interest expenses. It could be observed that the sooner a
PM invoices delivered services, the better he can remember all the details on the particular
construction site that is being invoiced. In this context, interviewee B7 stated: “The later the
PM writes the bills, the more services he forgets to invoice.” With regard to this CSF , the
performance figure in the MAS is the amount of pre-financing in days. Each PM has a target
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sales figure - for instance 1.5 million € per business year. The studied company could
instruct all PMs to have to stay below 60 days of pre-financing. In the case of 1.5 million €,
this would mean a maximum of approx. 246,575 € (1.5 m € x (60/365 days)). The calculation
of pre-financing is simple: (all itemised costs plus the surcharge for the calculated margin)
minus all previous incoming payments. The example of 60 days is realistic, as usually the
customer contracts allow only one invoice per month and common terms of payment are
between 14 and 30 days.
SSF-16 close observation of new customers
As the PMs are the managers that spend most of their working hours close to the customers
on the particular construction sites, it is their job to observe (especially new) customers
closely. In the studied organisation, many cases could be observed, in which PMs did not
observe customers closely. According to most participants, problems or even a lawsuit
between a customer and a construction company do not occur out of thin air. Usually, those
issues are the consequences of prior occurrences like quality or schedule issues on site. If
the responsible PM observes the customers respectively their reactions to the particular
problem closely, further issues can be avoided. For example, the PM in question could
approach the customer in order to discuss the problem openly or, in major cases, ask his BM
for help. The PMs have to learn how the standard personal issues on construction sites can
be solved, before further expensive problems or even lawsuits with impacts on the liquidity
position arise. Therefore, a construction company should provide special psychological
trainings for its PMs. A direct performance measurement related to the PMs’ observation of
customers is not possible. In any case, all lawsuits and the responsible PMs should be
documented in order to be able to draw long-term conclusions.
SSF-24 honest internal communication / flow of information
Honest internal communication and therefore a constant flow of important information
towards the responsible BM is another identified CSF. According to the experts, it is crucial
that the PMs do not cover up possible problems on the construction sites. In the studied
decentralised organisation, numerous cases could be observed in which PMs who hid
information caused major lawsuits with big impacts on the company liquidity and operational
result. In this context, interviewee A8 mentioned: “If there is a problem on a site, PMs have to
inform the BM at an early stage. As a team we can solve most problems best. If the PM tries
to solve the problems on his own in order to hide his mistakes, very often the company ends
up losing large amounts of money.” In addition, according to numerous experts, most major
lawsuits with customers could have been avoided, if the responsible PM had informed the
responsible BM immediately. Furthermore, a construction company should provide special
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trainings for the PMs that tackle teamwork issues. In addition, the BMs and MDs have to
remind the PMs again and again that all company managers should work together as a team.
Again, it is not possible to measure the PMs’ performance related to this CSF with a classic
performance figure. However, all issues respectively economical losses due to bad in-house
communication should be documented in order to draw long-term conclusions.
Increasing future profits (medium-term company goal)
SSF-02 permanent contact person for regular customers
Usually, the BM acquires new customers. When the acquisition process as well as the
contract negotiations is over, it is the PM, who has the closest contact with the (new)
customer. According to the interviewees, in the beginning, new customers tend to still contact
the BM in order to discuss everyday issues on site. To relieve the BM, who has to deal with
all customers of the branch, the PM has to take over and to become the regular contact
person. According to participant A8, “contact person” means being available for the particular
customer where- and whenever possible. The customer must get the impression that he gets
the best possible service. The BMs have to remind the PMs on a regular basis that this CSF
is one of the most important tasks as a PM. It is not possible to implement this CSF into the
MAS as a performance figure. Instead, the responsible BM needs to supervise the service
that his PMs provide to the branch customers in detail. These findings have to be part of the
annual appraisal interview between PM on the one hand and BM as well as MD on the other
hand.
SSF-08 development of a good reputation
The development of a good reputation is another identified critical factor. According to
numerous experts, a good reputation as a construction company is founded on the quality of
the work they deliver and on their adherence to schedules. Ensuring these both aspects is
the essence of what a PM’s work is about. It is crucial for the company reputation and
therefore for the future profits that the PMs focus on this CSF. A PM in a construction
company must be well-trained with regard to the company reputation and how to uphold it. A
construction company should also conduct customer surveys on a regular basis in order to
figure out how the customers perceive the company respectively its strengths and
weaknesses. In the analysing process it is important that the customers and responsible PMs
are connected. The rating of the customers should then be presented to the responsible PM,
so that he/she can draw conclusions from it. For example, participant A7 suggested to
provide the ratings of the Top 5 (according to annual sales) customers to each PM.
MSF-24 developing personal relationships to (regular) customers
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representatives on the sites, is another CSF that affects the PMs. In the studied organisation,
it could be observed that branches that have managed to develop those personal
relationships to the customer representatives on site generate much higher profits. The
analysis of the internal commercial documents confirms these observations. The successful
implementation of this CSF in everyday work life is very individual as it depends on many
factors, such as the willingness of the particular customer representative to develop a
personal relationship that goes beyond the actual everyday work on site. The company
should at least ensure attempts to develop personal relationships between its managers and
its customers. In this context, the construction company should expect from its PMs to
conduct a customer event with each of his/her Top 5 (according to annual sales) customers
per year. Such an event could for instance be a joint visit of a sporting event. As a reminder
for the particular PM, these customer events with his/her Top 5 customer representatives
should be part of the PM’s individual MAS.
SSF-09 developing partnerships with subcontractors
The development of partnerships with subcontractors and the acquisition of further
subcontractors is another critical factor. As the PMs are the managers who are in contact
with the subcontractors in everyday work life, they are the major contact persons for the
subcontractors. According to various experts, many subcontractors are looking for long-term
partnerships. They share this interest with the company management. In order to develop
these important partnerships, according to participant A7, a mutually trustful relationship is
crucial. This means, that both parties have to be honest with each other at all times. In the
studied organisation it could be observed that some PMs tried to improve their profits by
shortening the payments to the particular subcontractor. According to the experts, in times of
worker shortage, this is not a practicable way of conducting business. In order to measure
the achievement of this CSF, a construction company should measure the proportion of longterm subcontractors used by the individual PM. In this context, a construction company could
specify, as a reasonable target value, that each PM use at least two-thirds subcontractors
that have been working for the company for three years or more.
Developing successors for BMs, PMs, and CMs (long-term company goal)
SSF-23 responding to the employees’ private needs / support of family and partner
In times of worker shortage, the response to an employee’s private needs is a CSF in
decentralised construction companies. According to the experts, construction companies
have to avoid fluctuations within staff at almost any cost. A PM is responsible for approx. 2-4
CMs and approx. 20 internal and external construction workers in his/her everyday work life.
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Therefore, it is crucial that the PMs understand that the subordinate staff should feel
comfortable in their current position. As the PM is in contact with the CMs and workers
almost all the time, he/she is the manager with the biggest influence on the working
conditions of the CMs and the workers. As it is not possible to measure the performance
related to this CSF directly, a construction company should raise the PMs’ awareness for the
needs of the employees they are responsible for. Moreover, all complaints from the particular
PM’s area of responsibility should be documented. If there are multiple complaints, the
company has to contact the PM in question to find a solution that benefits the company.
MSF-05 offering perspectives to employees
To offer perspectives to the employees is another CSF identified in decentralised
construction companies. According to the experts, most young employees expect
perspectives in their work life. In the studied organisation, many young employees could be
observed who hold a close contact the company HR department in the head office in order to
be well informed about possible career opportunities in the company. In this context, the PM,
too, has to communicate with the young colleagues in his/her area of responsibility on a
regular basis. In addition, he/she has to identify existing potential among the personnel and
communicate this potential to the BM. It is not possible to measure the PMs’ performance
related to this CSF directly. As a reminder, the Top 5 construction workers and CMs in the
particular PM’s area of responsibility incl. their training levels could be documented in the
PM’s MAS.
MSF-11 internal feedback culture
The internal feedback culture is a further important factor in decentralised construction
companies. According to the experts, young employees expect an open communication
within the company and therefore between the different management levels as well. As the
PMs are responsible for the site personnel, they should provide open and honest feedback to
all employees within their particular area of responsibility. In addition, the PMs should
encourage feedback from the site personnel towards their own person. In the studied
organisation it could be observed that especially older managers have problems with regard
to this form of interpersonal openness. A direct measurement of the PMs’ performance
related to this CSF is not possible. A construction company should provide psychological
trainings for its PMs in order to achieve this important CSF.
An exemplary MAS for PMs consisting of classic target-performance comparisons and CSFs
identified is attached to this thesis (Appendix 22). This chart should be provided to the PMs
on a regular basis.
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4.6.3

MAS for BMs

In the studied organisation, it could be observed that the area of responsibility of a BM is
complex and multi-layered. The BM is responsible for the customer acquisition and all
construction sites within his branch at the same time. Therefore, according to interviewee A8,
the BM’s job is divided into approx. 50% working time in the office, approx. 30% working time
with the customer, and approx. 20% working time on the construction sites. The BM’s job
mainly consists of operational/tactical and therefore short-/medium-term goals that can
mainly be divided in customer-related goals on the one hand and staff-related goals on the
other hand. In addition to that, a few construction management-related goals are of
importance as well.
For example, the BM is responsible for the acquisition of new customers and the
development respectively the support of regular customers. He documents customer and
object data and reports to the responsible MD. Furthermore, he is responsible for the price
calculations and the ensuring of bidding on schedule as well as tracking of placed offers. He
is responsible for the conduct and documentation of contract negotiations (price, terms of
payment, schedule, warranties), and the monitoring of customer creditworthiness. In addition,
the cost and result control of each construction site within his area of responsibility is part of
his responsibilities. He also has to deal with all issues related to the branch employees, as
for instance the identification and support of existing potential within his staff.
Table 14 illustrates the Top 5 customer-, staff-, and construction management-related CSFs
identified in the BMs’ area of responsibility.
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Table 14: Top 5 CSFs in the BMs’ area of responsibility (own table).
Although the BM’s everyday tasks are mostly operational and tactical, he has influence on all
short-, medium-, and long-term company goals (Section 4.3). It is the MD’s task to supervise
all CSFs achievements of the BMs.
Achieving target sales, margin, and result (short-term company goal)
SSF-04 market-driven (and customer-driven) price calculations
The price calculations are mostly conducted by the BMs. A market- and customer-driven
price calculation ensures a sufficient order inflow (market-driven) on the one hand and
highest possible margins (customer-driven) on the other hand. Therefore, this CSF marks a
major premise for the economical success of a construction company. BMs should get
regular trainings related to new materials or new ways of installing certain materials in order
to be always up to date about the most efficient installation methods available. The
performance with regard to this CSF can be measured by the so-called hit rate
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(commissioned quotes / total amount of quotes). A common hit rate is approx. 10 %. The
MAS should include a hit rate related to the amount of quotes (100 orders / 500 quotes =
20%) and the overall values in Euros (100,000 € total order value / 800,000 € total quote
value = 12.5 %).
SSF-05 continuous inflow of orders
Ensuring a continuous inflow of orders is one major task in the BM’s area of responsibility. In
this context, according to the experts, the BM has to avoid longer periods of time without
incoming orders as well as periods of time with order peaks. The performance related to this
CSF can be measured. Therefore, the annual target sales are divided by twelve months (e.g.
6 m € annual target sales / 12 months = 500,000 € monthly target order income). The entire
order inflow should be documented in the company and added to the BMs’ MAS as a targetperformance comparison.
SSF-01 permanent sales activity
Another task of the BMs in a decentralised construction company is ensuring permanent
sales activities. While the PMs are responsible for the sales activities connected to existing
customers, the PMs have to discover which companies are potential new customers. Once
these companies are identified, the BM organises a personal meeting with this potential
customer respectively its representatives. In order to be in the position to measure and
analyse the BMs’ performance related to this CSF, a decentralised construction company
should instruct its BMs to create protocols of all personal meetings with potential new
customers. In addition, a total amount of those personal meetings should be determined for
each year between responsible MD and the BMs. The current achievement of the CSF
should then be documented as a target-performance comparison in the BMs’ MAS.
SSF-20 right construction site / customer to right PM
According to the experts, pairing the right PM with a particular construction site is a critical
factor. The personal relationship between a particular PM and a customer is crucial here. A
decentralised construction company should make its BMs aware of the importance of this
CSF on a regular basis. A direct performance measurement is not possible.
SSF-14 good interaction between BM and commercial personnel
Although it is the BM’s job to present the economical figures to the responsible MD, it is
common that the commercial personnel in the branches work on the economical figures like
sales, costs, and margins in everyday life. Nevertheless, once a month when the monthly
result is determined, the BMs have to deal with their economical figures in detail. If the
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collaboration between BM and commercial personnel is a good one, the economical figures
incl. target-performance comparisons that are communicated to the responsible MD are
correct and sound. However, if the particular BM does not focus sufficiently on the
economical figures and the collaboration with his commercial personnel is rocky, it could
happen that the communicated figures are not correct. Cases in which economical figures
that were communicated by a PM are not correct need to be documented. If those cases
occur, a decentralised construction company needs to train the particular manager until
he/she is able to deal with the economical figures in detail. Due to the decentralised
organisation it is crucial that all affected managers understand all economical figures. In the
BMs’ MAS, it should be documented if the last monthly results were correct, or if deviations
could be identified by the central MA department. In addition, the Top 5 sites (according to
order value) should be listed in the BM’s MAS incl. order value, current itemised costs,
construction time, current position of accounts, as well as previous incoming payments.
Moreover, the Top 5 open invoices should be presented. Documenting these important
commercial figures ensures that the BM is informed and in the position to act in time, when
problems in his/her area of responsibility become apparent.
SSF-22 passing risks from customer contract to subcontractors
The BMs are responsible for all contract negotiations involving their branch. If there are risks
in the customer contract, according to the experts, it is his task to pass those risks on
towards the subcontractor contract. In this context, a decentralised construction company
should provide legal trainings for its BMs that focus on contract law. A direct performance
measurement with regard to this CSFS is not possible. Nevertheless, it should be
documented if a BM did not pass those risks on to the subcontractor in order to be able to
draw long-term conclusions.
Improving the liquidity position (medium-term company goal)
MSF-12 internal transparency / clearly formulated and communicated competences
Internal transparency between as well as clearly formulated and communicated
competences of the different management levels is another identified CSF. According to the
experts, internal transparency between the management levels ensures a flow of important
information from the construction sites to the middle and top management of the company. In
addition, several participants mentioned that clear competences lead to quick decisions by
the management. Both might be necessary in order to solve problems on site and therefore
to avoid lawsuits with customers. It is not possible to measure the performance related to this
CSF in an MAS. Instead, the compliance with internal regulations for transparency of each
BM should be topic in the annual appraisal interviews. Furthermore, a decentralised
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construction company should implement clear competences for its PMs, BMs, and MDs
within its management system (catalogue of jobs for the different management levels).
Lawsuits caused by a lack of internal transparency should be documented to be able to draw
long-term conclusions.
Increasing future profits (medium-term company goal)
MSF-24 developing personal relationships with (regular) customers
The development of personal relationships with customers respectively their decision-making
representatives is another CSF that falls into the responsibility of the BMs. In the studied
organisation it could be observed that branches that have managed to develop those
personal relationships to the customers’ decision makers generate much higher profits. The
analysis of the internal commercial documents confirms these observations. Ensuring the
implementation of this CSF in everyday work life is very individual as it depends on many
factors, such as the willingness of the particular customer decision maker to develop such an
interpersonal relationship outside the actual everyday work on site. Therefore, a construction
company should at least ensure attempts to develop personal relationships between its
managers and the customers’ decision makers. In this context, a construction company
should expect from its BMs to conduct a customer event each of his/her Top 5 (according to
annual sales) customer decision makers per year. For instance, such an event could be a
joint visit of a sporting event. As a reminder for each BM, these customer events with his/her
Top 5 decision makers should be part of the BM’s individual MAS.
MSF-10 turning new customers into regular customers
According to most experts, even more important than the acquisition of new customers is
turning new customers into regular, lasting customers. In the studied company it could be
observed that BMs and PMs work hand in hand to achieve this CSF. The PMs try to provide
a high quality service to the customers on site, while the BMs intend to quote attractive prices
to the customers respectively their decision-makers. The performance related to this CSF
can be measured. Part of the MAS should be a performance figure that measures the
proportion of the regular customers in relation to the total amount of customers. In addition,
the proportion of the annual sales conducted with regular customers in relation to the total
annual sales should be documented in the BMs’ MAS. A decentralised construction company
should provide a minimum regular customers proportion. In the studied company it could be
observed that economically successful branches generated at least 50% of their annual
sales with regular customers. Therefore, 50% seems to be a reasonable target value here.
MSF-01 bonuses for PMs and CMs
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So far, according to the experts, it is common in the construction industry that only BMs and
MDs receive bonuses. However, most experts mentioned that construction companies
should provide variable bonuses to its PMs and CMs, too. In the studied organisation it could
be observed that especially the lower management levels ensure the achievement of
numerous operation CSFs within everyday work life. If these managers are not motivated, a
decentralised construction company cannot ensure the important achievements of these
CSFs (e.g. realisation of addendums, compliance of work safety specifications, etc.). This
CSF affects all other identified CSFs and their achievement probabilities. The variable
bonuses - depending on the profits of these particular CMs/PMs - should be documented in
the BMs’ MAS.
MSF-08 team spirit / working atmosphere
As it could be observed that the BMs are the personnel managers in the branches, they have
a great impact on the working atmosphere, the team spirit in the branches and therefore on
the overall staff motivation, too. Although this is a soft CSF, the performance related to this
CSF can be measured. According to the experts, decentralised construction companies
should conduct an annual and anonymous survey for all employees on this topic. The results
should be analysed by the central HR department and be part of the annual appraisal
interview between BMs and MDs.
SSF-09 developing partnerships with subcontractors
In the studied organisation it could be observed that this CSF is mainly part of the PMs’ area
of responsibility in everyday work life. Nevertheless, the subcontractor negotiations are
conducted by the BMs. Like the everyday work on the construction sites between PMs and
subcontractor workers, these negotiations should also be conducted in an atmosphere of
partnership. In order to measure the achievement of this CSF, a construction company
should measure the proportion of long-term subcontractors in the BM’s area of responsibility.
In this context, a construction company could specify a reasonable target value according to
which each BM should use at least two-thirds subcontractors that have been working with the
company for three years or more.
SSF-16 observing new customers closely
The PMs are mainly responsible for the acquisition of new customers. After the acquisition
and the contract negotiations, it is the PM’s task to supervise the construction site. Therefore,
it is usually the PMs who have everyday contact with the customers and therefore the best
opportunity to observe new customers within everyday work life. Nevertheless, a BM should
visit the new customers’ construction sites at the beginning of a new business relationship on
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a regular basis in order to assess the new customer’s behaviour on site. According to the
experts, it is crucial that the manager, who is responsible for possible future contract
negotiations with the particular customer, knows the customer’s preferences on site. This
knowledge puts the BM in the position to focus on the customer’s preferences during the
next contract negotiation. A direct performance measurement related to the BMs’ observation
of customers is not possible. However, the proportion of regular customers is an indicator.
Developing successors for BMs, PMs, and CMs (long-term company goal)
MSF-05 offering perspectives to employees
The BM is the personnel manager of his branch as well. Therefore, it is the BM’s job to offer
perspectives to the staff. A direct performance measurement related to this CSF is not
possible. Instead, a decentralised construction company should ensure that the particular
employee’s perspective and career opportunities are part of the annual appraisal interview.
In addition, the PM should be required to create a protocol of all appraisal interviews and to
provide these protocols to the central HR department in the head office. As a reminder, the
Top 5 workers, CMs, and PMs in the particular BM’s area of responsibility incl. their training
levels could be illustrated in the BM’s MAS.
MSF-06 demanding and promoting responsible work
In order to form CMs and PMs who are able to make decisions on their own and therefore to
work successfully, according to the experts, BMs should demand and promote responsible
work in everyday work life. In this context, interviewee A8 mentioned: “It should be allowed to
make mistakes. Otherwise, the employees are afraid of making decisions on their own.” In
the studied organisation it could be observed that especially technically versed managers
have problems related to this CSF. Therefore, decentralised construction companies should
provide trainings for their BMs that teach the managers how to deal with problems made by
their employees in a reasonable and result-oriented way. According to the experts, the aim
related to this CSF should always be to improve the staff’s abilities to achieve their particular
CSFs. A direct performance measurement is not possible. Instead, this CSF could be part of
the appraisal interview of all employees.
An exemplary MAS for BMs consisting of classic target-performance comparisons and
identified CSFs is attached to this thesis (Appendix 23). This chart should be provided to the
BMs on a regular basis. The BMs have access to the MASs of the PMs within their area of
responsibility, too.
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4.6.4

MAS for MDs

In the studied organisation, it could be observed that the area of responsibility of a MD is
complex and multi-layered. The MD’s main job is the tactical and strategic development of
the branches and its employees in his area of responsibility. In addition, he is responsible for
all issues that may arise in the branches or on the construction sites. Therefore, according to
interviewee B7, the MD’s job is divided into approx. 40% working time in the head office,
approx. 30% working time in the branches, approx. 20% working time with and for the
customer, and approx. 10% working time on the construction sites. The MD’s job mainly
consists of tactical/strategic and therefore medium-/long-term goals that can mainly be
divided in customer-related goals, staff-related goals, and decentralised organisation-related
goals.
Due to the large distances between MDs and customers respectively construction sites, the
MDs’ responsibilities have a more supervisory character. Normally, the MDs only provide a
strategy, or intervene in case of problems related to customers, subcontractors, or issues on
a particular construction site.
Table 15 illustrates the Top 5 customer- staff-, and decentralised organisation-related CSFs
identified in the MDs’ area of responsibility.
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Customer related CSFs

Staff-related CSFs

Decentralised

organisation-related CSFs
SSF-

continuous

MSF- internal feedback

MSF- trust relationship

05

incoming orders

11

07

culture

between branches
and head office

SSF-

permanent sales

MSF- internal transparency /

MSF- supraregional

01

activity

12

22

clearly formulated and

cooperation between
branches

communicated
competences
SSF-

balanced order

MSF- identification with

MSF- to comply with

19

structure

17

20

employer

internal
specifications
(managementsystem)

SSF-

to develop a good

MSF- to demand and

MSF- to optimise

08

reputation

06

18

promote responsible

processes between
branches and head

work

office
SSF-

to develop new

SSF-

honest internal

SSF-

head office’s

30

regular customers

24

communication / flow

32

behaviour towards

of information

subcontractors

Table 15: Top 5 CSFs in the MDs’ area of responsibility (own table).
Although the MD’s everyday tasks are mostly tactical and strategic, he has influence on all
short-, medium-, and long-term company goals (Section 4.3). It is the company owner’s task
to supervise the MD’s achievement of individual CSFs.
Achieving the target sales, margin, and result (short-term company goal)
SSF-05 securing a continuing inflow of orders
According to the interviewees, the supervision of a continuing order inflow in all branches
within the MD’s area of responsibility is a major task for the MD. In order to be in the position
to take action in time, like for instance supporting the BM who is involved in sales or price
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calculations, the MD has to be informed about the branches that deviate from the target
order income figures. Therefore, the MD’s MAS is the incoming orders of the branch.
SSF-19 maintaining a balanced order structure
The supervision of the order structure of all branches is another crucial task for the MD. In
the studied organisation, it could be observed that branches that focus on a few large
construction sites are more at risk to get into economical trouble than branches with a
balanced order structure. Therefore, the order structures of all branches have to be clustered
into certain order value ranges (e.g. 1 - 20,000 €; 20,001 - 100,000 €; 100,001 - 250,000 €;
250,001 - 500,000 €; and 500,001 € and above) and illustrated in the MDs’ MAS. This helps
the MD to get an overview of the individual order structures and to take action if necessary.
SSF-32 the behaviour of the head office towards subcontractors
Due to its great impact on the relationship between the construction company and
subcontractors, the behaviour of the head office towards subcontractors is another CSF
identified in decentralised construction companies. It could be observed that the MDs act as
a link between head office and branches. Therefore, they have the ability to influence the
administrative employees’ behaviour towards subcontractors. A direct performance
measurement related to this CSF is not possible. Nevertheless, all complaints by
subcontractors about the head office should be documented and communicated to the MDs.
If those complaints repeatedly refer to the same administrative department in the head office,
appropriate action needs to be taken.
Improving the liquidity position (medium-term company goal)
MSF-12 internal transparency / clearly formulated and communicated competences
Internal transparency between as well as clearly formulated and communicated
competences of the different management levels is another identified CSF. According to the
experts, internal transparency between the management levels ensures a flow of important
information from the branches to the company top management. It is not possible to measure
the performance related to this CSF in an MAS. However, the MDs in decentralised
construction companies have to focus on the compliance with the required internal
transparency regulations. If PMs or BMs attract attention with intransparent behaviour, the
MDs have to address the persons concerned and make sure that this does not happen
again. Furthermore, a decentralised construction company should implement clear
competences for its PMs, BMs, and MDs within its management system (catalogue of jobs
for the different management levels).
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SSF-24 honest internal communication / flow of information
An honest internal communication and therefore a constant flow of important information
between the different management levels is another identified CSF. According to the experts,
it is the MDs’ job to demand and supervise this honest communication from all PMs and
BMs. Apart from offering teamwork trainings for managers at all levels, a decentralised
construction company should document all issues respectively economical losses due to bad
in-house communication in order to draw long-term conclusions.
Increasing future profits (medium-term company goal)
SSF-01 permanent sales activity
In the studied organisation, it could be observed that MDs monitor whether all branches have
permanent sales activities. According to the experts, the MD needs to know exactly how
often each branch has sales activities and what kind of sales activities it has. Hence, the total
amount of each BM’s new customer appointments should be documented in the MD’s MAS.
In this context, a target-performance comparison (target figure of annual new customer
appointments - real new customer appointments) could be conducted.
SSF-08 developing a good reputation
The development of a good reputation is an identified CSF that greatly influences the future
profits of a decentralised construction company. In this context, interviewee A4 mentioned:
“An effective way to develop the required good reputation, apart from high-quality customer
service, is the regular presence at trade fairs.” Multiple experts recommended determining
trade fairs on which the company should exhibit at the beginning of each business year.
According to them, the BMs then have to visit the particular trade fairs within their region.
The trade fair appearances should be monitored by the responsible MD. Therefore, the
agreed trade fairs appearances should be documented in the MD’s MAS.
SSF-30 developing new regular customers
The development of new customers is another CSF, as a construction company is always at
risk of losing regular customers for numerous reasons. It is mainly the BMs’ job to acquire
these new customers. The MDs, according to the experts, have to monitor this new customer
acquisition. Therefore, the amount of new customers in each branch in relation to the
particular total amount of customers should be part of the MDs’ MAS. In addition, the
proportion of annual sales with new customers should be documented in the MAS, too.
MSF-07 trustful relationships between branches and head office
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The trustful relationship between branches and the departments of the head office is another
critical factor. As the MDs act as a link between the branches and head office, according to
most experts, they should monitor the required level of trust permanently. A direct
performance measurement of this soft CSF is not possible. Instead, anonymous in-house
surveys with regard to the trustful relationship between branches and head office as well as
own experiences and improvement opportunities should be conducted on a yearly basis. The
findings from these surveys should then be translated into action by the company MDs.
MSF-22 superregional cooperation between branches
The superregional cooperation between the branches of a decentralised construction
company is another identified CSF. According to the experts, it is common in decentralised
construction companies that the branches have individual technical specialisations. In order
for the entire company to profit from this specialisation, it is necessary that the branches
cooperate with each other. In the studied organisation, there are branches that are
specialised on luminous ceilings, raised floors, as well as the own production of doors. In
order to be able to monitor the superregional cooperation between branches, the MDs’ MAS
should document the internal turnover of all branches with these specialised branches.
MSF-20 complying with internal specifications
According to the experts, there are internal specifications in decentralised construction
companies that ensure a certain quality of all conducted work processes. The compliance
with these internal specifications is another identified CSF. A direct performance
measurement related to this CSF is not possible. However, all violations of these internal
specifications incl. the involved employees should be documented and communicated to the
responsible MD. In this way, the MDs are in the position to draw necessary conclusions.
MSF-18 optimising processes between branches and head office
The optimisation of the processes between branches and head office is another CSF in
decentralised construction companies. In this context, interviewee A8 mentioned: “The more
efficient and service-orientated these processes are, the better for the economical success of
the company.” As the MDs are the link between head office and branches, they are in the
position to monitor these internal processes and identify possible potential for improvement.
A direct performance measurement related to this CSF is not possible. The MDs have to be
open-minded, as BMs might identify improvement potentials, too. In such a case, it is the
MD’s job to analyse the BM’s idea and possibly to act on it.
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Developing successors for BMs, PMs, and CMs (long-term company goal)
MSF-11 internal feedback culture
The internal feedback culture is a further important factor in decentralised construction
companies. According to the experts, employees expect an open communication within the
company. As the MDs are responsible for all branches, they should provide open and honest
feedback to all employees within their particular area of responsibility. In addition, the MDs
should allow feedback from the BMs and PMs towards themselves. In the studied
organisation it could be observed that especially older managers have problems with this
level of personal openness. A direct measurement of the MDs’ performance related to this
CSF is not possible. A construction company should provide psychological trainings for its
managers in order to achieve this important CSF.
MSF-17 identification with the employer
Like in many industries, the employees’ identification with the employer is another CSF
identified in decentralised construction companies. In the studied organisation, it could be
observed that due to the long distances between the branches, it is difficult to find and
uphold a universal business culture that promotes employees’ identification with their
employer. As the MDs are present in all branches, they are in the position to convey a
business culture to all branches that promotes identification with the company. A direct
performance measurement related to this CSF is not possible. Instead, this topic should be
part of the annual employees’ survey. In his way, the company could learn if and how the
employees identify themselves with the company.
MSF-06 demanding and promoting responsible work
The demand and promotion of responsible work from all employees is another CSF identified
in decentralised construction companies. Due to the long distances between the construction
sites, branches, and therefore managers, cases in which a manager has to work and decide
on her/his own are common. As construction companies have to develop successors for all
management levels, employees should have the opportunity to work on their own and
therefore to make decisions on their own, too. According to the experts, it is the MDs’ duty to
monitor this. A direct performance measurement related to this CSF identified is not possible.
Instead, MDs should analyse the annual appraisal interviews and figure out if the employees
feel that they can work and decide on their own in a reasonable framework.
An exemplary MAS for MDs, consisting of classic target-performance comparisons and
identified CSFs, is attached to this thesis (Appendix 24). This chart should be provided to the
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MDs on a regular basis. The MDs should also have access to the MASs of the BMs and PMs
within their area of responsibility.
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5
5.1

Conclusions

Introduction

In this chapter, the researcher draws conclusions from the findings he generated in this
thesis and provides an overview of the contributions of his study to theoretical knowledge
and business practice. He also points towards the limitations of the research he conducted
and gives an outlook towards possible future research in this field of interest.
All conclusions presented are based on the findings of the thesis (e.g. results from empirical
research). Furthermore, all conclusions were cross-checked by business experts from the
studied organisation as well as a university supervisor.
This chapter is divided into six sections: introduction, contributions to knowledge,
contributions to business practice, limitations, outlook incl. recommendations for future
research, as well as researcher’s reflections related to the study’s influence on his personal
development.

5.2

Contributions to knowledge

5.2.1

Introduction

The conducted literature review identified gaps in the existing specialist literature. Although
numerous studies cover the construction industry, researchers have treated the variables
CSFs, managers’ informational needs and organisation (both centralised and decentralised)
separately, so far. This thesis brought these variables together and created a complete
picture of the CSFs in decentralised construction companies as the basis for the developed
MASs for the different management levels. Therefore, the two research objectives of this
study - 1. to explore the CSFs in decentralised construction companies and 2. to illustrate
possible designs of MASs developed via the CSFs identified and tailored for the needs of the
different management levels - have been addressed. Both research objectives contribute to
the overall aim of this study which is the development of an MAS for decentralised
construction companies.
When looking at the outcome of this thesis, it can be seen that knowledge contributions to
the existing specialist literature related to CSFs on the one hand and MA on the other have
been made. A contribution to Lönngren et al’s (2010) study on success factors for the
implementation of strategic partnerships in the construction industry can be identified in the
fact that the research outcomes of this study focus more on the operative and tactical CSFs
in the construction companies. A successful operative and tactical business usually marks
the basis for strategic partnerships and the necessary mutual trust among cooperating
partners. Moreover, this thesis deals with numerous types of performance measurements in
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decentralised construction companies. This fact can be seen as a contribution to Yang et al’s
(2010) study on performance measurements in the construction industry, as Yang et al did
not take into account the organisation of the studied companies. In general, the fact that the
focus of this thesis is on the organisation of the studied construction company marks a
contribution for numerous conducted research studies (e.g. Kärnä, 2009; Kärnä et al, 2009;
Lim, 2011; Spigarelli et al, 2015).

5.2.2

Customer-related connections

In 2008, Hamdia ascertained that customer satisfaction is a key factor in the success of
construction projects. This factor also played an important role in the findings of this study,
for which reason the CSF SSF-02 permanent contact person for regular customers was
identified.
Kikwasi (2012) illustrated the issues related to customers’ delays in providing payments. In
this context, various experts have reported on late or even no payments of customers. In
order to meet these problems, several CSFs could be identified (e.g. MSF-10 to develop
regular customers from new customers, SSF-13 timely billing).

5.2.3

Construction management-related connections

In 2012, Toor and Ogunlana identified the effective allocation of manpower as the most
critical project-related success factor within the construction company. This study’s results
affirm the findings of Toor et al (2012), as all participants named the development of
partnerships with subcontractors (SSF-09) as the most important CSFs today. Numerous
citations of interviewees relate to this CSF.
Lönngren et al (2010) came to the conclusion that apart from completing a construction
project within a given time frame, it is also crucial for construction companies to ensure that
the allocated resources are sufficient to complete the project without compromising the
quality of work. This is connected to several CSFs identified in this study: SSF-09 to develop
partnerships with subcontractors, SSF-32 head office’s behavior towards subcontractors, and
MSF-03 adequate number of own construction workers. Furthermore, Lönngren et al (2010)
recognised that a poorly planned work might end up taking longer to complete and might
therefore pose more financial threats than initially calculated. According to the researchers,
the better organised a project, the sooner it will also point to any necessary changes of plans
which will enable all persons involved to take quick action and therefore avoid financial
losses. This is strongly connected to the findings of this study, as many participants reported
on issues during the project execution phase and slow reactions of the employees involved
in the particular project. The participants named a swift reaction as a critical factor for
construction companies (SSF-36 quick decisions despite decentralised organisation).
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Bullen et al (1981) observed that some areas of activities within an organisation respectively
on a construction site might become critical for a particular period when something out of the
ordinary occurs (so-called temporary CSFs). This finding is also connected to the CSF SSF09 (to develop partnerships with subcontractors), as many participants reported on
unforeseeable deviations to erection-timetables or new orders that led to a high need of manpower on sites, which cannot be covered by its personal. In this case, sufficient partnerships
to subcontractors are crucial for construction companies. Another connection to the findings
of Bullen et al (1981) is the possible loss of an important long-term regular customer. In such
a case, managers of construction companies need to generate replacements for the former
customer in a short period of time. Such examples illustrate that the findings of Bullen et al
(1981) are still valid. During the conduct of the expert interviews, various examples of events
which were out of the ordinary were given by the interviewees. Therefore, numerous further
CSFs that could be identified throughout the fieldwork are connected to the findings of Bullen
et al (1981).
A study by Mahmood et al (2012) identified that timeliness is an important CSF in the
construction industry, as projects can take years to complete. During the fieldwork of this
study, many interviewees reported on issues related to late completion of construction sites.
In this context, several CSFs that are connected to timeliness could be developed (e.g. SSF16 to observe new customers closely, SSF-25 no routine related to work safety, SSF-31 to
avoid lawsuits with customers). Dursun et al (2016) concluded that predicting the duration for
a construction project at an early stage is a critical issue. This fits to the results of the expert
interviews, as several participants named this as an important habit of successful PMs.
In 1984, Myers came to the conclusion that financial constraints can lead to shortage of
further resources that are required to ensure the success of a construction project. This was
confirmed by several participants of this study (SSF-13 timely billing).
Hubbard (1990) concluded that the success of any project lies with the project management.
This finding is connected to the CSFs SSF-20 right construction site / customer to right PM
as well as MSF-21 well trained staff (PMs, CMs) that could be identified in this study.

5.2.4

Staff-related connections

Toor et al (2008) realised that PMs in the construction industry need to know and understand
the single CSFs (e.g. customer satisfaction, adherence to schedule) of the different stages in
a construction project (e.g. planning, erection) in order to be successful. During the fieldwork,
the researcher could identify several CSFs that are connected to this: MSF-04 regular
training of PMs and CMs, MSF-06 to demand and promote responsible work, MSF-21 well
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trained staff (PMs, CMs), MSF-19 to optimise commercial kills of PMs as well as the more
construction management-related CSF SSF-20 right construction site / customer to right PM.
Metri (2005) and Altayeb et al (2014) examined leadership, process management, and
resource management as three main success factors in the construction industry. Beside
leadership and process/resource management, the researchers identified customer
satisfaction, training of staff, communication, and continuous improvements as important
CSFs in the construction industry. These findings fit to various CSFs that were identified in
this study (e.g. MSF-02 training, MSF-21 employees’ qualifications, SSF-33 head office’s
support on new topics, SSF-24 honest internal communication / flow of information).
In 2016, Tsiga et al recognised that feedback is a critical aspect of communication in the
construction industry as it allows more effective communication. The researchers’ findings
were affirmed by the results of this study, as the development of an internal feedback culture
(MSF-11) was identified as one CSF in decentralised construction companies. The
decentralised organisation of the studied company even strengthens the need for proper
communication.
Further findings of Tsiga et al (2016) were affirmed by this study. For instance, the
researchers recognised that motivation of workers (e.g. MSF-08 team spirit / working
atmosphere, MSF-05 to offer perspectives to employees) is crucial for the success.
Furthermore, they explained that workers who are rewarded for their contribution to a project
often tend to put more effort into their work (e.g. MSF-01 bonuses for PMs and CMs).
In 2009, Khalied et al identified that the financial accountability of the single employees in
construction companies should be monitored closely to ensure no funds are misappropriated
in any way. During the fieldwork of this study, the author recognised these needs as well
(MSF-12 internal transparency / clearly formulated and communicated competences).

5.2.5

Decentralised organisation-related connections

In 2014, Akhavan et al studied the relationship of knowledge strategy and effective decision
making in the construction industry. In this context, the researchers made clear that
construction companies need to ensure that the responsible decision makers obtain the
information that they need to make correct decisions. There are numerous CSFs that could
be identified in this study, which fit to the findings of Akhavan et al (2014) (SSF-24 honest
internal communication / flow of information, MSF-07 trust relationship between branches
and head office, MSF-08 team spirit / working atmosphere). In this context, the findings of
Mahmood et al (2012) are important, as they came to the conclusion that the manner in
which people communicate plays a significant role in businesses. According to the
researchers, junior managers get an opportunity to learn effectively, if senior managers take
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sufficient time to communicate with them. This study’s fieldwork showed that this finding is
even more valid in decentralised organisations, where senior managers in the head office are
in the position to obtain information from experts in the branches or on the sites holding
junior positions.
In 2010, Illner came to the conclusion that the devolution of finances and participation by
lower management (e.g. CMs, PMs) in the decision-making process is critical to the success
of decentralised organisations. This fits in this study’s findings, as several participants asked
for those devolutions (connected to MSF-20 to comply with internal specifications (e.g.
management system)).
According to Akhavan et al (2006), an effective knowledge management including knowledge
strategies, knowledge sharing, training programs, a network of experts, managerial
involvement, and a good organisational culture are crucial for successful construction
companies. This study came to similar results, as the following CSFs could be identified:
MSF-11 internal feedback culture, MSF-08 team spirit / working atmosphere, MSF-12
internal transparency / clearly formulated and communicated competences, MSF-04 regular
training of PMs and CMs (technical, financial), MSF-06 to demand and promote responsible
work, and MSF-22 supraregional cooperation between branches.
In 2001, Kucza identified knowledge sharing of a critical factor related to decentralised
organisations. In this study, the flow of information from the single construction sites to the
managers was also identified as crucial for successful construction industries with
decentralised organisations. Kucza (2001) further concluded that the single branches of
decentralised organisations are often quite detached as they are entities on their own. In
some cases, according to Kucza (2001), this can lead to confusion and to the impression that
a branch may set its goals too independently. The author of this study came to the same
result, as he identified a trust relationship between branches and head office as a CSF
(MSF-07). This also fits to the CSF MSF-20 to comply with internal specifications
(management system) that could be identified in this study.
Further researchers (Dan, 2003; Kucza, 2001; Michael, 2000) focused on the importance of
knowledge sharing within decentralised organisation. The researchers defined knowledge
management as an integrated and systematic approach of information within an
organisation. In this context, this study identified CSF MSF-22 supraregional cooperation
between branches.
In 2009, Okorley et al recognised that it is crucial for decentralised organisations that all
branches are given the same autonomy. If one branch is given more autonomy than the
others, according to the authors, there is the risk of a sinking morale in the departments with
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limited resources. In this context, an important requirement is the willingness of the central
authority (e.g. company owner and MDs) to devolve power to lower management levels (e.g.
BMs) together with a precise definition of duties and responsibilities. The author of this study
came to similar results, as many participants reported on same issues related to different
degrees of autonomy. In this context, the CSFs MSF-07 trust relationship between branches
and head office as well as MSF-20 to comply with internal specifications could be identified.
According to Okorley et al (2009), such a uniform decentralisation cannot be achieved
without a legal framework stating the roles and duties of each authoritative entity within the
organisation. This study’s author identified MSF-20 to comply with internal specifications in
order to meet this requirement.

5.2.6

MA

In 1981, Bullen et al argued that each functional managerial position is associated with a
generic set of CSFs. The author came to the same result, which is why he developed
different MAS designs tailored for the different management levels (PMs, BMs, MDs) of the
studied organisation. During the fieldwork it became clear that the managers of the different
management levels need to focus on different areas and therefore CSFs in order to be
successful in their area of responsibility.
In 2001, Kucza concluded that a decentralised organisation needs to have a baseline
standard that defines the overall goals of the organisation as a means of guiding the
organisation as a whole in a particular direction. In 2015, Ian et al came to the same
conclusion, as they recognised that a decentralised organisation cannot achieve the same
level of customer satisfaction or product quality throughout all of its units without a proper
standardisation. According to the researchers, standardisation helps to bring together all
different management strategies that are employed by the various managers (e.g. BMs) of
the branches, to focus on common goals (e.g. MSF-10 to develop regular customers from
new customers) and to avoid deviation from organisational visions. According to Husain
(2013), it is the top management’s responsibility to ensure that organisational goals are
effectively communicated to the employees so that the departments work towards a common
goal. The findings of Kucza (2001) and Husain (2013) fit to this study’s findings, as this
“working in one direction” is exactly what the researcher wants to achieve via the single
MASs: all branches shall focus on the same CSFs and therefore the same goals.

5.3

Contributions to business practice

5.3.1

Introduction

Apart from contributions to knowledge, contributions to business practice could also be made
during the research phase. In order to be in the position to answer the research questions of
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this study, the researcher conducted a single case study within a decentralised construction
company. The generated data was used to identify the CSFs in decentralised construction
companies as well as to develop MASs for the different management levels that are based
on the identified CSFs. In order to make the developed MASs applicable in business
practice, they need to be understood as flexible and customisable templates that can be
adjusted according to the particular needs of a decentralised construction company.
Therefore, the attached MASs (Appendices 22-24) are exemplary designs. The developed
MASs have the potential to support managers in decentralised construction companies
effectively in their everyday decision-making. Managers that use the developed MASs should
be able to identify the topics they need to focus on in order to achieve their own goals and
therefore the overall company goals.
The three developed MASs (for PMs, BMs, and MDs) contain classic target-performance
comparisons related to sales, itemised costs, and margins figures of the particular manager’s
area of responsibility. In addition, the identified CSFs were assigned to the different
management levels and added to the particular MAS. This way, the managers are informed
about the critical factors that have great impact on the achievement of management and
company goals. Not all identified CSFs could be measured and added to the developed
MAS. In some cases, surveys or annual in-house appraisal interviews are recommended in
order to estimate the achievement rate of a particular CSF.
In business practice, the MASs should be provided to the managers on a regular basis. Many
experts suggested a weekly basis for the PMs and a monthly basis for the BMs and MDs.
In addition to the identified CSFs as well as the developed MASs, a greater level of
awareness could be achieved by this research and by the involvement of experts regarding a
better understanding and more transparency in many areas of activity of decentralised
construction companies, which does have a strong impact on the overall success of these
companies. It could also be observed that all participants of this study were very interested in
its results and curious about the implementation of these results in their everyday work lives.

5.3.2

Contributions to PM level

The PM’s area of responsibility consists of several construction sites. It is the PM’s main task
to ensure a technically and commercially proper conduct of the construction works on the
different sites (Section 4.1.5.2.2).
The developed MAS for PMs (Appendix 22) is divided into the company goals (Section 4.3)
incl. the underlying CSFs that are manipulable by PMs. Thus, the PMs have a instruction
manual for their job illustrating all CSFs at a glance. Hence, the PMs are able to focus on the
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factors that really underlie their goals, to work more efficiently and to make better decisions.
Table 16 illustrates the content of the MAS for PMs.
Company goals

Underlying CSFs

to achieve the intended annual turnover, - sales, margin, and result

margin, and operational result

- Top 5 construction sites (according to order
value)
- Top 5 invoices (according to amount)
- realisation of addendums
- work safety

to develop successors for CMs

- candidate(s)

to improve liquidity position

- timely billing (in days)

to increase future profits

- development of good reputation
- development of personal relationships to
(regular) customers
- partnerships with subcontractors

Table 16: Content of the MAS for PMs (own table).
The MAS will be provided to the PMs on a regular basis (e.g. weekly), in order to keep the
PMs focused on their CSFs.

5.3.3

Contributions to BM level

The BM’s area of responsibility consists of a branch. It is the BM’s main task to generate
sufficient order income in order to achieve the planned branch budget (Section 4.1.5.2.1).
The developed MAS for BMs (Appendix 23) is divided into the company goals (Section 4.3)
incl. the underlying CSFs that are manipulable by BMs. Thus, the BMs have a kind of user
manual for their job illustrating all CSFs at a glance. Hence, the BMs are able to focus on the
factors that really underlie their goals, to work more efficiently and to make better decisions.
Table 17 illustrates the content of the MAS for BMs.
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Company goals

Underlying CSFs

to achieve the intended annual turnover, - sales, margin, and result

margin, and operational result

-

market-

and

customer-driven

price

calculations // continuous incoming orders
to develop successors for PMs

- candidate(s)

to improve liquidity position

- branch’s prefinancing

to increase future profits

- development of personal relationships to
(regular) customers
- development of new customers
- development of regular customers from
new customers
- bonuses for PMs/CMs
- partnerships with subcontractors

Table 17: Content of the MAS for BMs (own table).
The MAS will be provided to the BMs on a regular basis (e.g. monthly), in order to keep the
BMs focused on their CSFs.

5.3.4

Contributions to MD level

The MD’s area of responsibility consists of all branches within the division, the MD is
responsible for. It is the MD’s main task to monitor and support the single BMs in achieving
their goals.
The developed MAS for MDs (Appendix 24) is divided into the company goals (Section 4.3)
incl. the underlying CSFs that are manipulable by MDs. Thus, the MDs have a user manual
for their job illustrating all CSFs at a glance. Hence, the MDs are able to focus on the factors
that really underlie their goals, to work more efficiently and to make better decisions. Table
18 illustrates the content of the MAS for MDs.
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Company goals

Underlying CSFs

to achieve the intended annual turnover, - sales, margin, and result

margin, and operational result

-

market-

and

customer-driven

price

calculations // continuous incoming orders
- balanced order structure
to develop successors for BMs

- candidate(s)

to improve liquidity position

- branch’s prefinancing

to increase future profits

- development of new customers
- development of regular customers from
new customers
-

supraregional

cooperation

between

branches
- partnerships with subcontractors
- bonuses for BMs / PMs / CMs

Table 18: Content of the MAS for MDs (own table).
The MAS will be provided to the MDs on a regular basis (e.g. monthly), in order to keep the
MDs focused on their CSFs.
Especially the MDs are responsible for the existence of supraregional cooperation between
the single branches. It is their task to bring the different BMs together and to stimulate an
active knowledge transfer between the branches.

5.4

Limitations

With regard to the conducted research and therefore the developed MASs, there are
limitations that need to be taken into account.
Several limitations arise from the chosen methodology (e.g. research philosophy). As the
researcher dealt with the social actors in a particular organisation only, the findings of the
research are limited to this group of people. Should a generalisation of the findings be
intended, further research work would be necessary. In this context, it should be mentioned
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that even within the studied organisation and therefore in the group of social actors that were
studied, different opinions and perspectives were identified. Still, the results provide a robust
baseline for further research.
The MAS cannot replace a proper technical and commercial education or work experience of
the managers in a decentralised construction company. Though, the MAS is able to support
managers in making decisions affecting the achievement of their goals. In addition, the
developed MAS has not been implemented or even tested in business practice. Whilst all
identified CSFs as well as the MASs have been generated in a trustful cooperation with
business experts, an implementation in business practice incl. necessary tests have to be
conducted as part of another research study.

5.5

Outlook: recommendations for future research

Future research could for instance mean a test run of the developed MAS in business
practice. For this purpose, the MAS could be tested in the studied organisation or another
decentralised construction company. A study in several companies at once is also possible.
Another research approach could be an in-depth investigation of certain CSF clusters (e.g.
customer-related CSFs, construction management-related CSFs, staff-related CSFs, or
decentralised organisation-related CSFs) or even individual CSFs that were identified in this
thesis. Particular CSFs that come to mind are price calculations, partnerships with
subcontractors, variable bonuses for managers or the necessary trustful relationships
between branches and head office.
As all management levels in a decentralised construction company have different tasks,
another possibility for future research would be the conduct of a study that focuses on one
management level and its CSFs exclusively.

5.6

Reflections: the influence of the study on personal
development

This research study is based on two research objectives concerning the CSFs in
decentralised construction companies as well as the development of an MAS for the
managers in decentralised construction companies. Throughout the entire research journey,
(literature review, fieldwork, and thesis) the researcher was able to get to know the company
in which he has been working for 10 years much better.
The cooperation with the managers of the studied organisation has led to a mutually trustful
relationship between the managers on the one hand and the researcher on the other. It could
be observed that both parties could benefit from the study and the conducted fieldwork. The
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experts that have taken part in the study appreciate the newly gained understanding of their
jobs and of the tools that are available to support each manager in achieving his goals. The
researcher appreciates the newly developed personal relationships to many managers in the
studied organisation.
Moreover, the researcher has learned that each job has its own CSFs. In order to exercise a
job successfully, it is reasonable to think about the CSFs affecting the goals of the particular
job. The researcher was surprised how important the soft CSFs are and how greatly these
factors influence the achievement of business goals. He has resolved to focus more on those
soft, interpersonal factors in the future.
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